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TO ITS TRADITIONS, ITS PRINCIPLES, AND ITS
FORWARD VISION, WE OF THE SENIOR CLASS
PRESENT OUR PICTORIAL REVIEW OF THE
COLLEGE YEAR WITH THE HOPE THAT IT
IS A TRUE REPRESENTATION OF THE
FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND SPIRIT
OF ROLLINS COLLEGE. BASED
ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT ALL
EDUCATION IS SELF-
EDUCATION, ROLLINS HAS
PROVEN THAT THE GREATEST
THING A STUDENT CAN ACQUIRE
IN COLLEGE IS THE ABILITY TO LIVE
AND WORK IN HARMONY WITH HIS FELLOW
MAN THROUGH MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING, A
SPIRIT OF CO-OPERATION, AND A GENUINE
BOND OF FRIENDSHIP AMONG MEN OF GOOD FAITH.
THE 1957
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DR. CARROLL explains procedures to chem student Ken McCollester.
OUR STUDY

OUR PLAY
Suozzo, Judy Strite, Susu Dunn, Judy Hoffman, Jennie Lou Blakeley and Barbara Mead, who lead official mascot, "Tar Baby."
yells during every Tars home game.
1
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IT'S PARTY TIME on a typical Friday night.
2. CLASSES ARE sometimes held on Lake Virginia.
3. ALL-COLLEGE dances fill the year with fun.
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TENNIS
10
AND OUR SPORTS
BASKETBALL
11
DEDICATION
Perhaps the phrase "sweet humility" best describes
the devoted friend and benefactress ol Rollins
College to whom this Tomokan is dedicated.
Her deep interest and great al lection for
Rollins establishes feanette Genius McKean an
honored place in the hearts of the Rollins Family.
Jt is humble pride that Mrs. McKean possesses
towards all of ns here at Rollins, and we share
this same pride with her and towards her.
The Rollins tradition is deeply rooted in her, a
tradition of unsurpassed love and loyalty to the
school which was a symbol to her mother and
grandfather before her. No one person loves
Rollins College more than feanette Genius
Mc Kean, and no one school loves feanette Genius
Mc Kean more than Rollins College. We at Rollins
know her as the proud wife of a college
president; the quiet woman serving us hot
chocolate after an evening ol carolling; the
earliest riser to meet the circus train, pencil
and pad in hand, waiting to sketch the yellow
giraffes as they lly fleetingly by; the figure
auditing Dr. Stone's Philosophy class, her
silent presence contributing far more than the
busy hum ol student voices about her;
or the gracious lady with a basket over her
arm, gathering loses in the multicolored splendor
ol a spacious garden. Our boundless affection
for this woman exceeds no limit. For our common
faithfulness, sincerity, reverence and esteem
towards each other, for our love, admiration,
loyalty and "sweet humility"—to you, feanette
Genius McKean. we dedicate this Tomokan.
JEANETTE GENIUS McKEAN acts as hostess at her home.
1


PRESIDENT
A day in the life ol President Hugh McKean begins before
sunrise and ends long after sunset. A typical morning finds him
making a routine schedule check with his secretary; 10:30 and
he's in the Center lor an informal address to students;
at noon lie presides at a luncheon lor die Diamond fubilee
Commission; early afternoon he confers with architects as to the
perlet t location of the new women's dormitory; 4:30 and he's
having coffee with trustees; later he welcomes students at
his home lot an evening barbecue, and his day ends with opening
night at the Annie Russell Theatre. Foi the President's
day is filled with the many duties required to lullill the role
ol college president. From the innovation ol Wednesday morning
Center talks to the acquisition ol "Tar Baby," Hugh F. McKean
may look hack on an outstanding record ol five years as
Rollins president. A Rollins graduate himself, his understanding
ami guidance ol the "Rollins Family'' has inspired and directed
the college along a path ol even greater heights than before.
1(1


3EAN HELEN WATSON just completed her "freshmon year" at
-Rollins as Dean of Women. ROLLINS financial affairs are handled
by Treasurer John Tiedtk and his assistant, Fred Ward
111
ATHE STAFF
MRS. ELAINE KEMP this year filled in for absentee Dotty Koehler as Registrar.
PURCHASING AGENT Harold Mutispaugh
leafs through the catalogs to fill a Rollins necessity.
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'EUREKA, exclaims Cashier Chloe Lyle as her assistant, Leona Lyle, finds a lost key.
difficulty is ironed out with the
DON VINCENT, Director of Publicity,
prepares to write a home-town release from the News Bureau.
LIBRARY
Early morning, aftei lunch, co late evening—the Mills
Memorial Library is one of the most well-frequented spots on
campus. The largest building at Rollins, the spacious
T-shaped structure was completed in the fall of 1951 through
the Davella Mills Foundation. Outstanding features of the
building include two main floors, a full basement, five
levels of air-conditioned stacks and individual study desks
for a 250 student capacity. At present the library collection
exceeds 95,000 volumes and 6,000 periodicals. Other
interesting features include the library of the Hispanic
Institute on the second floor, the Rare Books and Floridiana
Room on the first floor, the two broadcasting studios of WPRK
in the basement, the microfilm and microcard reading room,
and the projection loom and Film Library also in the basement.
Income from endowments amount to several thousand dollars
annually, and the distinctive "Book-A-Year Club" affords the
liliKirv one book each year Irom every club member. In order
to maintain a library ol such high calibre, a large and
efficient stall is constantly at work. Mrs. Alice Hansen.
chief librarian, directs and oversees all activities: Mrs.
Letty Morehouse, Mrs. Olive Mahoney and Mrs. Jean Dunwody are
on hand at the circulation desk on the lirst floor;
Dr. Frederick Luten, archivist, and his assistant Mrs. Evelyn
Draper check over the records <>n the many volumes found on
the shelves throughout the building; in the catalog room
are found Miss fane Swanson, Mrs. Lorena Graham, Mrs. Judy
Mason, Mis. Lucy Lacey, Mrs. Barbara Graham and Mrs. Louise
Eberle, while Miss Merle Koch lends a helping hand by aiding
students to lincl books at the second floor reserve desk.
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NEW ROLLINS BUILDINGS ARE UNVEILED BY TRUSTEES AT
GEORGE W. WADDELL, Mrs. Rebecca Wilson, Coulter Craig, John Tiedke, Mr. Nelson, H. George Carrison, Henry S.
Lauterbach and Howard W. Showalter gather around the table in the President's office to get a closeup view of scale
models of the new dorms and Beanery to be added to the campus next year.
WILLIAM MILLS and Dean French meet to discuss affairs of the college. MR. AND MRS. McKEAN confer with Clarence M. Gay,
vice-chairman of the Board.
24
FOUNDER'S WEEK DINNER
IT IS TO THE TRUSTEES that Rollins College looks
most loi its past, present ami future. Foi it is the Board
ol Trustees who are the real backbone ol the college,
not only financially, but also as the most tine ami loyal
friends ol the college. Miller Walton served this yeat
as Chairman ol the I9-man Board. Vice Chairman ol the
Boaixl was Clarence M. Cay. Trustees meet as many
times during the year as they leel is necessary, and it is up
to them to plan the administrational policy of the
school. The Board of Trustees works closely with the
members of the faculty, stall, student body and alumni
to help build a better future foi Rollins College.
Highlight of this year's activities was the unveiling
ol the scale models ol three buildings to be added to the
campus next year. These include a new women's dormitory,
a men's dormitory and a new Beanery. The models were
first shown at the Founder's Week Dinner at the
Wyoming Hotel in Orlando, held in February during
Founder's Week and Animated Maeazine festivities.
GEORGE W. WADDELL, Mrs. Huqh F. McKean and Dr, Florence
Stone confer on business matters.
?USTEES meeting with A. J. Hanna include Howard W. Showalter, Archi-
ild Bush and J. Roy Dickie.
ADMIRING SCALE MODELS of future Rollins buildings are Harry
Carman, Miller Walton, President McKean and Alton C. Woodring.
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AND THOSE BEHIND THE SCENES
BEANERY MANAGERS are Mr. and Mrs. Mays and their assistant,
Mrs. Stewart.
MAINTENANCE STAFF members are
the Cartwnght family.
MR. AND MRS. GREGG and their able assistants maintain the c uisine at the Rollins Student Center.
OST ICJECHEm f
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CLASSES
WPRK
FACULTY
ROLLINS FACULTY, under the Eirst president, Dr.
Edward Payson Hooker, numbered <>nl\ 27, and since
that time has grown to its present number oi 76, which
includes ten classified as members oi the non-teaching
faculty. Still preserving the idea ol the "Conference
Plan," I i rst administered by Hamilton Holt, the present
student-faculty ration is 9 to I, thus affording Rollins
to become a campus noted lot outstanding friendliness
between professor and student. This friendliness is seen best
in the Center over a cup ol coffee, at Chapel on a
Sunday morning, on the campus at large, and,
especially, in the continuing correspondence between
faculty members and former students. One ol the most
outstanding features ol this atmosphere is the weekl)
Wednesday morning talk by President McKean in the
Student Center. I bis year the Rollins Women's Association
gave the entering faculty members a welcome reception
in the Morse Art Gallery. The reception was held on
October I!) and old and new faculty members got
together to compare notes and to prepare themselves for
the deluge ol students who came to them later to learn.
Faculty meetings are he ld on the liist Monday afternoon
ol each month. It is here that administrative and
student problems ate mel with, discussed and solved.
PRESIDENT McKEAN chats with Robert Morgenroth and Robert Greenfield
at the faculty reception beginning the year.
BUSINESS
BUSINESS FACULTY members are Roy Shelton, Mrs. Flora Magoun, Melvin Greenhut and Charles Welsh. Not pictured are John G. Eldridge,
Florence Peterson and A Ross Evans.
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HANNA, Paul Douglass, Geneva Drinkwater, Rhea Smith and U. T. Bradley.
ENGLISH
PETER DEARING, A R T. director; Arthur Wagner, Professor of Theatre Arts, Claire Kelly, Speech; Bob Grose,
Stagecraft; Donald Allen, Fred Stone director and Speech.
TH EATRE ARTS
LANGUAGES
RUDOLPH FISCHER, German; Colette van Boecop, French; Albertine Osgood, Spanish; Eugenie
Grand, French; Robert Morgenroth, French. Not pictured: Emilia Knight, Spanish; Angela
Campbell, Spanish.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCE faculty members Include Alex Waite, psychology; Robert Greenfield,
sociology; Gordon Lewis, sociology, William Fort, psychology and philosophy and Wendell Stone,
philosophy. Not pictured is James Russell, psychology.
SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS faculty members gather to discuss current department procedures. Around the table are Donald
Carroll, chemistry; John Ross, physics, Dan Thomas, physics; George Saute, math; Roy Wilson, geology; Paul Vestal, biology and
Bernice Shor, biology. Not pictured is Zens Smith, mathematics.
. , .i
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ART STAFF members gather in front of the Morse Art Gallery. Gallery Curator Janis Silins
discusses art with Constance Ortmayer, sculpture, and Arthur Anderson, painting and design.
Staff members not pictured are Hugh McKean, Mrs. Antonio Goubaud, design, and Joseph
Shifalo, architecture.
MUSIC
MUSIC FACULTY members include Alphonse Carlo, violin; Helen Moore, piano; Gerson Yessin, piano; Robert
Hufstader, Director of the Conservatory; John Carter voice, Catherine Crozier Gleason, organ, and Ross Rosazza,
voice. Not pictured: Walter Charmbury, piano; Harold Gleason, piano.
:M
W P R K
THE ONLY non-commercial, high fidelit) radio station m
central Florida — ihis is the Rollins College radio station,
WPRK. Beginning procedures late in 1952, WPRK-FM
operates on 330 watts ol power and serves ;i large pari ol th<
area surrounding \\ inlet Park and Orlando. WPRK is
operated entire!) I>\ students nuclei the direction <»l
station manager Man Frutchey. Beginning and advanced
(lasses are offered the radio student, stressing everything Ironi
technical operation to production, programming, announcing
and directing. Located in the basement ol Mills Memorial
Library, the station contains two studios equipped with
die most modern equipment available. WPRK programming
is planned to entertain a wide range ol listeners,
which include both students and community. Featured are
programs ol symphony, ballet music, piano conceits, literal)
discussions, forums, drama, current news, live music horn
Studio P> and a variet) ol other interesting material.
A typical day at WPRK finds Mr. Frutchey informing a
listenei ol the day's schedule; an afternoon ol rehearsal is m
order foi the Rollins Balladeers: Perry, Mate, Al, Sid, Nick
and Lvnne. During the evening Russ, Lynne, Sand) and
Sid are often found tape recording a "romote" lor later
rebroach ast.
s
OPERATION BOOTSTRAP
MEMBERS OF the Operation Bootstrap and Courses for the Community, headed by Dr. George Saute, gather for an informal
meeting one evening at Orlando Hall.
OPERATION BOOTSTRAP - two words which have
become the byword on the Rollins campus For those
men on the military bases in and around Orlando who
wish to further their college education and to extend
their college c i edits. Attending c lasses every Monday and
Thursday evenings From (>:.">() to 9:30 are men From Pal
rick, Orlando, Sanford and Pine Castle Air Force liases,
which co-operate with Rollins through the Education
Oil ices ol their respective bases. Also in the classes are
qualified adults from the community around Winter
Park and Orlando.
The |nn pose ol Operation Bootstrap is to provide off-
duty instruction in basic college courses. The courses
offered are usually required by most colleges and uni
versities, or they are acceptable as electives. The program
gives the men a chance to acquire college credits and
also enables them to qualify for job promotion or atten
danc e at a servic e school.
Operation Bootstrap works hand-in-hand with the
Rollins (ionises For the Community program. The
(Ionises loi the Community began in 1936 when the
college First presented an organized program ol adult
education.
It was in 1951 when this education was given the name
it bears today. Also in this year the courses were enlarged
and designed to meet the civic, cultural, professional and
recreational needs ol the community.
The Director ol both Bootstrap and Community
courses is Rollins professor, Dr. George Saute. All courses
aie taught by members or associate members ol the
Rollins Facility.
bach man who enrolls loi Operation Bootstrap must
be either a graduate of a standard high school or have
a certificate ol high school equivalency. The courses
operate on a semester system, having live semesters of
eight weeks during the college year.
Air Force personnel are permitted to enroll in the c lasses
with the Air Force paying three-fourths ol the tuition.
Commissioned personnel who receive tuition assistance
must agree to serve two years alter completion ol the
c ourse.
All other persons are required to pay the normal
Rollins tuition per course. The student, ol course, is
also required to purchase the texts specified For his par-
ticular course.
Courses offered to the military men are very similar
to those given at Rollins. They include Principles of
Accounting, Business Law, Personnel Management, Eng-
lish Composition, American National Government, Col-
lege Algebra, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Dif-
ferential and Advanced Calculus. General Psychology,
Business Organization, Plane and Analytic Geometry and
Fundamentals ol Speech.
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AUDREY PACKHAM, Education Department Head, grades papers.
WILLIAM DEWART conducts an English class during a Monday night meeting of the Courses for the Community.
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ORI ENTATION
FRESHMEN
SOPHOMORES
JUNIORS
10
HARRY BENNETT and his harem show their skill on wheels at THE DINKY LINE proves no hazard as oblivious freshmen girls sit on the
the Coliseum during the roller-skating party. tracks, evidently engrossed by President McKean's talk.
41
FRESHMEN
- 1
4
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS for the 1956-57 year are vice-president
Walt Hallstein and president Dick Mansfield. Missing is Linda Carroll,
secretary.
SID ABEL
ANITA ALEXANDER
CHARLES ALLEN
EVELYNE ARNDT
FRANCINE AUBRY
JOYCE BARBER
DICK BARKER
DICK BARNES
SEFTON BARNES
VALERIE BAUMRIND
ANN BELFIELD
PETE BENEDICT
BILL BENTLEY
CHUCK BERGER
KAREN BERRY
B. J. BOBEL
JOHN BOFINGER
JOADY BOULWARE
MILLIE BRADLEY
ED BRADY
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BOOTY HEKMA
DAVE HEWITSON
JOHN HICKEY
NANCY HILL
NAN HOLLAND
BETSY HOLLANDER
JOHN HOLMES
LLOYD HOSKINS
CHARLES HOWELL
DALE INGMANSON
LISH JACOBUS
GILMORE JENNINGS
PATTI JOHNSON
CHRIS JONES
CAROLE KELLY
CHERRY KING
BOB KIPP
KEN KRAMLICH
BOB KROMASH
LAWRENCE LADD
JOHN LAMBIN
NADI LANE
CAROLYN lANG
HERMAN LANGFORD
DANNY LAURENT
EMILIO LEBOLO
JOHN LEFFINGWELL
KAY LEIMBACHER
BOB LERNER
MARGOT LEROY
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SUZANNE LEWIS
JIM LYDEN
FRANK LYNCH
BOB MacCUSPIE
BRUCE McEWAN
OWEN McHANEY
STOVER MclLWAIN
SANDY McKEAN
DON McLACHLAN
BURNAM MacLEOD
BILL McLEOD
STEVE MANDEL
SUE MANION
DICK MANSFIELD
HELEN MEADOWS
NAT MENDELL
PENNY MENSING
CLAYTON MERRITTS
LARRY MICHALS
TOM MILLER
JACK MILLICAN
BEV MILLIKAN
SALLY MITCHELL
DALE MONTGOMERY
LIBBY MOORE
TOM MOORE
STAN MORESS
CHUCK MORLEY
DALE MORRIS
TIM MORSE
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CELIA SALTER
SANDY SANDS
NICHOLAS SAPIEHA
BARBARA SATTERFIELD
BILL SCHAEFER
BOB SCHERMER
SANDY SCHIELE
MARC SCHOEN
BILL SCHOENER
JULIA SCHOU
PHIL SCOTT
SANDY SHELL
JILL SHOEMAKER
PAT SIMONDS
CAROL SITTON
AL SMITH
DON SPENCER
DAVE STEIN
PATTY STEVENS
SALLY STEWART
BOB STEWART
PATTI STONER
SCOTT STRAHAN
SUE STRONG
GARRY SUTHERLAND
KEN TALL
ANITA TANNER
ANN TAYLOR
RAFE TELLER
JOAN THOMEN
V
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MARK TIEDJE-SUGAR
BOB TODD
MARNEY TOMS
GAY VAN DEUSEN
BETTY VAN MATER
JULIE VAN PELT
DAVE VAN SCHIECK
JOEVE VAUGHN
MARIO VEGA
DIANA WARDENBURG
NANCY WATZEK
JIM WEBER
MARY BETH WEIR
JOAN WHEATLEY
MARY WHITMAN
SANDY WHITTINGTON
MAURICE WILL
DEBBIE WILLIAMS
NANCY WILLIAMS
JEANNETTE WINDSOR
LINDA WISSING
FRED WOLKING
MICKEY WOOTEN
WIN YANDELL
PHYLLIS ZATLIN
CAROLYN BRAUNS
ROGER CHADWICK
GARY HANSON
NOT PICTURED
BILL HASTIE
JIM HELEOTIS
DICK HOBSON
KAREL ILKO
MARILYN LEU
PAULA STORMONT
WARREN WALLACE
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS this year include Cookie
Lindgren, secretary, Nancy Haskell, treasurer, Tom Dolan,
vice-president, and Len Wood, president.
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JOE FLEMING
GARY GABBARD
GARY GOLDFARB
SHIRLEY GOLDSTONE
BETTY GRAVES
JOE HARAKA
NANCY HASKELL
BARBIE HAAS
MABEL HEALIS
SHELBY HIATT
BILL HIATT
SALLY HILLS
WENDY HIRSHON
LARRY HITNER
BILL HOADLEY
JUDY HOFFMAN
DICK HOLMAN
GARDNER HORTON
JUDY HOWARD
LARRY HOYT
SALLY HUNT
JIM JOHNSTON
SUE JONES
JILL JOSSELSON
PETE KIMBALL
LARRY LAVALLE
LEE LAZZARA
DENNY LEARNED
RUSSELL LEU
COOKY LINDGREN
f
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KARL LOHMAN
DEDE LUND
ROSIE McCLUNG
BONNIE McCORQUODALE
TOM McGIVNEY
JUDY McPHERSON
CAROL McSWEENEY
WARREN MANN
NANCI MANVILLE
BOBBIE MARTIN
LEE MARTINDALE
JILL MASTERSON
JANICE MILBURN
JOE MILLER
LYNN MILLER
LOWELL MINTZ
MUFF MURPHY
SUE MURRAY
MARGIE MYERS
GWEN OGILVIE
TEEL OLIVER
ANN PATTON
TONI PERZIA
LYNN PFLUG
ANNE PHILIPSON
WADE PROVO
PAM RIAL
FRANCIE ROMANO
BOB ROSS
CORKY ROW
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JACK RUGGLES
DON SALYER
MIKE SAMUELS
MARY LEE SANDS
BOB SCHUDER
ROGER SEABROOK
D. A. SHARP
LES SLADKUS
DAN SMITH
R. L. SMITH
BILL SMITH
PRIS STEELE
NANCY STEVENS
J. C. STRANGE
RANDOLPH STROUT
GORDON STRUBLE
RITA STULL
JO SUOZZO
JACK SUTTON
TEDDY TAKAHASHI
RON TERPAK
NANCY TUCKER
KARLEEN TUGGLE
BETTY TYLER
CHARLES TYSON
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BOB USSEGLIO
DONNA VINCENT
SHARON VOSS
BILL WARD
DICK WATSON
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NOT PICTU RED
BILL BONNEY PHIL GALANTE MRS. POLLY SHOLLY
JOHN CASWELL JOE McCAWLEY JO STARR
TERRY CUNNINGHAM RON McLEOD JO TIPTON
HUGH FRANCISCO MARY WYRE
SENIOR WEB WALKER aids sophomore underlings in the proper art of filling out upper division papers at registration.
r,5
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS are Phil Lubetkin, president, Cam Chapman,
secretary, Bruce Longbottom, vice-president, and Hal Durant, treasurer.
JUNIORS
JUDY ADAMS
ANNE ALBENBERG
JOANNE ANTHONY
GAIL ARTHUR
GOODIE BARNEY
BRUCE BEAL
LEE BEEKER
HARRY BENNETT
BO BEXLEY
CHICK BEZEMER
CORKY BORDERS
THEORA BREDIGER
MARGIE BRISTOL
JARRETT BROCK
CAROLE BUBB
TIM CALHOUN
CAM CHAPMAN
BILL COOKE
JO ELLEN CRAIG
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MIKE CRECCO
KATHRYN CROSETTO
JIM DAVIS
ANN DERFLINGER
MANU DeURRESTI
SUZANNE DIGRE
HAL DURANT
PERRY ELLWOOD
BILL ELY
DOTTY EVELYN
FRANK FERGUSON
SANDY FOGARTY
MARY FULENWIDER
JACK GAUDETTE
JACK GAVIN
ED GRAY
RAY GREENE
GINGER GRIMES
JANNIE HAMILTON
KATHERINE HAMMOND
BOB HARTMAN
WES HATTON
MIMI HAUPT
BILL HERBLIN
PETE HOADLEY
BARBIE HOWELL
BOB HUMPHREY
LEE JERANE
LYNNE KAELBER
DICK KAYE
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BILL PACE
RONNIE PAIVA
SALLY PECK
TODD PERSONS
ANN PONTIOUS
BOB PRATT
LESLIE PRIESTER
DENNIS RICHARD
CHARLES SCUDDER
KAREN SERUMGARD
SAM SMATHERS
ANN SMITH
JIM STINGLEY
JUDY STRITE
C. J. STROLL
DON SULLIVAN
WIN TAYLOR
DORIS THOMPSON
BUD TRAYLOR
MOE WAITE
NICK WALN
JOE WARREN
DAVE WILLIAMS
FRANK WOLFE
SUE YORK
^
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CARLETON CLARK
JOHN CONNABLE
MILO CULBERTSON
KEN DUNNING
NOT PICTURED
JANE FOY
OTIS GIFFORD
BAYARD GUILD
BILL McKECHNEAY
TRU RICHMOND
BILL SHUTTLES
ROSANNE TIBBALS
SCOTTY WATROUS
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PUBLICATIONS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
HONORARIES
CLUBS
CHAPEL
TH EATRE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS THROUGH DEMOCRATIC
STUDENT GOVERNMENT at Rollins works closely with the faculty on a
democratic principle. Officers are elected every spring term to serve
for the ensuing year. Members of the Student Council include Sandy
Brickman, Dick Anderson, Bill Dunnill, Joan Bucher, Len Wood, Babs
Moore, Wendy Hirshon, Karen Serumgard, Larry Hitner, Fran Swicegood,
Bruce Beal, Dottie Englehardt, Susu Dunn, Tom Dolan, Guerrie Brown,
Punky Ladd, Marion Poison, and Tommy DiBacco. Student Council Officers
diis yeai are Pies I lull, president, Corky Borders, vice-president and
Delle Davies, secretary. The recently inaugurated Traffic Court
presides over a case as offender Roberto Muvdi is brought to justice
by Dave Bowman, Boh Pratt, Bill Dunnill and Tom Dolan. Posed appro-
priately in front ol the Administration building are the members of
the Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee, who are Ken McCollester,
Larry Hitner, Bob Eginton and Fran Swicegood. Another member, Billy
Pace, is not pictured. Another familiar figure about the Campus is
George Kosty, student comptroller, who checks the files for unpaid bills.

SANDSPUR GAINS
DICK HALDEMAN, editor-in-chief, begins another evening of editorials.
TOP WITH ALL-AMERICAN RATING
ALL-AMERICAN ratings seem to come quite
naturally to the Rollins weekly
newspaper, the Sandspur. For this year
the Sandspur captured an All-American
honor rating for the second consecutive
time. The editors responsible foi
the honor are Bruce Lee. Chuck Lambeth,
Sue Dunn and Dick Haldeman. fudged on a
national basis, the Sandspur is rated
against weeklies from schools ol the same
si/e throughout the country. From business
stall to writers. Sandspur reporters can
be seen scurrying across campus almost
any hour oi the da) on a "hot ti|>" foi a
stoi\ or advertisement. Published
every Friday morning, news is gathered
from campus and local sources all week and
written up every Sunday and Monday nights.
BOB TATE formulates plans for the next ad attack.
ANITA, Jean and Phyllis check over copy.
"SCRATCHY PEN" Edge and Sid compare gossip. LYNNE and Roma chuckle over a feature story.
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rOMOKAN work is ncvei done! All year, the
stall members ol the yearbook can be found in
their office in the Centei basement writing
(iitliiu'v typing (<>|>\. taking pictures, doing
layout and planning advertisements. And
proving that hard work |>a\s off, the Rollins
annual has nevei failed to rank very high when
judged in national contests. Supervising pro-
cedures is Editor-In-Chiel Sand) Hose, Bruce
Beal, business etlitor, and fanet Markson, adver-
tising, talk finance; Anne Nelson, art director,
plots the cover, and Phil Lubetkin, spoils editor,
tallies figures. Stall meinbei Mart) Deckel
consults with assistant editor Kathy Schwarz;
lash |a<ol)iis and Gail Piluger, stall members,
compare hooks from othei schools; Sid Kromer,
copy editor, finishes a cutline; Bob Eginton,
photographi* editor, contemplates a shot,
and Editor Sandy, Larry Hitner, assistant
editor, ami Pete Roe, production coordinator,
discuss deadlines with lohnnv Lonir. l>ul>l ishei
.
STUDENT PUBLICATION UNION members are, first row, Bruce Beal, business manager of the Tomokan, Sandy
Hose, Tomokan editor and Paul Ackerman, "R" Book editor; second row, Dick Haldeman, Sandspur editor,
Bob Eginton, editor of the Flamingo, Geneva Drinkwater, Sandspur faculty advisor, Dean Watson, "R" Book advisor,
Dr. Stock, Flamingo advisor and Robert Greenfield, Tomokan advisor. Not pictured are Jack Powell, business
manager of the Sandspur and Bob Tate, advertising commissioner of the Sandspur.
"R" Book editor Paul Ackerman and Dean Helen Watson discuss ir
to be included in the handbook.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY AT ROLLINS is somewhat uniqin
hidden in the dec)) dark depths ol an ollice in
the basement ol die Center, there I in ks an odd < rew
ol men ol various dimensions who optimistically
classify themselves under the appelation ol
photographers. To the stranger, the crew may be
.1 l>ii puzzling .it first. Upon entering the studio
one may be only screamed at—"Foi Heaven's sake,
shut that door, litis is ;i darkroom," 01 "O.K., \vho
didn't show l<» the faculty picture you want us
to be ostricized 01 something?" Altei being
thoroughly initiated thusly, one ma; regain
composure and began a thorough (hc<k on what
makes the photography (rew tick. Upon furthei
investigation, one will find a compac t and el I k ient
<iew, under the direction ol Lyman Huntington.
The department began loin years ago, established
in the Library, and this yeai moved to the Centei
basement. Here, Lyman, Win Taylor, Hob liginton,
and Sandy Hose lake, develop and |>i int all Rollins
photography, from Sandspui and Tomokan to
publicity shots. Constantly busy, the department
lias proved a great asset to the college. Alumni
camera fiends under Lyman's teachings have gone on
to jobs with Newsweek and Life, and this yeai Win
won the New Yoi k Press Photographer's top award
for his sports shot. The photograph) in both the
Sandspui and Tomokan lias constantly won All
American and honorable mention in national
contests—but it's all in a day's work!
v/f<<rr jfe,.
I'
INSTITUTE
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LIBRA is an honorary for women based on leadership and outstand-
ing service in activities. Members are Sid Kromer, president, Judy
Adams, Fran Swicegood, Cam Chapman, J. P. Patton, Kay Klein,
Sara Jane Dorsey, Nina Dean, Ruth Fairchild, Marion Poison and
Anita Wadsworth.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA, national honorary service fraternity, has as its members Dean Sidney French, Dean
Joe Justice, George Saute', Corky Borders, Ken Pahel, Bob Eginton, president, Clark Warren, Jack Powell, Bill
Pace, Pete Adams and Dan Thomas.
PHI SOCIETY elects to membership those who have
attained high rank in scholarship as freshmen. Mem-
bers are, first row, Ann Patton, Susan Digre, Fran
Swicegood, Sandra Fogarty, Theora Brediger, Cam
Chapman, Joan Abendroth, Ann Bowers; second row,
Judy Hoffman, Ron Atwood, Bill Pace, Margie Myers,
Jannie Hamilton, Sue Dunn, Shirley Goldstone; third
row, Tom DiBacco, Muff Murphy, Ford Oehne, presi-
dent, Ann Futhey and Wade Provo.
PHI BETA, national honorary society for women
with musical or dramatic ability, was installed at
Rollins in 1923. Its members include Janice Mil-
burn, Ann Brookbank, Liz Otis, Ann Derflinger,
Marion Poison, Carol Enz, Joan MacLelland, Mary
Jane Doar, Susan Mauk, Sandra Fogarty, Delle
Davies, Blanca Laborde, Joanne Lange, and Ann
Bowers, president.
THE KEY SOCIETY, composed of juniors and seniors, was founded
for the purpose of fostering interest in all campus and scholastic
activities. Members in this society are Tom Graves, Ronald Fishbaugh,
Susan Mauk, Jack Powell, president, Kay Klein, Vince Antonetti, Dick
Trismen and Ken Pahel, who were chosen for their high scholastic work.
PI GAMMA ML), national social science honorary,
has for its purpose the advancement of the scien-
tific study of social problems. Members are, first
row, Marion Poison, Frank Ferguson, Jack Powell;
second row, Ann Futhey, Charles Scudder, Frank
Wolfe, John R ice,* third row," Miss Drinkwater, Tom
Graves, Bill Preisch; fourth row, Miss Rogers, Miss
Packham, Mrs. Magoun; fifth row, Dr. Lewis, Dr.
Stone, and Dr. Greenfield.
i
1958 1959 I960
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
1957
ED DINGA
BOB EGINTON
AL FANTUZZI
*CHUCK HARTMAN
PRES HULL
EDDIE OVERSTREET
JACK POWELL
BILL PREISCH
MATT SINNOTT
(Military returnee
O.O.O.O. is
shrouded in the
deepest mystery.
Each year the names
ol its eight seniors are
announced, but its members
in othei (lasses remain mere
numbers. Meeting place is un-
known. It is a men's honorary or-
ganization, the purpose of which is to
create, preserve, and foster the ideals ol
Rollins College. Bill Preisch served as Chief
during 1956-1957, fack Powell was the Scribe,
and the Council ol Chiefs included Bob Eginton
and Pies Hull, also numbers 1 and (i oi the class
ol 1958, 3 and 7 ol the class ol 1959, and I and 8
ol the class of 1960. Faculty members are eligible, our
beloved long term President, Hamilton Holt, heading the
list. Present faculty members are unidentified. For the
information ol present Rollins students, the class of 1956
included Dave Berto, Bud Bilensky, Bill Boggess, foe Dallanegra,
Bill Fathauer, Denny Folken, Nic k Vane ho and Chuc k Weisman.
The class of 1955 included Jim Bocook, Bill Cary, Bill Cost, Don
Finnigan, Bob MacHardy, Phil Murray, Bruce Remsburg and fim
Robinson. The class ol 1954 included Don Anderson, Kazem Bareket, Bud
Fisher, Delton Helmes, Bob Leader, Bob Nikolas, Don Weber and Don Wilson
7:2
STUDENT MUSIC GUILD members promote
musical welfare on campus by sponsoring recitals
and other musical activities. They are kneeling:
Bob Rauch, Tom Glymph, Ronald Fishbaugh; first
row, Susan Mauk, Ann Bowers, Betty Lee Graves,
Sandra Fogarty, Nanci Manville, Sherry Voss,
Janice Milburn, president; second row, Ross
Rosazza, Jeanne Donahoo, Lynn Miller, Mary Lee
Sands, Angela Burdick, Frank Underwood, Ginger
Grimes, Ann Brookbank; third row, Allan Wok
brink, Gil Jennings, Barth Engert and Mr. Robert
Hufstader.
THETA ALPHA PHI, national honorary
dramatic fraternity, chooses |uniors and
seniors who have done outstanding work
in the theatre arts. Members include,
standing, Wilbur Dorsett, Clark Warren,
president, Donald Allen, Peter Dearing
and Ford Oehne; seated, Ann Derflinger
and Liz Otis
ROLLINS SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY members have
common interests in varied phase, of the scientific
world. The members are, first row, Ken McColles
ter, George McDonald, president, Paul Ackerman,
Sandy Whittington, Theora Brediger, Punky Ladd,
Dr. Donald Carroll; second row, Leroy Oetjen, Marc
Schoen, Bob Usseglio, John Greene, Pete Roe, Dale
Ingmanson; third row, Jim Simmons, Len Wood,
Bob Pratt, Jack Leffingwell, Gary Goldfarb, Dennis
Richards, Gordon Hahn; fourth row, Gene Foster,
Al Coleman, Bob Hartman, Joel Hutzler and Moe
Waite.
MEN'S R CLUB membership is instilled on those who have been
awarded their "R" in some major sport. Members of this organization
are Web Walker, president, Bob Bell, Vince Antonetti, Ben Sobieraj,
Frank Wolfe, Tom Hulihan, Guy Filosof, Dick Williams, Frank Willis,
Tom Dolan, Moe Cody, Elmer Lott, Dick Potter, Bill Karslake, Phil
Lubetkin, Pete Kimball, Al Smith, Chick Bezemer, Al Fantuzzi, Dick
Colabella, Brian Bird, Stu Maples, Jim Johnston, Ron Paiva, Hal
Lawler, Jim Doran and Ed Gray.
WOMEN'S R CLUB members are chosen on the basis of
number of varsity teams attained. Members are, left to right,
Joan MacLelland, Sid Kromer, Roma Neundorf, Anita
Wadsworth, Sue York, president, Betsy Brown, Janet Patton,
Sara Jane Dorsey and Barbara Moynahan,
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA members are
Monie Kukuk, president; first row, Miss Packham,
Marion Crislip, Sally Hills, Ginger Grimes, Doris
Thompson, Judy Adams, Korky Tuggle, Ann
Patton, Joan Abendroth, Barbara Satterfield, Rose
McClung, Martha Leavitt, Roma Neundorf and
Shirley Leech; second row, Katherine Crosetto,
Burkie Fitzgerald, Sandy Sands, Frank Ferguson,
Eddie Overstreet, Bruce Longbottom, Mary Wright,
Judy Hoffman and Joan Bucher.
PAN-AMERICAN CLUB members are
Nancy Fowler, Margot LeRoy, Nancy Wil-
liams, Linda Wissing, Vince Antonetti,
president, Bet Goodman, Valerie Greene,
Shirley Goldstone, Dale Morris, and Mari-
lyn Dupres; second row, Ann Patton,
Marian Dunsay, Karleen Tuggle, Jill
Masterson, Gail Parsons, Kay Klein,
Blanca Laborde, Phyllis Zatlin, Dolly Eve-
lyn, Elena Aguero, Tom Perzia, Shelby
Hiatt, and Sally Peck; third row, Gorham
Harper, Dick Barker, Manu de'Urresti,
Roberto Muvdi, Emilio Lebolo and Mario
Vega.
GERMAN CLUB meetings often end with a song around
the French House piano. Members of this organization in-
clude Susan Mauk, Evelyn Arndt, Tom DiBacco, Bob Pratt,
Sally Hunt, Maurice Will, Joan MacLelland, Caroline Aubry,
Gene Foster, Jack Mette', Judy Hoffman and Janice Ham-
ilton, president.
LE CIRCLE FRANCAIS (French Club to those of us who don't
savvy!) members are Mme. Grande, Mme. Boecop, Phillipe
Mussard, president, Betty Lee Graves, Ginger Grimes, Anita
Tanner, Patty Chambers, Wade Provo, Nancy Williams,
Randy Strout, Phyllis Zatlin, Caroline Aubry, Danny Laurent,
Lloyd Hoskins, Jill Shoemaker and Elena Aguero.
WHO'S WHO
"WHO'S WHO in American Universities
And Colleges," .1 national publication,
each year recognizes outstanding
students from approximately 675 colleges
and universities. Campus nominating
committees are instructed to consider,
in making their selection, the
student's scholarship; his participation
and leadership in academic and
extracurricular activities; his
citizenship and service to the school,
and his promise ol future usefulness.
The organization awards each member
a certificate of recognition, a listing
in the annual publication and provides
a placement service to assist seniors
and graduates seeking employment.
This year "Who's Who" chose seven
Rollins seniors for national listing.
They are [o Cavil, editor of the
1956 Tomokan; Bob Eginton, president
ol ODK and editor ol the Flamingo;
Dick Haldeman, editor ol the Sandspur;
Sidney kromer, president ol Libra and student
manage] ol WPRk. ken Pahel,
u innei ol the Co) t in Strong Scholarship
10 Norway and president ol the Chapel
Choir; Jack Powell, Rollins' Comptroller
and president ol Key Society, and Matl
Sinnott, chairman ol the l!F><> Fiesta
Week and president ol the \ Club.
JO CAYLL
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CHAPEL
RELIGIOUS LIFE at Rollins College is. ol course, centered in the
most impressive building on the campus, the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. Realizing that a religious program has three important
responsibilities: tea( hing, worshipping and serving, the Chapel
maintains a program for fulfilling all of these- responsibilities.
At first founded under the auspic es ol the Congregational Church,
the religious services are now non-sectarian. The Chapel program
is ( arried on by the Dean of the Chapel, Dean T. S. Darrah, and
rlie ( lhapel Staff, which is c omposed of the c hairman of the
student committees, nine elected students and two members ol the
fa( ulty. Primary among the many functions of the Chapel Staff
is the annual Drive conducted during the winter term. The money
from this drive benefits needy students, our "adopted" children
in foreign lands and students in special schools throughout
central Floi ida. Services are held in the Chapel every Sunday
morning at !):45 and are conducted by Dean Darrah. The Rollins
Chapel Choir, known throughout the country, is conducted by
Robert Hulstader. Resides the regular Sunday worship, Evening
Vespers are held every Tuesday and Thursday nights at 6:45 and
feature student speakers. Another sen ice ol the Chapel is
maintained through the Community Service Committee, composed of
those students who plan and c arry out those sei vices whic h
will be ol bene! it to the Winter Park and Orlando community.
I. CHAPEL USHERS are: first row, Ronnie Atwood, Corky Borders, Pete Kimball, and Randolph
Strout; second row, Ken McCollester, Bob Pratt, Bill Karslake, Web Walker, Ford Oehne,
Stu Maples and Bill Ward; standing are Dale Montgomery and Larry Hoyt.
2 VESPERS COMMITTEE planning Tuesday and Thursday evening services are Ford Oehne,
chairman, Bill Ward, Judy Strife, Mary Goodier, Dick Mansfield, Ann Futhey, Len Wood
and Ken Pahel.
3. DEAN FRENCH speaks to an informal After-Chapel Club meeting held in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel after every Sunday morning service.
4. THE COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB members are: first row, Patty Chambers, Sara Hills,
Leona Beeker, Gail Parson, Elizabeth Moore and D. A. Sharp; second row, Wendy Hirshon,
Celia Salter, Korky Tuggle, Pauline Calloway and Sue Murray; third row, Karen Serumgard,
Fran Swicegood and Marion Poison.
5. CHAPEL STAFF members are: first row, Ann Futhey, Melissa Hudgms, Geneva Drinkwater,
Clara Adolfs, Fran Swicegood, Dotty Englehardt and Sandra Fogarty; second row, Ken
McCollester, Pete Adams, Ford Oehne, Ken Pahel, Corky Borders and Dean Darrah.

INTRICATE LIGHTING DISPLAYS the impressive facade of Knowles Memorial
Chapel and the surrounding tropical palms to the campus.
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KEN PAHEL reads the invocation for Tuesday evening Vespers in Francis Chapel, while Ann
Webster Futhey waits to speak to faithful students.
THE ROLLINS CHAPEL CHOIR, directed by Robert Hufstader, is known as one of the best throughout the country
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ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
THE ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE this year celebrated,
in grand style, its twenty-fifth birthday. March 29 was
the dale for the big night commemorating the beginning
of the now well-established stage. Featured that evening was
the rededication speech by Marc Connelly, author ol
"Gi een Pastures" and the appearanc e oi former Rollins
student, Nancy Cushman, who has played roles in
"The Glass Menagerie," "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" and
"Death ol a Salesman" on Broadway. Gala performance
of the evening was the production of Shakespeare's
"Romeo and Juliet," whi< h ran through the rest of the week.
Direc ted by Peter Dealing, the set was built by Robert
Grose and costumes were designed by Richard Hill.
Miss Cushman stance! in the role ol Lady Capulet and
Delle Davits and Bill Smith were in the leading roles ol
Juliet and Romeo. During the rest ol the year, the Annie
Russell stage was the scene for five other plays:
George Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion," William Inge's
"Bus Stop," Christophei Fry's adaptation ol "Ring Around
the Moon." Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" and the two
musicals, Leonard Bernstein's "Trouble in Tahaiti"
and | ames Thurber's "Thirteen ( Hocks."
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BOB GROSE designs Annie Russell sets
THE ROLLINS PLAYERS are: first row, Mary Jane Doar, Pete Adams, Liz Otis, Clark Warren, Lu Vick and Jack Mette; second row,
Gary Goldfarb, Carol Enz, John Connable, Ann Bowers, Tom Dibacco and Marion Poison; third row, Nancy Haskell, Babs Wyman,
Mike Creco, Mary Lee Sands, Ford Oehne, Blanca Laborde and Delle Davies: fourth row, Aruthr Wagner, Donald Allen, Barbara
Ziegler, Peter Oearing, Leslie Lockamy and Bob Grosse.
Si)
THE CRUCIBLE" DEMANDS LONG HOURS OF PREPARATION
SELDOM DO DIRECTORS, actors, technicians and script blend and
congeal into an experience which deserves the acolade, "A Woik ol
Art." However, the \nnie Russell production ol Arthm Miller's "The
Crucible," during the week ol February lJ<i to March .!, certainly docs
deserve this title.
Directoi Arthui Wagnei look the controversial, talky,
moving Miller script, blended ii with superb acting from
Inn sometimes
,i line < .ist and
congealed it with the i<-< Iiiiit :tl know how ol Richard Mill, Petei
Dearing and Bob Grose. The end lesult was bettei than an\ one
individual talent alone, but the individuals who made the whole
possible must be credited foi then excellent performances.
The acting was brilliant, Clark Warren gave the best performance ol
his c ollege ( a i eer as [ohn Proctor. Liz Otis also gave hei best performance
in lour years in the role ol Elizabeth Proctor, John's wile. As Abigail,
Dede Lund performed with a skill which was born out ol a thorough
understanding ol the charactei she portrayed. Ann Derflinger caught
the weakness and inherent good in Mary Warren. John Connable's
characterization ol Giles Core) was flawless, easil) the best performance
in the entire play. Mike Crecco had the understanding and insight to
portray "straight parts." Tony Layng, Pete Adams, Hugh Mitchell, Blanca
Laborde, Nancy Haskell, (iluis Jones, Wendy Hirshon and Babs Wyman
acquitted themselves w ith much glory and honoi in the supporting roles.
From the technical side- ol the production, Peter Dearing's lighting
was extremely appropriate and maintained the mood ol starkness re-
quired ol the play for effec tive presentation.
Costumes by Richard Hill
sta»e furniture and non-set .
were in keeping with the light
. .
stark and realistic .
and
Bob Close his stagecraft class did a dillicull job
REHEARSALS ARE NUMEROUS in preparation for
a play on the Annie Russell Theatre stage.
Arthur Wagner h is given the college, in " The Crucible," the best
theatre in what has sometimes been dubbed "The (.olden Age ol Rollins
Theatre."
ABIGAIL, played by Dede Lund, demonstrates her ability for witchcraft in a dramatic scene from "The Crucible."
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SOCIAL GROUPS
RUSHING
SORORITIES
FRATERN ITI ES
INDEPENDENTS
MORSE GALLERY hosts entering women os they meet
Pan-Hellenic president Fran Swicegood and the presidents
of all women's social groups.
SORORITY RUSHING
"A DREAM Is a Wish Your Heart Makes," sing moo-moo-clad Alpha Phis as pros-
pective pledges cast their flowers in the water.
ALPHA OMEGAS serve up pizza in grand style

ALPHA PHI President . .
Vice-President
Secretary . .
... LOU VICI
MARY McKEEVE
. . SID KROME
ALPHA PHI members ore: Lu Vick, president, Mary McKeever, vice president; left to right, Elena Colucci, Joan Butcher, Anita Wadsworth, Jeanne
Donahoo, Martha Leavitt, Gail Parsons, Barbara Satterfield, Sue Manion, Debbie Williams, Lucille Harvey, Penny Mensing, Peggy Ewing, Jean Rigg,
Sally Peck, Sidney Kromer, Valerie Greene, Jill Masterson, Bet Goodman, Sue O'Bolger, Gwen Ogilvie, Sandy Whittington and Dede Lund. Not pictured
are Bitsy Keller, Marny Toms and Judy Pazolt.
"LET'S GO POGO" was the ci\ this year as
Alpha Phi pledgelets gave .1 Waly Kelly-type
Pogo Part) at the big win tt- mansion on Inter-
lachen Avenue. Highlight ol the yeai was the
traditional "Silvri and Burgundy Ball" held
at Dubsdread Country Club. The dance, the
lasi ol the yeai before Christmas vacation, did
much to send students on then way home lull
(il holiday spirit. 1 hen national philanthropic
charity being cardial aid, the Phis sponsored
a "King and Queen ol Hearts" contest at the
Valentine's Dance in February. Won by Helen
Carrell and Mo Cody, the chaptei raised ovei
SUM) as their contribution to the national pro-
ject. Filling the rest ol the social year were
numerous parties coke parties tot rival
volleyball teams alter each game; a sprint;
term jaunt to the Pelican; a tea tor their
visiting traveling field secretary; man) inti-
mate gatherings on Saturday nights at Cassel-
berry and, the biggest thing ol the spring
term, the annual senioi dinner-dance preced-
ing the all-college senioi dance in [line.
Athletically, the Phis were triumphant in in-
tramural sottball again this year, foi the sec
ond consecutive year. Just one more leg,
kiddied, and we've eot it!
SO WHO'S HOLDING ALL THE ACES scream Phis in a rousing session of gin
rummy in the spacious living room on Interlachen Avenue.
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CHI OMEGA members are: left to right, Korky Tuggle, Liz Otis, president; Juanita Cameron, Elizabeth Daniel, Ann Derflinger and Sandra Fogarty; lef
to right above, Pat Stoner, Margaret Carmichael, Francis Romano, Burkie Fitzgerald, Lee Lazarra, Babs Wyman, Carol McSweeney, Joeve Vaughn
Wendy Hirshon, Barbara Works, Beth Halperin, Owen McHaney, Pam Wilson, Mickey Wooten, Valerie Baumnnd, Sue Allen, Nancy Haskell and Sari
Brenner. Not pictured are Joan Wilkinson, Mimi Haupt, Millie Bradley, Judy Adams and Jeanette Windsor
JANET, MICKEY, Beth and Millie use their heads as pledges.
"DIME A SHINE," only a dime a shine, sang out thi
members oi Chi Omega as they gathered all shoes togethe;
and made a big party ol shoe-shining. Sounds like a nev
and different approach to the old problem! The girls o
Strong Hall are a busy group — Ann spends the main par
ol her time on the Annie Russell stage or in the confine
ol WPRK; Nancy is usually found laying out the Sandspui
and Owen is eithei on die tennis courts or on her wa|
there. Soc ial events for die Chi Os this year included the
shoe shine party, carolling at Christmas time, a "cook
out" party with the members ol Phi Mu, the Annual all
college open house, given by the pledges in the Strom
Hall paiio, the Easter breakfast for the college, an evenim
gathering lor socializing with the X Club, a television party
Christmas party and die traditional spring dinner dance
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PAT STONER watches R. L. and Chuck take over the punch
duties by serving Jack at the pledge open house.
President LIZ OTIS
Vice President ANN DERFLINGER C H OMEGA
Secretary MIMI HAUPT
LIZ OTIS, CHI O president, leads "her girls" in talent night presentation as flappers from the 1 920's.
1)7
THE RELUCTANT DRAGON is led "reluctantly" through the streets of the community during Fiesta.
GAMMA PHI BETA
President BILLIE JO WHIPPLE
Vice President DELLE DAVIES
Treasurer SHERRY VOSS
!»S
IE,
GAMMA PHI BETA members ore: Billie Jo Whipple, president, Delle Davies, vice president, Sherry Voss, treasurer, Lee Beeker, D. A. Sharp and
Nanci Manville; left to right, Nancy Watzek, Barbara Haas, Ann Brookbank, Karen Serumgard, Gail Arthur, Kay Leimbacher, Sue Barclay, Carol
Musselwhite, Carol Sitton, Carol Muir, Sue Baxter, Patty Chambers, B. J. Bobel, Julia Schou, Sally Mitchell, Patty Stevens, Bryce Hekma, Mary Fair-
child, and Nadi Lane. Not pictured is Joanne Anthony.
PAJAMA-CLAD pledges host Rollins in the Strong Hall patio.
"HILLBILLY HOEDOWN" proved to be ;i winner lor
the Gamma Phis as burlap-clad oakies capered on the
stage ol the Annie Russell theatre to become victorious,
lor the second yeai in a row, ol the annual Independent
Men's Talent Night festivities.
Reward foi the night was the huge silvei trophy, from
which the (.annua Phis toasted each other lor the test ol
the evening. Hillbilly pledges went "Sleepy-time" as the)
presented their annual all-college open house on the
Strong Hall patio in November; early in November the
(.annua Phis had their Founders' Day banquet at the
Eola Pla/a in Orlando: and, to wind up (he month's
lestivities. the group look to the woods lot an annual
affair at Starbuck Springs. Pun was had by all at the
Christmas part) in December, and more Inn l>v all at
the traditional semi-formal dance with the X Club at
Dubsdread Country Club in Match. Plans foi the spring
term include giving the annual fashion show in the
Strong Hall patio.
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CAROL ENZ reigns as Fairy Queen in the Theta entry in the annual Fiesta Parade.
RINGING OUT A FEW CHEERS at Lucy Cross Hall are tU
members ol a social sorority on campus known as Kappa Alph;
Theta to those who stand on formality. But, to their buddies
they are more often known as "real "one KATS." This year a
always, it seems, these gals are well on their way again to becoro
ing the winners ol the annual O'Brien Intramural Troplr
awarded to the group who garners most points during th«'.
athletic season. But, fun is mingled with work in this house-
thirteen girls were pledged to the black and gold early in tin
fall term and spent the test ol then pledgeship paying lot it wit!
pledge panics, clean-up days and hell week; actives gave pledge
a Christmas party; visits from both the District and Granc
Presidents brought forth the silver tea set at Cross Hall; Thet;
joined forces with the Gamma Phis for an evening ol carrolling
Octobet was the month lot the Theta-Sigma Nu formal danci
at the Langford Hotel; Talent Night found Kats "Searchinj
for a Song"; Carol En/ and the kiddies graced the "Fairy Queen'
float during Fiesta and the traditional "Dunk-A-Theta" boot!
was found again (only this time bigger and better) on the even
ing Fiesta Midway.
RAINCOAT-CLAD KATS search for "The Greatest Song, Love"
during the Talent Night. Hope you find it!
"WHAT LIGHT from yonder window break-5 " question the Thetas as they serenade the
freshman dormitories during spring rush week activity.
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA members are: seated, Roma Neundorf, President; first row, Judy Hoffman, Treasurer; Barbara Howell and Barbara Mead, Vice
President; second row, Cooky Lindgren, Kris Allen and Pat Foley; row, Carol Enz, Carol Pflug, Jo Davis and Dale Morris; fourth row, Helen
Meadows, Lish Jacobus, Bobbie Martin, Patty Johnson and Goodie Barney; fifth row, Mary Fulenwider, Ann Pontious, Joan Brand, Kathy Rhoads, Sue
Dunn, Nancy Williams and Anita Tanner; sixth row, Judy O'Brien, Mary Goodier, Nancy Stevens, Bev Nabers, Sue York, Mary Jane Doar, Lynne
Kaelber, Rainy Abbott and Judy Earle.
President ROMA NEUNDORF
Vice President BARBARA MEAD
Treasurer JUDY HOFFMAN
m
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
IMPROMPTU ENTERTAINMENT is furnished those in the Center as Theta pledges are "on
stage" for a routine during hell week festivities.
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NEPTUNE'S FANTA-SEA, complete with tentacle-entangled Kappas, literally "floats'
down the street in the big Fiesta Parade.
SHE'S A QUEEN! shouted the gleeful members
ol Kappa Kappa Gumma as "sister fudy" ( [aimed
tlic Eiesta Queen title at the Saturday evening
promenade. But this wasn't the only reason for
the Kappa excitement, as their nomination lor
Fiesta King, Ford Oehne, also walked off with
the title. During the year, a Christmas dinner-
dam e was given; both pledges and actives had
quite a revealing "come-as-you-are" party; a sur-
prise hreaklast helped rouse sleepy ones at Pugs-
ley Hall; the traditional Kappa-X Club Valen-
tine's Dance came ofi in fine order at Dubsdread;
the annual "friend's" party was held again this
year out at Jeannie Tauscher's beach; seniors
were honored at a surprise party in the spring; a
scholarship banquet honored those blessed with
academic prowess; many teas were given at
"Hearthstone,'' the Kappa alumni house, and
many, many other various-type parties filled the
schedule ol Kappa this past year.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA members are: first row, Fran Swicegood, Joan Abendroth, Joanne Suozzo, Karin Williams, Sandy Sands and Ann Bowers;
second row, Jo Craig, Melissa Hudgins, president, Leslie Priester, Punky Ladd, Camille Chapman, Judy Strife, Margie Bristol and Teel Oliver; third
row, Julie Van Pelt, Linda Carroll and Sue Murray; fourth row, Judy Howard, Jill Shoemaker, Sandy McKean, Sue Strong, Jenny Lou Blakely, Patti
Dunlap, Muff Murphy, Mary Beth Weir, and Donna Vincent. Not pictured are Lloyd Hoskins, Carole Bubb and Ann Smith.
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President LIZ HUDGINS
Vice President .... CAM CHAPMAN KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Secretary JUDY STRITE
^
"THE STORY OF LOVE" is portrayed by the Kappas during the Talent Night.
President JOAN BENNETT
Vice President .... MARIJO BOULWARE
Secretary KATHY SCHWARZ
PHI M U
GIMMI MY BLINDERS! screamed theii sisters as Joan and
Marty flashed their "rocks" in the laics oi envious bystanders.
Cupid hit the habitants oi Fox Hall pretty hard this year— but
there was still time for work. In keeping with tradition, Phi Mu
gave tlie lirst dance of the year, "Harvest Moon," this year in
cooperation with the Delta Chis at Dubsdread in October. The
next morning they honored the Delts with an after-chapel col lee.
During elections. Phi Mu rented a big TV and held an all-night
election party in their living room to welcome in the new presi-
dent. The days preceding Christinas vacation found the pledgelets
in a "Mistletoe Mood" as they staged their annual Christmas
pledge all-college open house; the Phi Mus and Sigma Nus gave
a Christmas party for the underprivileged children of Winter
Park; and the sorority joined with Delta Chi lor an evening
of Christmas carolling ol campus. OI course, the biggest high-
light ol the year was winning the Fiesta Parade with the float
of "Alice in Wonderland" featuring Nancy Fowler in the title-
role. The) also were awarded a plaque lor the best decorated
booth on the midway. During Talent Night, the gals gave a
splendid take oil on "The Planet Rollins."
SANTA CLAUS visits the children of the community in the form
of Phi Mus at the annual Xmas party.
'THE PLANET ROLLINS" is Phi Mu's entry in the Talent Night competition.
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PHI MU members are Marijo Boulware, vice president, Joan Bennett, president and Kathy Schwarz, secretary; left to right, Sue Jones, Nancy Rade-
baugh, Janet Markson, Marty Decker, Guerrie Brown, Betty Tyler, Chris Jones, Vallorie Burnette, Nancy Fowler, Joan Thomen, Mary Whitman, Anne
Philipson, Mabel Healis, Marilyn Dupres, Marion Crislip, Sarah Barber, Anita Alexander, Joady Boulware, J. P. Palmer, Sally Reed, Ann Belfield, Anne
Albenberg, Emily McGriffin and Pam Rial. Not pictured are Lynn Egry, Jannie Hamilton, Margie Myers and Celia Salter.
''A MISTLETOE MOOD" was the scene for the Christmas pledge open house.
ID.-,
PI BETA PHI members are: in the circle, C. J. Stroll, vice president, Ann Webster Futhey, president and Dotty Englehardt; clockwise, Jo Cayll, treasurer,
Sue Lewis, Carol Fortier, Helen Carrell, Pris Drake, Dudley Robinson, Gay Van Deusen, Winkie Colado, Joan Wheatley, Corky Row, Barbi Moynahan,
Garry Sutherland, Barbi Berno, Janet Neal, Bev Millikan, Annie Robinson, Sandy Shell and Cherry King. Not pictured are Ann Todd Johns, Sandy
Taylor Wilson and Pris Steele.
THE ARMY WAS NEVER LIKE THIS commented the crowd as Pi Phis gave their Talent Night rendition of military life
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PI BETA PHI
President ANN FUTHEY
Vice President C. J. STROLL
Treasurer JO CAYLL
PI PHIS were "Flying High" with their elephant during Fiesta.
TAR BABY was a big help during "hell week'
lemonade to passersby on the horseshoe.
when baby angels sold
" VNGI I S l\ DISCI fISE" il they are, they
ccrtainh have many, man) men tooled, lot
this yeai the mortality rate in Mayflowei Hall
look a sudden rise, claiming "angels" Ann
Todd, Ann Webstei and Sand) Taylor. And
noi only is there trapping talent m the house
-budding actresses include Barbi Moynahan,
Pris Steele and foan Wheatley; journalistic
talents I>elong to (.any Sutherland; Helen
C.aiiell holds down athletic honors and the
title ol Orange Bowl Princess was claimed In
Pris Steele . I bis veai lound Mis. Cooper
welcomed lo Mayllowei as the new house
mother following Mis. Brown; I'i Phis had a
tea lor Dean Watson: March lound them
w ith a Founders' Day lea on hand; Helen Car-
rel! reigned as "Queen ol Hearts" at the
Valentine Dance; pledges and actives held a
|)i(iii( at the lion Bridge; the "Jewel" re-
turned a la Continental, only to leave again
altei wintei term; I'i I'his Hocked en masse
lo Sandy's wedding in Clearwater in April:
a resplendent elephant entered the Fiesta pa-
rade "flying high"; and. on the midway, those
who had a good arm and a bettei aim <ould
"Pie a I'i Phi."
"WALTZ ME AROUND AGAIN, WILLIE" soys Annie to Bill as
pledges gave their annual all-college open house.
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ALPHA OMEGA
President SHIRLEY LEECH
Vice President SALLY HUNT
Secretary MARY LEE SANDS
This year the Alpha Omegas moved into a new dorm, Detwiler
I louse, on the campus. Social events on their calendar were a
tea given for unaffiliated women together with the Indie Women;
an all-college open house, a spaghetti party lor all their mem-
bers, featuring the excellent cooking of Alpha Omega members;
participation in the Fiesta weekend festivities with a float and
booth, and a rousing beach party on the Atlantic.
4!
PROVING the old adage that too many cooks spoil the broth, these
Alpha Omegas fix a late hour snack.
A FLUFFY FANTASY depicts "Seventh Heaven" as this group sees it for
their Fiesta Parade float.
ALPHA OMEGA members are: Shirley Leech, president, Sally Hunt, Linda Wissing, Mary Lee Sands, Nancy Wilson,
Carol Helbig, Eleanor Ginader, Jojo Lange, and Libby Moore.
KIS
INDEPENDENT WOMEN
INDEPENDENT WOMEN (his year staged one ol the
most brilliant and spectaculai shows ever to hit the
Rollins campus. Music and story written by Frank Under
wood, "Heads 'n Tails" was the highlight ol the
vear as a varietv ol talent was seen in a fabulous displa)
on the Annie Russell stage. The Indies sponsoi the
show each year as the highlight ol then year, providing
competition tot talented aspirants in the musical and
literary world. Scripts are submitted to Indie members
in older that they may choose to provide the campus
with the best talent available lor their annual extrava-
ganza.
President BLANCA LABORDE
Vice President MARY WRIGHT
Secretary TEDDY BREDIGER
CORRIN HALL is provided with keyboard magic as one
of the more talented occupants gives a welcome listener
a sample of her worth.
INDEPENDENT WOMEN group members are: Blanca Laborde, President, seated; standing, left to right, Marion
Dunsay, Bitsy Keller, Katherine Hammond, Erma Pickel, Babs Moore, Marion Poison, Pauline Calloway, Susan
Mauk, Phyllis Zatlin, Elena Aguero and Sara Hills. Not Pictured are Theora Brediger, Dorothy Evelyn, Kay Klein
and Mary Wright.
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A ROUSING SONG for the Lambda Chi is presented by Pat Foley as fresh- new members of Sigma Nu readily find out.
man began their visits to fraternity open houses.
SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN greet new pledges in a grand welcome outside the "mansion."
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MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE DELT house, this group also |oins in the welcoming ceremonies.
PROUD PLEDGELETS of Lambda Chi Alpha strike a pose outside Hooker Hall after pledging.
Ill
EMILY McGIFFIN, the "good Queen of the North," surveys her kingdom of "Wonderful Lond of Oz."
DELTA CHI members are: Ken McCollester, president; first row, Ted Takahashi, Paul Ackerman, Biuce Beal, Leroy Oetjen, Dick Holman and Johr
Greene; second row, Dick Haldeman, Pete Roe, Bob Todd, Win Taylor and Larry Hitner; third row, George McDonald, Steve Mandel, Phil Lubetkin
Pete Kimball and George Fehl; fourth row, Bill Schaefer, Alan Coleman, Phil Scott, Jack Mette, Jim Bonatis, and Clark Worren; fifth row, Wet
Walker, Bob Lorenzen, Nick Wain, Jack Leffingwell, Jim Simmons and Walt Hallstein; sixth row, Hugh Mitchell, Jarrett Brock, Roberto Muvdi, Go)
Filosof, Bruce Longbottom, Jack Bofinger, Bill Moulton and Bob Hartman; seventh row, Ken Pahel, Dick O'Laughlin, Bob Humphrey, Stu Harvey
Larry Hoyt, Bill Karslake and Frank Ferguson; eighth row, Perry Ellwood, Tony Layng, Denny Learned and Ed Brady. Not pictured are Jim Brediger
Pres Hull and George Crook.
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SO WHA T DO YOU SAY, DELTS - was i( a good yeai
or was it a good year? < )thei than the fa< i thai Kimball
never shaves, Fvloulton never changes, Karslakc never
stops smiling and McCollestei nevei siaiis, the Delts
claimed their share ol honors foi the year; Pres I lull
as No. I man on the totem pole, president ol Student
Council; Dick Haldeman being editor ol the Sandspur;
Ken McCollester serving as vice-president ol the senioi
class and the IFC Council; Phil Lubetkin and Bruce
Longbottom as president and vice-president ol the iunioi
class, respectively; Dick Mansfield and Walt Hallstein
doing the same deed for the freshman (lass; Web Walkei
was president ol the Men's "R" Club; Ken Pahel shot
his \va\ to champion ol the intramural goll competition.
On the social calendar the Delts gave the first dance ol
the year. "Harvest Moon," with the Phi Mus; they hosted
their dates at Playlinda foi a mammoth spring steak fry.
Helen Carrell, Delt candidate for "Queen ol Means."
won the title: Fiesta Weekend found the Dells making
the most money ol the midway lot their penny-pitching
and gambling game, and in the spring their thought
tinned lightly to that ol a senioi banquet, cocktail part)
and dance. On the philanthrope side ol the picture, the
Delts maintained a Blood bank for the college com-
munity, available to all on campus.
DELTS AND DATES partake of the "better things of life" at an
intimate gathering held at Showalter.
'ONCE UPON A TIME" the Delts participated in Talent Night—and, this is all that happened!
STILL IN A QUANDARY, Pete wonders whether to grab the girl or the mustard.
Evidently, Larry has already decided he's for the girl.
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KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
President . .
Vice President
Secretary . .
KAPPA ALPHA members can be found in one of three places.
One of these spots is on the tennis courts — which payed oil this
year, as usual, as they again won the intramural tennis competi-
tion. Another favored KA hangout is the "mansion" itself, where
the game-of-the-day is bridge. And we're sine that il there was
an intramural tourney lor this pastime, the KAs would again
be victorious, for here the brothers hold forth as no other house
on campus — just try to gel a word in edgewise and find out for
yourself; on second thought, if you value your life — don't!
besides tennis and bridge, the KAs are famous lor their social
life. This year they held their informal rush party at the Orange
Court Hotel in Orlando, complete with both dinner and swim-
ming: the formal rush party was thrown at Dubsdread Country
Club; highlight of the year was the traditional, annual "Robert
E. Lee Ball," held for all actives and alums of the area on this
lamed gentleman's birthday — this year the affair was at the Bahia
Shrine Temple in Orlando — on the usual January 19th date—
the KAs held other parties loo!
KAPPA ALPHA members are: Buz Smith, president; first row, Vince Antonetti, Roland Reynolds, Emilio Lebolo,
Pete Hoadley, Bill Bentley and Tim Calhoun; second row, Bob Zumft, Cole Church, Gardner Horton, Bill Ely,
Dick D'Alemberte, and Jack Millican; third row, Jack Gavin, Stan Moress, Mario Vega, Bill Hastie and Jeff
Richardson; fourth row, John Hosier, Jacques Mitchell, Chuck Berger, Joe Haraka, and Dick Colabella; sixth row,
Bob Schermer, Bob Pletz, Bill Mason, Pete O'Brien and Bill McKechneay; last row, Don Salyer and Jim Davis. Not
pictured are Gene Foster, Bob Brown, Dick Potter, Ronnie McLeod, John Hemphill, Roger Seabrook, Bill Cook,
Otis Gifford, Jim Doubleday, Joe Robinson, Tom Miller, Scott Strahan, Howie Forbes and Ben Soberiaj.
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CHAIN GANG KA pledges go through a week of hell BARBARA HOWELL is named "KA Rose" for the current year.
"ALL SHOOK UP" is Bob Brown as he beats Elvis' time in a performance for the brothers at a small evening
gathering.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA members are: at the piano, Dick Burns, president; first row, Warren Lewis, Dean Mitchell, Ronnie Atwood, Mark Frutchey, R. L.
Smith, Tom McGivney and Phil Galante; second row, Todd Persons, Gil Pierce, George Chrisman, Bob Pratt, Steve Andrews, Rustie Ratrie, Wes Hatton,
Frank Wolfe and Chuck Howell; third row, Ed Flory, Philippe Mussard, Gordon Hahn, Jack Sutton, Bill Herblin, Karl Lohman, Herman Longford,
Chuck Morley, Dick Anderson and John Hickey. Not pictured are Tom Wells, Nat Mendell, Chuck Hartman, Chuck Doyle, Dale Ingmanson and
Dick Barnes.
President DICK BURNS
Vice President GORDON HAHN
Secretary TERRY CUNNINGHAM
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WHAT'S THIS? It's merely the group and their dates getting to-
gether for a little of that ever-popular Southern Comfort, so warm-
ing on a chilly Saturday night.
WHEE, WE WON! screamed the members oi Lambda
Chi as "brother Frank" walked off with top honors in
the race for Student Council Proxy at the sprint; term
elections. Other notorious and campus characters inhibit-
ing Hooker Hall are R. L. Smith, whose stick figures
grace the pages ol the "Spur; Steve Andrews, who is
found nowhere but atop his snipe in the middle ol Lake
Virginia; Bob Pratt, who is found nowhere but in his
Poise he at Sebring, and Chuck Hartman, who is found
nowhere' Social events on the calendar lor the Lambda
Chis (his year included the annual Pi Phi—Lambda Chi
Costume Ball ai Dubschead in February; many, many
nips to the beach, steak frys; the "Goldenrod" venture!
and open house for the families ol members; an open
house for the incoming women; a pledge party alter
pledge Sunday and the joint blast with their neighhors
to the south, the Lambda Chis from Florida Southern
College. Talent Night found the men ol Hooker Hall
turning "hams" for the night as they did an old west
melodrama to the background ol Mark Frutehey's excel-
lent pic kin' and singin!
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A SONG OF THE OLD WEST is re-enacted on the Annie Russell stage as the brothers loudly
sing and shoot their way into the Talent Night contest.
KNIGHTS OF OLD grace the Lambda Chi entry in the Fiesta Parade as Don Quixote begins his attack on the windmill.
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SIGMA NU
President BOB BELL
Vice-President MO WAITE
Treasurer TOM DOLAN
SIGMA NUS cheer as they witness a duo-winning at the Fiesta Dance, the crowning of Judy
Howard and Ford Oehne as King and Queen of the Fiesta.
AND IN THE WINNERS CIRCLE - the members ol
Sigma Nu! For this year, the Snakes seem to have pretty
well dominated the- scene, as far as winnings go, on the
Rollins campus. Beginning with intramural football in the
fall term, their streak ol luck continued through the yeai
winning Talent Night foi the second year in a row with
" The Story ol a Piano"; winning lop honors in the Fiesta
Parade with their version ol "Swan Lake"; and, ( ulminating
a very successful yeai with die crowning ol theii candidate,
|udv Howard, as Fiesta Queen and l ord Oehne as Fiesta
King. Judy gained honors again as site was proclaimed
"Sweetheart ol Sigma \u" at the Christmas dinner in
December; May marked the month for the annual While
Star formal; Frank Underwood w rote the Independent Wom-
en's annual musical revue; the Sigma Nus maintained two
shoe shine stands, one in Orlando and one in Winter Park,
for the Orange County Heart Fund Drive; Corky Borders
claimed honors as vice-president ol Student Council and
president ol Omicron Delta Kappa; Tom Dolan was pro-
claimed vice-president ol the sophomore class; Ra Moody
was presidenl oi the Intramural Board; Sandy Hose edited
the 1 oiiio kan ; I 0111 I )i Iiac c o won out in the spring elections
for editor ol the 'Spur and l ord Oehne was named presi-
denl ol the Chapel Vespers Committee. Yes, this year
marked much success in the careers ol the proverbial
"Snakes."
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SNAKES TURN TO CATS for the
night as "The Story of a Piano"
garners top honors at Talent Night.
ENOUGH FOR ALL from the sterling trophy won by Sigma
Nu, for the second consecutive time, at the annual Talent
Night at Annie Russell Theatre.
SIGMA NUS are: first row, Frank Willis, Bob Bell, president, Bob Tate, Tom DiBacco, Al Smith, Scctty Watrous, Bob Usseglio, Ra Moody and Sandy
Hose; second row, Tom Hulihan, Bill McLeod, Harry Glass, Dale Montgomery, Frank Underwood, Bob Whitelaw, Elmer Lott, and Tom Dolan; third row,
Dave Hewitson, Bob MacCuspie, Bill Preisch, Pete Adams, Ford Oehne, Ed Gray, Jim Lyden, Jim Weber and Jack Eiteiljorg; fourth row, Mo Cody, Ken
Tall, Bob Stewart, Roger Graham, J. C. Strange, Bud Traylor, Dan Ostrander, Larry Lavalle and Tim Morse, fifth row, Larry Breen, Jim Johnston, Stu
Maples and Ron Paiva. Not pictured are Danny Laurent, Dick Trismen, Mo Waite, Brian Bird, Manu de Urresti, Corky Borders, Al Fantuzzi, and Bob
Schuder.
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X CLUB members are perhaps some of the most versatile
on campus, for their talents are spread out in an infinite variety
of ac tivities. Known especially for their athletic prowess, the men
of Gale Hall this year won the basketball intramurals for the
sixth straight year in a row, they also took top honors in intra-
mural volleyball, softball and were second in the football com-
petition. Outstanding members of the X Club are Jack Powell,
president of Phi Gamma Mu, a member of ODK, president of
Key Society, listed in Who's Who and treasurer ol the senior
class: George Kosty, president of the senior class and comptroller
of the student council; Len Wood, president of the sophomore
(lass and vice president of the student council, and Matt Sinnott,
also listed in Who's Who. Chick Be/emer gained lame when he
landed a berth on the all-state basketball team lor the third year
in a row. Social events on the X Club calendar this year included
many, many parties, beach excursions, a shower for Matt and
Linda's new baby and the annual senior party, held this year at
the Pinehills Country Club.
"THIS IS THE WAY IT'S DONE" says Jim Doran to his winning
fellow-teammates of the X Club.
X CLUB members are: left from front to back, Hal Lawler, Bob Farmer, Matt Sinnott, Don Hunt, Jack Powell, Lee Martin-
dale, Vic Main, Harry Bennett, Bob Richmond, Jackie Gaudette, Bob Lerner, Joe Miller, Ronnie Terpak, Warren Mann,
Mike Crecco, Ted Dittmer and John Lambin; right back to front, Chick Bezemer, Jim Doran, Hal Durant, Ed Dinga, Boyd
Coffie, Gary Gabbard, Bob Ross, Ralph Farina, Bob Craig, Sid Abel, Bill Dunnill, Chuck Allen, Pat Tahaney, Len Wood,
Bunky Davi;,, and Les Slodkus. Center, George Kosty; Not pictured, Dick Diversi.
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SUE MURRAY and her X Club harem find time to get in a few hands of
bridge in the early hours of eveningtime.
MUST BE RAINING! That would be the only explanation why
golfers Jack and Joe would miss being out on the greens.
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s.s.s.
President . .
Vice President
Secretary . .
. . LEE JERANE
RANDY STROUT
. . DON ALLEN
This year, fifteen men, who felt the need of another men's group
on the campus, banded together to become charter members
of Rollins' second local fraternity, SSS. The aims of the group,
as their name implies is to develop a well-rounded college stu-
dent in the areas of social, scholastic and sports. At present the
group is an ex-officio member of Student Council and hopes to
occupy its own residence by next year. Members who have taken
part in various campus activities are: Tom Moore who arranged
the choreography for the Freshman show, Fred Wolking and
Mark Tiedje, members of the Chapel Choir, and Randolph
Strout and Dan Smith, both Chapel readers and members of the
Ushers Corps.
A SPACE FANTASY of gold rocket ships carry Miss Patty Stevens
as SSS makes its entry in the Fiesta Parade.
k<mm
DON AND TOM spend spare hours "jockeying" with jazz.
SSS MEMBERS are Randy Strout, Wade Provo, Don Allen, Dick Watson, Gorham Harper, Mark Tiedje, Lee
Jerane, Fred Wolking, Pen Plug, Tom Moore and Bobby Green.
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INDEPENDENT MEN
President
Vice President . .
Secretary-Treasurer
. .
DAVE WILLIAMS
. .
DAVE BOWMAN
PETE McKECHNEAY
IM\T III RS I HALL hosts those on the campus who wish to be known as the
Independent Men 01 "The Men ol Pinehurst." Highlight ol the yeai is the
sponsoring ol the annual Indie Men's Talent Show, held every yeai on the Annie
Russell Theatre stage, and all planned and executed l>\ the members ol this
group. Taking an active part in this year's proceedings were Bob Eginton and
Gary Goldfarb, who acted as emcees l<>i the evening. Managing the whole alfaii
was junior Sandy Brickman who saw to it that everything came oil in just the
right order and at just the light time. Other social events on the Indie Men's
calendar this year included main various types ol parties and a weekend at the
Pelican during the spring.
FUNNY-MEN Edge and Gary clown it up at
Talent Night evening competition.
DAVE AND DAVE find time to play with
their pet alligotor on Pinehurst steps. (His name couldn't be Dave too!)
JOHN AND JOE provide Pinehurst Hall with a little
musical performance in the hall.
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BASKETBALL
CREW
TENNIS
WATER SKIING
GOLF
SOCCER
BASEBALL
INTRAMURALS
I

TARS COMPLETE HEARTBREAKING SCHEDULE
Coach Dan Nymicz's Rollins Tars, during the 1956-57
season, provided the basketball Ian with many spectacular
»anics thai were often decided in the remaining minutes
of the game.
The margin of victories were extremly slim as exempli
ficd by the Tar's losing five games thai were decided l>\
less than six points.
Vmong the heartbreakers that Rollins encountered ovei
their 21-game schedule was the one-point defeat by Stetson
in a double overtime. SS-S7: the Florida Southern game
in which Rollins lost by two points in a triple overtime,
SI-70. and the Pfeiffer game in which the Pais lost 94-92.
However, the bars were not to be outdone as they eked
out a 77-75 victory ovei Georgia Teachers.
Perhaps the most exciting game ol the schedule was with
the Stetson team during the second encountei between
these two arch rivals. The game provided main thrills as
both teams scored ovei the century mark with Rollins
avenging the earlier deleat 1 12-100. This game was a F.I. B.C.
record for the most points sc ored in one game and most points
scored bv one team. Captain (Ihick Bezemer, Boyd Coffie
and Seniors Hul Lawler and Al Fantuzzi completely out
hustled and outfought the Hatters as the Tars rebounded
and shot with amazing accuracy. This was truly a great
ending to a rather heartbreaking season.
Despite the pool record ol the Tars, main performances
should be singled oul as being worth\ ol praise. Chick
Bezemer, 1 1 1 < - captain-forward playing his third sensational
year, led the Tai individual si omul; with I!) points a
game, as well as capturing 16.4 ol the team's rebounds.
Chick was also chosen bv the Florida l imes Union as a
membei ol the Ml State Firsl Team, an honoi achieved for
the i h ii cl veai in sine ession.
Boyd Coffie, a sophomore guard and the Tars' play-
maker, played on (stand in» ball as he gave his teammates a
hi i in a iii^lu ballgame l»\ Ins hustling and fantastic shoot
ing. Boyd averaged 10 points a name.
Two seniors, Hal Lawler and Al Fantuzzi, aided con
siderably during (be- season, and in their final name against
Stetson, played a tremendous brand ol ball.
Perhaps the boy who showed the greatest promise foi
the future w as Bob Schuder, a sophomore, w ho linally came
into his own as he shot with confidence and helped ease the
burden ol rebounding for Chick.
W ith the additional experience ol Bezemer, Collie and
Schuder, and boys like Gabbard, Ruggles, Mart.indale, Fai
mer and Bunky Davis, the Rollins Pars should look forward
to a winning season next year.
Left to right, front row, Ra Moody, Lee Martindale, Boyd Coffie, Gory Gabbard; second row, Ralph Forlna, Dick
Bezemer, Hal Lawler, Bob Farmer, Dale Ingmanson; third row, Coach Dan Nymicz, Stover Mcllwain, Bunky
Davis, Bob Schuder, Jack Ruggles.
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Rollins Opponent
95 TAMPA
87 STETSON
50 FLORIDA SOUTHERN
96 WESTERN CAROLINA
78 WEST VIRGINIA TECH
84 PIEDMONT
89 ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN
92 PFEIFFER
68 TAMPA
66 FLORIDA SOUTHERN
51 MIAMI
79 FLORIDA SOUTHERN
77 GEORGIA TEACHERS
66 KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
94 FLORIDA STATE
86 MIAMI
78 GEORGIA TEACHERS
79 MERCER
64 MERCER
79 FLORIDA STATE
112 STETSON
66
88
56
78
107
58
92
94
53
74
63
81
75
82
97
93
88
104
77
96
100
BOB SCHUDER and Hal Lawler stretch for Tar rebound.
TAR COACH Nymicz looks worried as his ace Bezemer is sidelined with a sprained ankle.
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HAL LAWLER sinks two for the Tars.
COFFIE controls the ball os Steson trys to steal It.
GABBARD leaps high for a successful one-handed jump shot.
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ROLLINS CREW CONTINUES SMALL COLLEGE DOMINANCE
Rollins crew, under the tutelage ol Coach U. T. Bradley,
has maintained iis high rating in small college towing with
a very impressive season record.
Building Ins crew on the experience ol returning letter-
men Hick Potter, Ed Gray, Larry Breen, Bill Karslake and
Moc Cody, Coach Bradley integrated two freshmen, fini
Lvden and Tim Morse along with Tom Dolan from lasi
year's undefeated [unioi Varsity to form a strong new
under the new command ol Danny I,anient, freshman
i oxswain.
The season began in February with a great race against
the University ol W isconsin that ended with Rollins win
ning by one and one hall lengths. This was the first time
in three years that Rollins has won this annual event. From
(hat success the crew continued lor seven more victories,
defeating Florida Southern twice, Jacksonville University,
American International College, Amherst College, Marietta
( lollege and Fampa University. I his st i eak ol eighl straight
wins, a new record at Rollins, was finally clipped by a
strong LaSalle College crew from Philadelphia on April
20th. At the time ol publication, Rollins is prepared to de
lend theii Florida State' Intercollegiate Championship on
April 27 on Lake Maitland, then one week later are oil to
seek a win at the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia. Rollins
has been second place crew al lliis regatta lot eighl \eais,
and this lime they are out to beat LaSalle College, defending
i damps.
The Rollins funioi Varsity Crew has also compiled a
favorable record, with six w ins and no losses in seas< m races.
Ihis crew, almost entirely made up ol inexperienced men,
are out to defend their state and Dad Vail Championships,
both ol which were won lasi year. This year's funioi Varsit)
includes Harr\ (.lass. Bob Hartman, Dan Ostrander, Dick
Barnes, Bob Schuder, Bill Bentley, Nat Mendell and Bob
Todd, with R. L. Smith at the reins in the coxswain's seat.
^ ~> *> ~%
x
'HE VARSITY CREW includes, left to right, Dick Potter, Ed Gray, Jim Lyden, Tim Morse, Danny Laurent, Tom Dolan, Larry Breen, Bill Karslake, and
Aoe Cody.
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ROLLINS CREW as seen on Lake Maitland defeated Jacksonville.
VICTORIOUS crew carries shell after race.
ROLLINS VARSITY crew pulls away for another decisive victory.
l:',2

ROLLINS NETTERS COMPILE ENVIABLE RECORD
Norman Copeland, Rollins youthful tennis coach, once
more tinned out a w inning team for the 1957 season. Over-
coming the loss of veterans George Longshore and Memo
Garcia through graduation as well as Guy Filosof by NCAA
eligibility rules, the Rollins net team achieved an enviable
and commendable record.
Ren Sobieraj, an experienced and returning Ietterman,
occupied the number one spot at which he performed in the
fashion that earned him his position. Jose Ochoa, versatile
young Mexican star, filled the number two spot while Vin-
cente Antonetti followed as number three man. Freshman
Dave Hewitson, junior Ietterman Phil Lubetkin, and Gene
Foster rounded out the Rollins sextet.
Sobieraj and Ochoa, Rollins one-two punch, teamed as
the top doubles team with Coach Copeland experimenting
with the other squad members foi the remaining two teams.
This resulted in the Lubetkin- Antonetti duo moving to the
number two slot, while Gene Foster and freshman Steve
Mandel joined Iokcs ai the third position.
The 1!)")7 schedule saw the Tars sidelining such powers
as Duke, Michigan and Georgia; while losing only to
Miami's Hurricanes and Princeton's Tigers. Matches with
highly regarded Lamar State of Texas and Indiana were
unfortunately by-passed because of deplorable weather con-
ditions.
Fhe team participated and made a wonderful showing
in the Florida State Open and Closed Championships, with
the Tar's top singles player, Ben Sobieraj, winning the State
Open Singles title by overcoming Germany's Peter Scholl
in the finale.
Fhe Rollins netters, ably coached and properly trained
by coach Copeland, battled through a strenuous schedule
and produced a brand of tennis responsible for Rollins'
place in the limelight oi intercollegiate tennis.
Othei players participating in varsity matches were:
Mead Goller, Hurnam McLeod, Steve Mandel and Manager
Bob Zumft.
FROM LEFT TO RlGHT: Coach Norm Copeland, Vince Antonetti, Steve Mandel, Dave Hewitson, Burnam MacLeod, Bob Zumft, Tom Glymph, Gene
Foster, Bill Moulton, Bob Bell, Meade Goller, Ben Sobieraj. Not pictured are Phil Lubetkin and Jose Ochoa.
l:J4
ROLLINS number one man Ben Sobierai returning backhand.
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JOSE OCHOA as seen serving.
PHIL LUBETKIN returns opponents volley with a backhand.
ANTONETTI displays form that made him
HEWITSON returns cross court forehand.
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WATER SKIING
The Rollins Varsity Water-Skiing Team is lot med
from members <>l the physical education water-
ikiing classes under the direction ol Mr. Suydam.
Mr. Suydam watched the (lasses ski and then chose
the most capable and talented on the ski-boards lot
tnembership on the varsity team. T he team then
>egan practicing traveling with ease and skill ovei
the waves, concentrating on slalom methods and
:rick techniques. On Ma\ II, the skieis and Mr.
Suydam traveled to Cypress (.aniens in Winter
Haven lor the annual intercollegiate water-skiing
tournament. On their arrival, they entered both the
difficult slalom and nick events which called lot
skill and co-ordination as they spun over the waves.
The competition was fierce but their many hours
:>! practice (especially on Sundays) held them in
^ood stead. And despite the sudden advent ol
sailboat obstacles whipping about Lake Virginia,
they had managed to become expert in the tricks
il the trade.
BRUCE McEWAN and Perry Ellwood casually demonstrate their expert slalom
techniques on the bounding main of Lake Virginia.
MEMBERS OF THE Varsity Water-skiing Team are, left to right: Annie Robinson, Helen Carrell, Margot Leroy, Lynn Kaelber, Dave Williams, Mr.
Suydam, Coach; Perry Ellwood, Warren Monn, Bruce McEwan, Stu Harvey, Pete Poe, and Stan Moress. Not shown are: Russ Leu and Bert Marling.
ROLLINS LINKSMEN BLAST WAY TO A GREAT YEAR
Rollins Opponents 17 WAKE FOREST
21 WISCONSIN 6 12 FLORIDA STATE
1 Q rLUKI UA ii 2 rNUKIntKIN ILLIINLMj j 1 A 1 t
17 MIAMI 10 22 NORTHERN ILLINOIS STATE
18 GEORGIA 9 14 FLORIDA SOUTHERN
20" 2 ALABAMA 6V2 131/2 LAMAR TECH
20 GEORGIA TECH 7 18 MIAMI
25' 2 MERCER IV2 24 FLORIDA SOUTHERN
131/2 NORTH CAROLINA 131/2 7 FLORIDA STATE
26'
2
CORNELL '2 3rd Place FLORIDA INTERCOLLEGIATE
10
15
VA
5
13
13'/;
9
3
20
VARSITY GOLF TEAM, left to right: Ron Terpak, Bob Craig, Dick Diversi, Bob Ross, Joe Miller, Ed Dinga, Jim Curti.
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The Rollins tinksmen had one <>l theii greatest \ t:» i s behind
the playing ol 1 » < * I > Ross. Duk Diversi, fini Curti, Ed Dinga,
Bob Craig, Ron Terpak, and foe Mille r. The only senioi on the
team is l il Din^a, which means that next year's season should be
equally as good as this yeai s. Ed was a valuable asset in third posi-
tion, and many ol his clutch shots pulled his teammates out ol
trouble.
Rollins had one ol
show by then I I wins.
This yeai 's team fa< e<
squad in the past.
the best teams in the nation. This was
'_' ties, and only L! losses to Florida State,
a touuhei si hedule than any olhei link
Bob Ross, playing first man must ol the season, was outstanding
in his play. He was high scorei foi the year, and won 15 individual
matches, losing 2, tying 1. Dick Diversi, Maine amateiu (hanip, 51,
55, 56,, played second spot. Die k was just a freshman this year, so
Rollins will be seeing a lot mote ol this impressive golfer, fim
Curti, the Tar with more eagles i<> his credit than any other,
played fine goll all yeai long with a tine "will to win" lot
Rollins. Bob Craig, a consistent winnei at louiih slot, took on
all comers. Bob named most ol the time with die longest hittei
ol the group, Ron Terpak. Ron deserves a lot ol credit lot the
wins this veai as mote than oik e he dropped in that last big
putt thai spelled victory. Playing in die alternate position was
Joe Miller, foe, a transfer, wasn't eligible to play until almost
one-hall die matches were over, but he proved his worth with
mam wins.
When we brag that Rollins has one ol the lop teams in the
nation, we sav it siiueielv. The Rollins linksinen plaved as a team,
beating out then opponents and not worrying about individual
scores. This is die kind ol team that the si hool < an be proud ol
real winners right dow n to the last shot!
With six lettei men retui nil
hat oiu "oil team will aeain
g next year, there can be no doubt
be oik' ol the finest in the country.
SENIOR ED DINGA blasts way out of sandtrap
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PHILIPPE MUSSARD approaches ball in try for a Tar goal.
FALL TERM INAUG
THIS FALL the avid Tar sport fan was treated
to the birth of a Rollins Soccer team. Under the
tutelage ol Coaches Dean Justice, President Mc-
kean and Mr. Herbert Hellwege, the fall turnout
was remarkable. Within two short weeks, 30
eagei Rollins men were organized, schooled in
the rules and regulations of the game, and then
put on the field to show how much they could do.
lu their first season game the Tars bowed to
the University of Florida Soccer Club, 6-1. The
Rollins eleven then played the Coral Cables Club
whic h was a group ol men, not necessarily college
i
men, who have been playing soccer for competi-
tion's sake and not as a college varsity sport.
The Tars' performance considering this factor
was quite commendable as they lost 9-2. Denny
Leal ned, center-forward and captain, and Phil-
lipe IVIussard scored the Rollins' goal.
Perhaps the most exciting game of the newly-
horn schedule was the encounter in which the
Tars were within 1"> seconds of defeating Florida a
Southern but had to settle for a 2-2 tie in Central
Florida's first intercollegiate soccer game. A great
deal ol credit should be given to Co-captains
Denm Learned and Larry Floyt, Phillipe Mus-
sard, Mosely YY'aitc, Jim Lyden, Roberto Muvdi,
Emilio Lebolo, Ed Flory and Jim Weber for in-
augurating a Rollins sport that will definitely
be a spoi t ol the luture.
MAURICE WILL attempting to pass to teammate Philippe Mussard.
A FLORIDA SOUTHERN player using his head in deflecting ball to teammate. Tar player Learned locks on.
1 10
URATES SOCCER
SCHEDULE
Wins Losses Tics
2 3
COLLINS UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA SOCCER CLUB 6
ROLLINS 2 . . CORAL GABLES CLUB 9
ROLLINS 2 . . . . FLORIDA SOUTHERN 2
ROLLINS 2 . FLORIDA SOUTHERN 2
ROLLINS 2 . . UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA SOCCER CLUB 2
PRESIDENT McKEAN grins happily as Tars score.
EMILO LEBOLO defends the goal as he thwarts a score by University of Florida Soccer Club.
AT THE OPENING of the soccer season the Rollins students show true spirit with rousing ovation for a Tar goal.
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ROLLINS COMPLETES LATE SEASON SPLURGE
As the Tomokan goes to press, the Rollins Tars have
posted only .1 cS I | record foi the 1957 baseball season, but
jeem squared away aftei an earl) s 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 > to make a rate
'or the Florida Intercollegiate Baseball crown.
The Tars have posted a 2-2 F.I.B.C. record with seven
inference games to play. With only two regulars lost from
the 1956 team which won 17 ol 26 games, this season was
yiewed optimisticall) l>\ followers ol the squad who hoped
01 a return to the N.C.A.A. playoffs where the Tars had
ippeared foui times in five years.
But a series ol misfortunes, starting w hen ace righthander
Hal Lawler and lefty |a<k Powell were sidelined with sore
inns, and culminating with second baseman Ron Paiva's
broken leg dimmed these hopes.
Paiva, a three year regular, was expected to steady an in-
field weakened l>v the loss ol Ail-American Nick Vane ho.
Slick-fielding-Nick, Rollins' top hitler in 1955 and 1956,
uas replaced l>\ P>ol> Richmond, whose previous experience
w as ,11 third base.
Demoralized l>\ the we akened infield, the Tars lost eight
ol their lirst ten games, despite hurlers Bunky Davis, Stover
Mcllwain and Chuck Allen. Righthandei Harry Bennett
was a victim ol (he slump, losing three complete games, in
c hiding a two hittei
.
With Lawler, unbeaten nine game winnei in 1956, and
Powell returning to the mound, Rollins shook its slump.
Powell beat Amherst and Miami and Lawlei beat Michigan
Stale while Bennett won two games. Lawler's lirst loss in
two years, to Miami, and a close 1 loss to Florida ended the
Rollins' hot sti eak.
Several bright spots pointed towards a possible F.I.B.C.
crown. Bennett, Lawler, and Powell gave the Pars a top
hurling staff, while Pel Overstrcet seemed an answei to die
second base problem. Two homers apiece l>\ Ehnei Pott
and Frank Willis, a grand slam home 11111 l>v Boyd Colfie,
and another home 11111 by Al Fantuz/.i showed potential
power existed in the Fai lineup to supply the' punch
missing since' the graduation ol Vane ho and Jim Doran.
iOTTOM ROW, left to right, Jack Powell, Chuck Allen, Phil Galonte, Frank Wills, Ron Paiva, Bunky Davis, Elmer Lott; second row, Ed Flory, Bill
)unnill, Bob Usseglio, Al Fantuzzi, Bob Richmond, Jack Gaudette, Ed Overstreet, Jim Johnston; third row, Harry Bennett, Boyd Coffie, Stover Mcllwain,
Sob Farmer, Hal Lawler, Bob Schuder, J. C. Strange, Barry Barnes, Ralph Farina.
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ROLLINS TARS perform on field before home-town crowd.
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5
2
1
1
5
1
9
9
3
3
6
6
5
3
3
14
12
11
GEORGIA
GEORGIA TECH
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA
OHIO STATE
STETSON
ALABAMA
ALABAMA
AMHERST
MICHIGAN STATE
MICHIGAN STATE
MICHIGAN STATE
STETSON
MIAMI
MIAMI
FLORIDA
TAMPA
STETSON
STETSON
FLORIDA STATE
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
J. C. STRANGE, Rollins third base coach, signals to teammate that he has completed extra base attempt successfully.
Ml

FRANK WILLIS, Tars left Fielder rounds third base as a teammate's double scores him from second base.
t
SENIOR Al Fantuzzi awaits turn at bat. LEFTY Jack Powell warms up before
game
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SIGMA NU CAPTURES INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL CROWN
Touch football once again returned to the fall intra-
mural scene after a lour year absem e. After slightly alter-
ing the rules and regulations, the fall season got undei
way. With the main obstacle being a red flag, many ol
the rougher boys were seen sprawled out all over die
field in a vain attempt to grab thai elusive Hag.
The two teams that provided the fall spectatoi with
as much excitement as one could hope for were the league
champions Sigma Nu and the X (Hub. No one will evei
forget that deciding game between these teams as they
both played a brand ol football, the likes ol which has
never been seen on this campus before. The Sigma Nu
backfield ol Tommy Hulihan, Elmer Lott and Frank
Willis and their powerful line composed oi Ed Gray,
Torn Dolan, |im Johnston and fim Buchanan gave the
X Club as well as the rest ol the league a thorough lesson
in the art of touch football. Die k Williams and fim Doran
were seasondong standouts for the X Club.
CLOCKWISE: Tom Dolan, Ed Gray, Ron Paiva, Frank Willis, Tom Hulihan,
Elmer Lott, Bud Traylor.
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X CLUB AGAIN CAPTURES INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
Opening the uinki season were the intramural tennis
mate lies which were won by the Kappa Alphas. The
singles division saw Gene Foster ol Kappa Alpha defeat
Steve Mandel of Delta Chi in a grueling three set final
which clinched the intramural cap for the KA's. Gene
then teamed with Bob Zumft to capture the doubles,
also.
Returning from Christmas vacation the hardwood of
R.e< Hall was the center ol attraction lor basketball fans.
The league was especially well balanced with the excep-
tion ol the \ Club who captured their seventh straight
title in as many years.
Perhaps the highlight was the Tars All-Star win over
Stetson, 63-61, in the traditional intramural game of the
year. |:uk Gaudette of the X Club was the definite
standout ol the game.
Rounding out the winter season was volleyball, in
which the X Club remained as the champs once again.
The team ol Bezemer, Ruggles, Durant, Doran, Gabbard
and IVIartindale combined their talent to go undefeated.'
JIM DORAN snares rebound in game against Snakes
X CLUB, left to right: Bill Dunhill, George Kosty, Jack Gaudette, Bob Richmond, Ed Dinga, Jim Doran, Hal Durant, Bob Lerner, Sid Abel, Joe Miller,
Dick Williams.
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SOFTBALL, GOLF, SWIMMING HIGHLIGHT SPRING SEASON
The spring intramural season once again pro-
vided the fraternities with an intense amount ol
competition.
Softball was the main attraction and as ol tins
writing the X Club remains at the top ol the
league after defeating then closes! competitors,
Delta Chi. The X Club team ol Chick Bezemer,
Jack R aggies. Gar) Gabbard, Pal Tahaney, Matt
Sinnott, Bob Farmei and Len Wood proved to
be too much foi the league. Othei outstanding
ballplayers in the league were last-balling Jack
Bofinger ol Delta Chi, Ra Moody and Bud
Traylor of Sigma Nu, Buz Smith, KA and Phi
Galante ol Lambda ( ihi.
Intramural goll provided another close match
with Delta Chi's Ken Pahel besting X Clubbei
Les Sladkus. This was the second consecutive
yeai that Pahel reached the final round. As ol
this waiting swimming has not been completed.
X CLUB volleyball team practicing their shots.

THETAS COP BASKETBALL INTRAMURAL CROWN FALL TERM
1HIS YEAR'S BASKETBALL season was a good
one. At the end <>l the alloted period, it was
Kappa Alpha Theta again on top tor the intra-
mural crown. And it was Theta again on top ol
the contest between the All Stai team, chosen
Iroin the top players from all the other teams,
when these two came to battle (although the
difference was only a heart-breaking one point).
Chosen for the varsity basketball team weie:
forwards, Rainy Abbott, Helen Carrell, Bev Na-
bers, Betty Van Matei and Betsy Brown and
guards, Sue York, Sid Kromer, Roma Neundorf,
Lucille Harvey and Julie Van Pelt. This yeai
the gals journeyed to Charleston, S. C. where they
played a college team. This year the women's
varsity team split even on the win-loss column
with a 2-2 record.
LYNNE AND SID make a vain attempt to grab the ball, which seems to be heading
more in the direction of waiting Julie Van Pelt.
ALPHA PHI TOPS ALL OTHERS IN SOFTBALL COMPETITION
RAINY STIRS up the sand sliding into first base in a close play as Betty
reaches for the ball.
Composing the main part oi the winter term sports
schedule for the girl's intramural teams is the softball
competition. Playing long and difficult games on the
Sandspur Bowl, the girls often found themselves play-
ing even alter dark in order to finish up an exciting
five innings <>l batting and fielding. Behind the ex-
cellent pitching ol Anita Wadsworth, the members ot
Alpha Phi tliis year again retained the softball trophy
they gained possession ol during last year's competi-
tion. Coming in second and third to the Alpha Phis
were the teams ol the Independent Women ami Kappa
Alpha Theta, who played a thrilling game in their
duel for the second (dace spot. Chosen at the end ol
die season to compose the women's varsity softball
team were Joan MacLelland, Betsy Brown, Lucille
Harvey, Roma Neundorf, Rainy Abbott, Anita Wads-!
worth, Mary McKeever, Sue [ones, Sue York, Marin
Toms and Nancy Haskell. And as soon as the softball
season was over, the gals began preparing themselves
lor the spring season ahead. Tennis started almost
immediately and those named to this varsity team were-
Owen McHaney, Julie Van Pelt, Lynn Egry, Joan
MacLelland, Rainy Abbott and Lloyd Hoskins.
SUE JONES, PHI MU, takes a chunk out of the Theta -pitched softball to chalk up another run in Theta-Phi Mu game.
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SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE HIGHLIGHTED BY VOLLEYBALL
Perhaps the busiest time i>l the spoils yeai lot the
girls in intramural competition is in the spring term.
For ii is then thai the) can be seen almost anywhere,
dividing then time between volleyball, golf, swimming
.mil archery. Playing .1 tight schedule ihis year, girls
were Eound playing volleyball every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday afternoons, with the Fhetas coming
oul on top aftei the dust from the (otitis h ad finally
cleared awa) in .1 grand finale ol spikes and fasl
services. The members oi Kappa Alpha Theta again
walked awa) with victor) in golfing action with then
top team ol Bev Nabers, Roma Neundorl and Rain)
Abbott. And the members ol Kappa Alpha Theta were
again victorious in the two remaining intramural con-
tests ol the spiint; term. Saturday afternoon lotind
them on the archery range taking top honors as d is
tat) Robin floods' arrows lotind iheit mark. And
again on Sunday, the KATS took to the water, and
Lake Virginia hosted their victory as the gals provided
top competition in the swimming meet. With these
victories behind them, the Thetas again found them-
selves on top ol the intramural ladder to again claim
the silver O'Brien Intramural trophy.
THE THETA and Gamma Phi intramural squads battle it out in one of the
heated struggles for the volleyball trophy.
PUNKY AND JULIE stand poised for quick action as the Phi Mus wait to cirect the volleyball into Kappa territory
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MISS NANCY WILLIAMS
1 957 TOMOKAN QUEEN
NANCY WILLIAMS, BLUE-EYED, SMILING MEMBER OF KAPPA ALPHA
THETA, WAS CHOSEN THE FIRST TOMOKAN QUEEN FROM A GROUP
OF NINE BEAUTIES REPRESENTING EACH OF THE WOMEN'S SOCIAL
GROUPS. THE TOMOKAN STAFF PICKED HER ON THE BASIS
OF POISE AND BEAUTY AFTER AN INTERVIEW WITH EACH OF THE
CANDIDATES. NANCY IS A FRESHMAN FROM KANSAS CITY, MO.
1 59
MISS HELEN CARRELL
1957 QUEEN OF HEARTS
MISS HELEN CARRELL, A BEAUTIFUL IMPORT FROM TEXAS, WAS
CHOSEN AS "QUEEN OF HEARTS" AT THE ANNUAL KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA-X CLUB VALENTINE'S DAY DANCE. HELEN, VICE PRESIDENT
OF PI BETA PHI AND A MEMBER OF THE WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKET-
BALL TEAMS, REPRESENTED THE MEN OF DELTA CHI IN THE CONTEST
SPONSORED BY THE ALPHA PHIS FOR THE CARDIAC AID FUND.
!<;<•
MISS JUDY HOWARD
1 957 FIESTA QUEEN
MISS JUDY HOWARD, ATTRACTIVE ROLLINS SOPHOMORE FROM
WINTER PARK REIGNED AS QUEEN OF THE ANNUAL FIESTA DANCE
HELD APRIL 6. JUDY, A MEMBER OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, WAS SPON-
SORED BY THE SIGMA NU'S IN THE CONTEST AND WAS GIVEN THE
DOUBLE HONOR OF BEING CHOSEN THE SWEETHEART OF SIGMA NU
AND OF RIDING ON THE WINNING SIGMA NU'S FIESTA FLOAT.
161
MISS PRISCILLA STEELE
ORANGE BOWL PRINCESS
MISS PRISCILLA STEELE, A SOPHOMORE AND MEMBER OF PI BETA
PHI SORORITY, WAS CHOSEN THIS YEAR AS A MEMBER OF THE
ORANGE BOWL COURT. AS ONE OF THE BOWL PRINCESSES, PRIS
PARTICIPATED IN ALL THE EVENTS OF THE BOWL FESTIVITIES
IN MIAMI, INCLUDING THE ORANGE BOWL PARADE, THE HALFTIME
EVENTS AT THE BOWL GAME AND A TELEVISION APPEARANCE.
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FRESHMAN SHOW
"UNDER PARIS SKIES," a swinging show ol musi<
.iiul dancing, with a l>it ol a story, was 1 1 1 is year's
annual freshman show. Re< II. ill was packed to
capacit) as the audience thrilled to a large < asi
performing against a background ol original tunes
and much merry-making. Directed l>\ |oan Brand
and Alicia Jacobus, the show starred Pat Foley
and Chuck Morle) as thc\ wandered through the two
Parisian-type settings. Most ol the original
music was written l>\ Linda Carroll; set design
was directed by Sid Burt; costumes were designed
h\ Jodv Boulware and Mary Whitman; Tom Moore
did the choreography; Ken Kramlich was in charge ol
the sound and Mark Tiedje worked with lighting.
Proving a big success, "Under Paris Skies"
featured .1 wide variety ol talent which Rollins
might well hear from in the very near future.
SHAKESPEAREANA
"SHAKESPEAREANA," one oi the highlights ol the
Rollins year, made its eleventh annual performance
this year at the Annie Russell Theatre, due to
being rained out ol the usual Strong Hall Patio.
Directed by Mrs. Nina Oliver Dean, members of hei
Shakespeare class staged "songs, scenes and
soliloquoies" from many ol the famous bard's best-
known plays. Appearing in "Shakespeareana" were
Pete Adams, Liz Otis, Caroline Aubry, Ann Bowers,
Mike Crecco, Ann Derflinger, Jon Dun-Rankin,
bob Eginton, Mary fane Doar, Delle Davies, Sandra
Fogarty, Lynne Kaelber, Ford Oehne, Ken Pahel,
Kill Smith and Clark Warren. Orange girls
wandered through the crowd exchanging their wares
for a quotation from those who had "brushed up on
their Shakespeare." "Shakespeareana" was staged
through the assistance ol the Conservatory ol
Music, Radio Station WPRK and Peter Dealing and the
Rollins Theatre Arts Department.
TALENT NIGHT
TALENT NIGHT winners from the show ol lasl yeai
again copped top honors in this year's performance.
The Gam niH Phi Betas and the Sigma Nus were repeal
winners in the annual evening ol talent on the
Annie Russell Theatre stage. T his gives each group
two legs on the coveted tropin given each yeai to
the winners ol the fiasco by the Independent Men's
group. Burlap-clad Gamma Phis sang and danced then
way to the top in a mountainy take oil ol a Hillbilly
Hoedown" while the Snakes donned a variety ol cos
tumes to portray the life history ol the keyboard in a
skit entitled "T he Story ol the Piano." Between each
act, emcees Bob Eginton and (.any Goldfarb enter-
tained the (toweled auditorium with their humorous
comments and jokes, fudging was based on originality,
staging, talent and completion ol the act within the ten
minutes allowed, and judges were selected from among
the faculty and townspeople. Chairman ol the Talent
Night for this yeai was junioi Sandy Brickman.
GARRY MOORE hosts Rollins students Sue Dunn, Kris Allen, Jo Davis and
Sue York as they appear in Winter Haven on his TV show.
JON DUNN-RANKIN turned pro this year with his own
radio show on Winter Park's WABR. The daily program is the "Spotlight" show.
ice;
HIGHLIGHTS
DEAN ENYART is one whom we always look for (
Christmas-time when he reads Dickens' "A Christmc
Carol" on the ART stage.
WASHINGTON SEMESTER PLAN students studying at American University in Washington,
D. C. discuss plans with Dr. Stone. Those spending the time at this school this year are Bill Pace,
Judy Adams and Joanne Anthony.
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS on the campus in the past year included the
Honorable Bernardo Teixeira, Cultural Attache at the Portuguese Embassy,
and Charles J. Eivald, president of the Hispanic Institute.
PRISCILLA STEELE, a sophomore and member of Pi Be a Pin,
pcses with the other members of the Orange Bowl Queen's Court, in which she was named a princess at Miami.
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FOUNDERS' WEEK
FOUNDERS' WEEK this year was highlighted by the
unveiling ol scale models of three new building
additions to the campus. First presented at the Founders'
Week dinner at the Wyoming Hotel in Orlando, the
buildings arc to be built next year. Highlight
of the Week's festivities was the annual Animated
Magazine, enjoying its 13th publication. The only
magazine that (onus alive, it was presented in the Annie
Russell Theatre and Knowles Chapel due to its
being rained out ol the usual performance at the
Sandspur bowl, T hose who spoke on Animag were Rear
Admiral Gene Markey, historical novelist and
former naval leader; Monsignor Bela Varga, president
ol the Hungarian National Council and exiled speaker
ol Parliament ol free Hungary; Dr. You Chan Yang,
Korean Ambassadoi to the United States; Sir Saba
Habachy, international lawyer and Egyptian statesman;
Sir Richard Livingstone, formei chancellor at Oxford and
visiting professor at Rollins; Roy Crane, creator ol
Buz Sawyer, and [<> Ollie Edmunds, Stetson University
president.
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NEAR-DISASTER turns into a great success as the rain-drenched Animag audience scurries from the
Sandspur Bowl into the annual performance, which was held at both the Annie Russell Theatre and
the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
PRESIDENT HUGH F. McKEAN greets a packed Cha pel at the beginning of the Animag.
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REAR ADMIRAL GENE MARKEY discusses the current world situation with student hosts.
PRESIDENT McKEAN seems intrigued by Korean silk as he talks to the Korean
ambassador and his wife after the Animag festivities.
GEORGE DOES IT fixing wires during Animag speeches.
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ALUMNAE
NEW OFFICERS of the Rollins Alumni, Inc. ore photographed just before the annual business
meeting in February. They are Richard 0. Baldwin, second vice-president; Barbara E. Cheney,
secretary; William J. Brant, first vice president; Alice M. Egan, president and Thirza Fluno
Bisson, treasurer.
RAY KIRK, executive director of the Rollins Alumni, Inc. and his
assistant, Mrs. Clair Kent, check with the addressograph plates
for names of Rollins alumns.
The Rollins Alumni Incorporation plays an important
part in the functioning ol Rollins College. Founded in
1890 by Miss Clara Louise Guild, the first graduate ol
Rollins, and receiving its charter from the State ol Florida
in I'.*:").
1
), it now directs its official functions and activities
from Dyei Memorial Hall. With the plans originating and
solidifying in Dyer, the group concentrates most ol its ac tivi-
ties on sponsoring the annual fund-raising activities lot
college use. It also spends much ol its time publishing the
alumni quarterly, "The Rollins Alumni Record," makes
arrangements for an Alumni l)av Luncheon given during
Founder's Week, and organizes the annual Sunrise Break-
last lot the graduating seniors which is given on graduation
cla\. This year the alumni spent many <>l then hours in
preparation and last-minute planning for the first formal
class reunion and homecoming which was held April 2h,
27, and 28. A tremendous help to the college in man) ways,
the Rollins Alumni Incorporation remains constantly in-
terested in the c ollege finances and functions, and is always
ready and alert for the opportunity to work cooperatively
on some project on the behall ol Rollins College. The
members have given unstintingly ol their time in years
past and present to furthering the progress ol and better-
ing the quality ol the c ollege.
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WIN AND EDGE get a bird's eye view
while shooting atop Rutland's store.
HERE COMES THE BAND beginning the Fiesta Parade through town.
A PENNY A PEEK at the members of the Fiesta Committee
which include: first row, Judy Strife, Jo Cayll, Joan Bennett,
chairman and Mimi Haupt; second row, Rave Williams, Ford
Oehne, Sandy Brickman and Evan Griffin.
AND ON THE MIDWAY are students and townspeople
spending their dough for the "good of the order," those Fiesta Scholarships.
CACTUS SOOlrtUMW
if » SmiISSSSSuimSSSiiSiu
THE WINNERS of the women's division of the paiade are the
PHI MUS, depicting "Alice in Wonderland."
DON COBB blows real cool |ozz ot the jazz concert given
Sunday at the Student Center.
"IT'S FIESTA TIME" was i lie cry April 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
,
Rollins staged another annual gala weekend ol Inn and profit. Beginni
with the Parade through downtown Winter Park and Orlando, couth
in» with a bust-hull game und crew nice the same day, the gaily lit midw
Friday night, the fabulous "Manhattan Towers" dunce Saturday nig
at the Bahiu Shrine Temple in Orlando, and terminating with the Fie.
[azz Concert in the Student Center Sunday afternoon, this year's Fie
proved to be one of the most profitable ever. New features inaugurat
by Chairman Joan Bennett und her Fiesta Committee this year were t
additions oJ a rummage sale, a "Cur Wash with a Kiss" und a style she
W inners of the Parade were the floats of Phi Mu with "Alice in Wond
land" and the Sigma Nus with "Swan Lake"; claiming crowns at t
dance were King and Queen Ford of the House of Oehne and Judy of t
House of Howard; the guy midway, although ruined out on Saturd
night, netted a good profit — with Delta Chi und Phi Mu taking t
honors us the best money-making and best-decorated, respectively; D
Cobb, originally a Rollins student but now at Yale, more than prov
his merit at the "cool" session in the Center Sunday afternoon. Ol tour
Fiesta is not all "fun." Each year, receipts from the weekend are tc
tributed to a large number of students us Fiesta Scholarships. This co
bination, combined with the spirit oi the "Rollins Family" at this i
nnul weekend, again this year provided a Fiesta Week "bigger a
belter" than ever before.
TORTILLA FLAT, presided over by President McKean, is a midway li
KAY KLEIN was one of many models appearing at the Saturday afternoon fashion show.
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FIESTA KING AND QUEEN CANDIDATES ARE: first row, Barbara Howell, Kappa Alpha; Nancy Stevens, Lambda Chi Alpha; Patty Stevens, SSS;
Judy Howard, Sigma Nu; Emily McGiffin, Delta Chi; Juanita Cameron, X Club and Shelby Hiatt, Independent Men; second row, Bob Pratt, Independent
Women; Denny Learned, Pi Phi; Jacque Mitchell, Chi Omega; Dick Mansfield, Gamma Phi Beta; Ford Oehne, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Larry Lavalle,
Theta; Philippe Mussard, Alpha Phi; Clark Warren, Alpha Omega and Pete Kimball, Phi Mu.
QUEEN JUDY AND KING FORD reign as
the royalty of the evening.
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ELECTIONS
FRANK WOLFF., a member ol Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
was elected to the position oi president ol the Student Counci
in the spring term elections. Frank, a junior, is president oi hi
fraternity, president of the Intel fraternity Council, and was hea<
of the Student Council Pelican Committee which gained th
New Smyrna beach-house back to the students for weekend
LEN WOOD, sophomore class president last year, was elected to
the post ol vice-president ol the Student Council. Len, an X
Clubber, was also freshman president and holds a Reeves Essay
award, as well as serving on the Vespers Committee and appeal ing
as a Chapel Reader. Flections this spring term found a record
number ol students turning out to vote for their favorite class-
mates. Elected as Student Council secretary was Kappa Alpha
Theta member, Sue Dunn.
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MORE THAN 600 ALUMNI attended the first aJ
nual Alumni Reunion held the first weekend in Ma'.
Besides pleasure for the alums, there was also wor .1
to be done. They attended an alumni workshop 01
Saturday mornine to disc uss ways and means of malt
ing the alumni program stronger. There was also i
meeting oi the Alumni Association at whic h the annu; I
meeting date was officially (hanged from Founder'
Week to Charter Day weekend. At the picnic on Frida
evening, the largest number of alums to descent on th
campus at one time, attended a picnic lunc heon on th
the waterfront. The Gay Nineties Luncheon fc
alumni of then period 1 885- 1 88!) was held Saturda
at the 1 Parsonage, at whic h housemothers were hostesse
Saturday evening, class reunions took place at th
Imperial House, the Langford Hotel and the Rarbizoi
At the latter affair, which comprosed all c lasses excel
l!'27 and 1952, Charles A. Noone was Toastmaster, am
there were also speeches by Dale Montgomery, Le
Wood, Fete Adams, Bob VVhitelaw, Tom DiBaccc
Frank Wolfe and President McKean. Lambda CI
members provided entertainment in the form of song
Culminating the first formal Class Day reunion w;
the Charter Day Convocation, addressed by Olco
1 )eming, '35.
STUDENTS AND ALUMS were at the lake) an outdoor picnic.
SQUARE DANCING on the Student Center patio was a highlight of Friday evening festivities.
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CHARTER DAY
FUTURE PLANS are discussed at a meeting at the Morse Art Gallery.
ROLLINS DECORATIONS MEDALS were conferred on Berkeley Blackman,
'07, Ruth Ford Atkinson, '97, Ida M. Missildlne, '90, the oldest living
alumna, and Frederick Clark Lyman, son of a famous founder of Rollins.
THE GAY NiNETIES Luncheon for the alumni of the period 1 885- 1 889 was held at the Parsona
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The Trustees, Faculty
and Senior Class
of
Rollins College
announce
Commencement Exercises
Friday morning, June seventh
Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven
at ten-thirty o'clock
in
The Knowles Memorial Chapel
SENIORS
President GEORGE KOSTY
Vice President KEN McCOLLESTER
Secretary BILL IE JO WHIPPLE
Treasurer JACK POWELL
SENIOR CLASS ollicers elected fall term this year
were George Rusty, president; Ken McCollester, vice
president; Billie Jo Whipple, secretary; and Jack
I'oucll. 1 1 ( '. i s i n c i . I lu scnioi (lass was hosted b|
President McKean at his home on Genius Drive for
tjkSJL a Christmas party and outdoor barbeque suppers.
Members of the class established a field house building
lund as theii senior gift at the end of the year.
LOOKING OFFICIAL are the astute officers of the senior class.
JOHN WETHERILL ALLMAND
MAJOR: General Science; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER; German
Club; French Club; Intramural Swimming.
PAUL ACKERMAN
MAJOR: Pre-dentistry; DELTA CHI, Corresponding Secretary,
Scholarship Chairman; Biology Laboratory Assistant; Sandspur,
Photographer; Tomokan, Photographic Editor; R Book, Editor;
Publications Union, Secretary; Orientation Committee; Student
Head of Film Library; French Club, International Race Rela-
tions Club; Rollins Scientific Society, Treasurer, Program Chair-
man; Pan American Club; Vice-president, Treasurer; Varsity
Soccer; Intramural Swimming.
PETER WELLMAN ADAMS
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; SIGMA NU, Chaplain, Student Council
Representative; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Corrin Strong
Scholarship to Oslo, Norway; Phi Beta Dramatic Award; Omi-
cron Delta Kappa; Chapel Staff; WPRK; Rollins Players, Vice-
president; Shakespeareana; "The Detective Story," "Down in
the Valley," "Years Ago," "Mr. Roberts," "Night Must Fall,"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," "The Skin of Our Teeth," "Mr
Angel," "The Vigil," "The Golden Apple," "The Tempest,"
"Mrs. McThing," "La Gamine," "The Crucible," "Bus Stop,"
"Romeo and Julet," "Ring Around the Moon," "Royal Flush";
J. V. Crew; Intramural Softball, Basketball, Crew, Football,
Volleyball.
L
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JOHN ALBERT BENOIT, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration; Dean's List.
STEPHEN CHARLES ANDREWS
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Nichols Col-
lege; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Rush Chairman; Intramural Soft-
ball, Volleyball.
VINCENTE JAVIER ANTONETTI
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from University of
Puerto Rico; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER. Treasurer; Dean's List;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu; Key Society, Vice-presi-
dent; Men's "R" Club; WPRK, Producer; Pan American Club;
Varsity Tennis; Intramural Softball, Volleyball, Tennis.
ISO
ROBERT KINSLOE BELL, JR.
MAJOR: Economics; SIGMA NU, President, Treasurer; Men's
"R" Club, Secretary; Chapel Usher; Varsity Tennis; Intra-
mural Softball, Tennis, Swimming.
m "J-
S
BARBARA GWENDOLYN BERNO
MAJOR: General Human Relations; PI BETA PHI, Scholarship
Chairman, Assistant Treasurer; Pi Gamma Mu; Key Society;
Phi Society; Fiesta Committee; Pan American Club; Canterbury
Club; Varsity Softball, Volleyball; Intramural Tennis, Basket-
ball, Softball, Volleyball, Swimming, Women's "R" Club.
JOAN BENNETT
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Florida South-
ern College; PHI MU, President, Vice-president, Panhellenic
Representative, Social Chairman, Membership Chairman, Dele-
gate to National Convention; Fiesta Committee, Secretary,
Chairman; Intramural Softball, Basketball, Volleyball.
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DAVID ALEXANDER BOWMAN
MAJOR: English, Foreign Languages; INDEPENDENT, Vice-
president, Student Council Representative; Traffic Committee,
Chairman; Traffic Court, Chairman; Orientation Committee;
Fencing Instructor; Pan American Club.
JANE LOUISE BLAKELY
MAJOR: Sociology; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Song Director,
Assistant Treasurer, Efficiency Chairman, Co-activities Chair-
man; Cheerleader, Captain; Chapel Choir; Freshman Show;
"Down in the Valley," "Trial by Jury"; Intramural Basketball,
Softball, Volleyball, War Canoe.
s
BRIAN BORU BIRD
MAJOR: General Human Relations; SIGMA NU, Social Chair-
man; Lambda Kappa Pi; Men's "R" Club; Sandspur, Advertis-
ing Commissioner; Tomokan, Assistant Business Manager;
WPRK; Pan American Club; Sailing Club; "Little Green Bottle";
J. V. Crew; Intramural Golf, Football.
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JAMES LEE BREDIGER
MAJOR: Physics; DELTA CHI; Rollins Scientific Society; German
Club.
t
MARIJO BOULWARE
MAJOR: Art Education; PHI MU, Vice-president, Secretary,
Standards Committee Chairman, Historian, Student Council
Representative; Flamingo, Art Editor; Future Teachers of
America; Canterbury Club; Freshman Show; "Royal Flush,"
"Skin of Our Teeth"; Intramural Golf, Basketball, War Canoe.
MARTHA ANN BOWERS
MAJOR: Voice; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Song Director,
Marshal, Rush Chairman; Phi Society; Dean's List; Phi Beta,
President; Pi Kappa Lambda, Treasurer; Rollins Players; Rollins
Singers, Librarian; Student Music Guild; Bach Festival; Chapel
Choir German Club; French Club; Canterbury Club, Program
Chairman; "Down in the Valley," "Trial by Jury," "Bastienne
and Bastien," "The Young and the Fair," "The Golden Apple,"
"The Tempest," "Pygmalion"; Intramural Archery.
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RICHARD LYNN BURNS
MAJOR: Music; Transfer from Oberlin Conservatory and Wayne
University; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, President; "Anita Circe,"
Composer, Chapel Choir.
ANGELA GUINEVERE BURDICK
MAJOR: Voice; Transfer from Orlando Junior College and
Moody Bible Institute; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Phi
Beta, Secretary; Rollins Singers; Chapel Choir; Bach Festival;
German Club.
ROBERT GORDON BROWN
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Transfer from Alabama State
Teachers College; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Corresponding Sec-
retary; Future Teachers of America, Vice-president, State Cre-
dential Committee; "Mr. Roberts"; Intramural Softball, Foot-
ball, Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming.
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GEORGE LEWIS CHRISMAN
MAJOR: Economics; Transfer from Orlando Junior College;
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Pi Gamma Mu.
JOAN MURIEL BUCHER
MAJOR: Educat ion; ALPHA PHI, Historian, Publicity Chairman,
Student Council Representative, Intramural Representative;
Sandspur; Community Service Club; "Pygmalion," "Royal
Flush"; Intramural Softball, Swimming, Volleyball, Basketball,
War Canoe.
JOSEPHINE ANN CAYLL
MAJOR: Art; PI BETA PHI, Scholarship Chairman, Historian,
Recording Secretary, Treasurer, Convention Delegate; Dean's
List; Who's Who; Sandspur, Copy Editor, Associate News Edi-
tor; Tomokan, Layout Editor, Editor-in-Chief; R Book, Co-editor;
Publications Union; Fiesta Committee; Race Relations Club;
Sailing Club; Canterbury Club; Studio Club; Intramural War
Canoe, Basketball, Softball, Volleyball
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HARRY WARREN COLLISON
MAJOR: Physics; Transfer from Palm Beach Junior College.
MAURICE MORRISSEY CLASS, II
MAJOR: Theatre Arts, English; INDEPENDENT; Fiesta King;
Shakespeareana; "Dial M for Murder," "The Golden Apple,"
"Bus Stop," "Dracula," "As You Like It," "Darkness at Noon,"
"Grass Harp"; Varsity Crew; Intramural Golf, Football, Basket-
hall, Crew, Volleyball, Softball.
COLEMAN FREDERICK CHURCH, III
MAJOR: Economics; Transfer from Williams College; KAPPA
ALPHA ORDER, Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary,
Prudential Committee; Lambda Kappa Pi, Treasurer; Campus
Ugly Man; Interfraternity Council, Secretary; Orientation Com-
mittee; Shakespeareana; "The Browning Version"; Intramural
Softball.
1<)2
MARION STEWART CRISLIP
MAJOR: General Human Relations; PHI MU, Rush Chairman,
Social Service Chairman, Chaplain, Registrar; Future Teachers
of America; Intramural Volleyball, Softball, Basketball.
RICHARD FRANKLIN COLABELLA
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER,
Vice-president, Rush Chairman, Pledge Trainer; Men's "R"
Club; Lambda Kappa Pi; WPRK; "Laura," "Dracula," "Darl-
ness at Noon," "Lilliom"; Varsity Tennis; J. V. Crew; Intra-
mural Softball, Tennis, Crew, Swimming, Riding, Volleyball.
MARY ANN COLADO
MAJOR: Art; PI BETA PHI, Treasurer, Historian, Scholarship
Chairman, Assistant Rush Chairman, Activities Chairman, Stu-
dent Council Representative; Sandspur; Tomokan, Layout Editor;
Publications Union, Secretary; R Book, Editor; Fiesta Com-
mittee; Community Service Club; Photography Club; Canter-
bury Club, Vice-president; Studio Club; Sailing Club; Intra-
mural Basketball, Softball, War Canoe, Volleyball, Swimming.
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EDWARD MARTIN DINGA
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CLUB, Secretary, Assistant
Sergeant-at-Arms, Intramural Representative; O.O.O.O.; Men's
"R" Club; Varsity Golf; Intramural Softball, Basketball, Foot-
ball, Volleyball.
JOANNE EASTMAN DAVIS
MAJOR: General Human Relations; KAPPA ALPHA THETA,
Editor, Panhellenic Representative, Assistant Social Chairman,
Social Chairman; Panhellenic Council, Secretary-Treasurer;
Sandspur; Community Service Club; Intramural Softball, Volley-
ball.
1
DELLE ALLISON DAVIES
MAJOR: Mathematics, Theatre Arts; GAMMA PHI BETA,
Vice-president, Social Chairman, Pledge Trainer; Student
Council Secretary; Phi Beta; Rollins Players; WPRK; French
Club; "Years Ago," "The Young and the Fair," "The Vigil,"
"Romeo and Juliet", Intramural Basketball, Volleyball, Softball.
1!) I
MARY JANE DOAR HUNTER
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; Transfer from Wesleyan College; KAPPA
ALPHA THETA, Song Director, Scholarship Chairman, Frater-
nity Education; Sigma Nu Candidate for Fiesta Queen; Rollins
Players; Phi Beta; Shakespeareana; "Anita Circe," "Bus Stop,"
"High Ground," "The Golden Apple," "The Vigil."
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ALBERT ANTHONY FANTUZZI
MAJOR: Business Administration; SIGMA NU, Rush Committee;
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Men's "R" Club; O.O.O.O.
Varsity Basketball, Baseball.
CAROL LEE ENZ
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; Transfer from Indiana University;
KAPPA ALPHA THETA; Rollins Players; Phi Beta; Shakespear-
eana; "Anita Circe," "Dial M for Murder," "The Vigil," "Bus
Stop," "Time Out for Ginger."
"V. t
ROBERT MORRIS EGINTON
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT, Intramural Representative,
Student Council Representative; Charles Hyde Pratt Creative
Writing Award; Flamingo Award; Omicron Delta Kappa;
O.O.O.O.; Who's Who; Sandspur; Flamingo, Editor; Tomokan,
Photographic Editor; Publications Union; Student-Faculty-Trus-
tee Committee; Fiesta Committee; Shakespeareana; "The
Vigil," "The Tempest," "Romeo and Juliet"; Intramural Soft-
ball.
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RONALD LLOYD FISHBAUGH
MAJOR: Piano; INDEPENDENT; Phi Society; Key Society; Pi
Kappa Lambda; Rollins Singers; Student Music Guild, Publicity
Chairman, Vice-president.
—
'
GUY T. FILOSOF
MAJOR: General Human Relations; Transfer from University
of Florida; DELTA CHI; Men's "R" Club, Sandspur; French
Club, Treasurer; Studio Club; Varsity Tennis; Intramural Foot-
ball, Softball, Swimming, Volleyball, Tennis, Basketball.
ANN WEBSTER FUTHEY
MAJOR: Psychology, Sociology; PI BETA PHI, President, Pan-
hellenic Representative, Corresponding Secretary, Washington
Semester Plan; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Dean's List;
Phi Society; Pi Gamma Mu; Orientation Committee; Chapel
Staff; Vespers Committee, Secretary; Chapel Choir; West Point
Forum Debate; Libra
mm ii .i^Miiiiii-
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MYRTICE FIELDS GILLIAM
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Transfer from North Georgia
College; Future Teachers of America.
THOMAS DORLAND GRAVES
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Orlando Junior
College; INDEPENDENT; Pi Gamma Mu; Key Society; Dean's
List.
GORDON SHEPPARD HAHN
MAJOR: Pre-med; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, President, Vice-
president; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Phi Society, Presi-
dent; Orientation Committee; Student-Faculty-Trustee Com-
mittee; German Club; Rollins Scientific Society; Intramural
Football, Basketball, Softball, Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball.
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JOHN THOMAS GREENE
MAJOR: Biology; DELTA CHI; Orientation Committee; Rollins
Scientific Society; Biology Laboratory Assistant; Intramural
Football, Crew.
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CAROL CHARLOTTE HELBIG
MAJOR: Business Administration; ALPHA OMEGA, Acting
President, Vice-president; Canterbury Club; "Anita Circe"; In-
tramural Riding, Basketball.
CHARLES B. HARTMANN
MAJOR: Business Administration; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA,
President, Secretary; 0.0.; Lambda Kappa Pi; Intramural
Softball, Football, Volleyball, Golf, Crew, Basketball.
ALEXANDER AITCHISON HOSE
MAJOR: English; SIGMA NU; Sandspur, Photographer, Adver-
tising Commissioner; Tomokan, Editor, Photographer, Business
Manager; Publications Union, Chairman; Fiesta Committee,
Advertising Manager; WPRK, Engineer, Producer; French Club.
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JOHN BOYD HEMPHILL
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER;
Orientation Committee.
I
STUART HADLEY HARVEY
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Western Re-
serve University and Orlando Junior College; DELTA CHI;
Sandspur; West Point Forum Debate; Varsity Water Skiing;
Intramural Football, Volleyball.
MELISSA HUDGINS
MAJOR: English; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, President, Pledge
Chairman, Panhellenic Representative; Algernon Sydney Sulli-
van Award; Lambda Kappa Pi; Sandspur, Associate Sports Edi-
tor; Orientation Committee; Chapel Staff, Publicity Chairman,
President; Chapel Choir, Social Chairman; Community Service
Club, Publicity Chairman; Vespers Speaker; WPRK, Producer;
Freshman Show; "A Midsummer Night's Dream"; Varsity
Tarpon; Intramural Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming,
Crew, Riding
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ELSIE ANN JUCHHEIM
MAJOR: Art; INDEPENDENT; Pan American Club; Future
Teachers of America; "The Curious Savage."
JOEL GUTMAN DAVID HUTZLER, JR.
MAJOR: Pre-med; INDEPENDENT; Rollins Players; Sandspur,
Photographic Editor, News Staff; Tomokan; Flamingo, Photo-
graphic Editor, Community Service Club; Foreign Relations
Club; WPRK, Engineer; Rollins Scientific Society; "The Prince
of Errata," "Death Takes a Holiday," "Mrs. McThing."
THOMAS HAWE HULIHAN, JR
MAJOR: General Human Relations; SIGMA NU, Marshal,
Pledge Trainer, Social Committee, Executive Committee; Men's
"R" Club; Orientation Committee; Fiesta Committee; Race
Relations Club; Varsity Baseball; Intramural Football, Softball,
Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming.
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DONALD EUGENE HUNT
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Orlando Junior
College; X CLUB; Chapel Choir; Rollins Singers; WPRK; Bach
Festival; Student Music Guild; "The Golden Apple."
i
PRESTON CHARLES HULL, JR.
MAJOR: General Human Relations; DELTA CHI, Sergeant-at-
Arms, Student Council Representative; 0.0.0.0. , Lambda
Kappa Pi; Student Council President; Traffic Committee, Chair-
man, Orientation Committee, Chairman; Charter Day, Student
Chairman; "Mr. Roberts."
WILLIAM G. KARSLAKE
MAJOR: General Human Relations, DELTA CHI, Vice-president,
Student Council Representative, Co-rush Chairman; Men's "R"
Club; Inter-fraternity Council; Student Council Vice-president,
Social Chairman; Social Rules and Regulations Committee,
Chairman; Fiesta Committee; Orientation Committee; Glee Club;
Chapel Staff; Community Service Club, President; Chapel
Choir; Head Chapel Usher, Sailing Club; Varsity Crew; Intra-
mural Crew, Softball, Volleyball, Swimming, Football.
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DOROTHY FAYE KISTLER
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Transfer from Orlando Junior
College and Florida State University; Future Teachers of
America.
GEORGE KOSTY, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Seton Hall
University and Adelphi College; X CLUB, Vice-president,
Pledge Trainer; Senior Class President; Student Council Comp-
troller; Varsity Basketball, Golf; Intramural Golf, Basketball,
Softball, Volleyball.
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JOANNE CYNTHIA LANGE
MAJOR: Choral Conducting; ALPHA OMEGA, Recording Sec-
retary; Phi Beta, Secretary; Chapel Choir, Librarian; Rollins
Singers; Student Music Guild; Bach Festival; Shakespeareana;
German Club; French Club.
MONA LOU KUKUK
MAJOR: Elementary Education, Psychology; Transfer from
Monmouth College; ALPHA XI DELTA; Flamingo; Community
Service Club; Future Teachers of America, President; Vice-
president of Florida State Association of Future Teachers of
America, Canterbury Club; Intramural Softball, Volleyball.
SIDNEY ANNE KROMER
MAJOR: English; ALPHA PHI, Vice-president, Secretary, Rush
Chairman, Treasurer; Who's Who; Libra, President; Women's
"R" Club; Sandspur, Feature Editor, Assistant News Editor;
Tomokan, Copy Editor; Fiesta Booklet Co-editor; Orientation
Committee; Chapel Choir; WPRK, Student Manager; French
Club; Rollins Singers; Varsity Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming,
Tarpon; Intramural Volleyball, Basketball, Swimming, Softball
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WARREN FRANK LEWIS
MAJOR: Sociology, Anthropology; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA,
Pledge Trainer; Chapel Choir; "Trial by Jury," "Down in the
Valley," "The Golden Apple," "Anita Circe."
KENNETH ELWIN Mc COLLESTER
MAJOR: Chemistry; Transfer from University of Massachusetts;
DELTA CHI, President, Vice-president, Social Chairman; Alger-
non Sydney Sullivan Award; Vice-president of Senior Class; Stu-
dent-Faculty-Trustee Committee, Chairman; I nterf raternity
Council, President; Chapel Staff; Chapel Usher; Rollins Scientific
Society; Intramural Softball.
SHIRLEY ANN LEECH
MAJOR: English; ALPHA OMEGA, President, Rush Chairman,
Student Council Representative; Dean's List; Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award; Willard Wattles English Award; Phi Society;
Honors Work in English; Washington Semester Plan; Orienta-
tion Committee; Community Service Club, Secretary; Race
Relations Club, Vice-president; International Relations Club;
Vespers Speaker; WPRK; West Point Forum Debate; Future
Teachers of America; French Club; Glee Club; Independent
Show, Business Manager; Freshman Show.
20G
HAROLD LAWLER
MAJOR: General Human Relations; X CLUB; Men's "R" Club,
Sergeant-at-Arms; Vespers Committee; Varsity Baseball,
Basketball.
GEORGE EARL MAC DONALD
MAJOR: Chemistry; DELTA CHI, Scholarship Chairman, Co-
rush Chairman; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Rollins
Scientific Society, President; Intramural Basketball, Softball.
MARY EMILY Mc GIFFIN
MAJOR: French; Transfer from Hollins College; PHI MU;
Dean's List; Delta Chi Candidate for Fiesta Queen; French
Club; Studio Club; Intramural Basketball, Tennis, Volleyball.
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WILLIAM LAWRENCE MASON, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Nichols Junior
College; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Student Council Representa-
tive, Keeper of the Door; Interfraternity Council; Intramural
Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, Football, Golf.
STEWART MATHEWS MAPLES
MAJOR: Business Administration; SIGMA NU, Corresponding
Secretary, Reporter, Chaplain, President of Executive Com-
mittee; Men's "R" Club, Vice-president; Sandspur, Circulation
Manager; Fiesta Committee; Chapel Usher; Varsity Golf; Intra-
mural Golf, Tennis, Football, Softball.
bar
MARY SUSAN MAUK
MAJOR: Voice; INDEPENDENT; Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award; Phi Society; Key Society, Secretary-Treasurer; Phi Beta,
Historian; Pi Kappa Lambda; Chapel Choir, Recording Sec-
retary; Student Music Guild, Secretary, Vice-president; Rollins
Singers, Soloist; Bach Festival; German Club; French Club;
Evening of Music; "Trial by Jury," "Down in the Valley,"
"Gianni Schicchi," "Royal Flush."
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DEAN ARNOLD MITCHELL
MAJOR: Business Administration, Economics; Transfer from
Orlando Junior College; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, I nferf raternity
Council Representative, Social Chairman, Secretary; Intramural
Softball, Basketball.
1
RA NILUS MOODY, JR
MAJOR: Business Administration; SIGMA NU, Student Council
Representative, Pledge Trainer, Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award Intramural Board, President, Sandspur, Business Man-
ager; Publications Union; Chapel Usher; Varsity Basketball,
Baseball; Intramural Softball, Volleyball, Tennis, Basketball.
BARBARA ELOISE MOYNAHAN
MAJOR: French; Attended Universite' de Grenoble; PI BETA
PHI, Rush Chairman, Program Chairman; Lambda Kappa Pi;
Sandspur; Fiesta Committee; Chapel Choir; Community Service
Club; French Club; "Ring Around the Moon"; Varsity Basket-
ball, Swimming; Intramural Tennis, Golf, Swimming, Riding,
War Canoe, Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Archery.
EDGAR PARKER OVERSTREET, JR.
MAJOR: Biology; X CLUB, President, Student Council Repre-
sentative; O.O.O.O.; Orientation Committee; Rollins Scientific
Society; Chapel Usher; Future Teachers of America; Varsity
Baseball.
ROMA ROSEMARY NEUNDORF
MAJOR: Elementary Education; KAPPA ALPHA THETA, Presi-
dent, Vice-president, Intramural Representative, Fraternity Edu-
cation; Women's "R" Club, President; Lambda Kappa Pi; Sand-
spur, Assistant Sports Editor; Future Teachers of America; Can-
terbury Club, President; Varsity Basketball, Volleyball, Golf;
Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Golf, Archery.
ELIZABETH OTIS
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; CHI OMEGA, President, Vice-president,
Rush Chairman, Panhellenic Representative; Rollins Players,
Secretary; Theta Alpha Phi, President; Phi Beta, Vice-president,
Pledge Trainer; Rollins Players Best Actress Award; Chapel
Choir; Director of Freshman Show; Shakespeareana; "Detective
Story," "Years Ago," "The Young and the Fair," "Down in
the Valley," "Trial by Jury," "Night Must Fall," "Skin of Our
Teeth," "Mrs. McThing," "The Golden Apple," "Pygmalion,"
"The Crucible," "Mr. Roberts"; Intramural Basketball, Soft-
ball, Volleyball, Tennis, Riding.
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ERMA PICKEL
MAJOR: Art; Transfer from Arizona University; Studio Club.
— J
ROBERT GUNNERSON PLETZ
MAJOR: General Human Relations; Physical Education; KAPPA
ALPHA ORDER, Historian, Vice-president, Pledge Trainer, In-
tramural Representative; Lambda Kappa Pi; Varsity Baseball;
Intramural Basketball, Volleyball, Softball, Swimming, Football.
KENNETH RONALD PAHEL
MAJOR: Philosophy; DELTA CHI, Song Director, Rush Chair-
man; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Who's Who; Corrin-
Strong Scholarship to Oslo, Norway; Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi
Gamma Mu; Key Society; Lecompte du Nouy Essay Winner;
Dean's List; Orientation Committee; Chapel Staff, Secretary,
Budget Director; Chapel Choir, President; Vespers Speaker;
Student Music Guild, Vice-president; Rollins Singers; German
Club; Shakespeareana; "The Golden Apple"; Intramural Golf,
Volleyball, Football, Swimming.
n
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JOHN EDWARD SAYLORS
MAJOR: Accounting; Transfer from University of Tennessee;
PHI GAMMA DELTA; Stray Greek Club; Intramural Tennis,
Volleyball, Softball, Basketball
WILLIAM WALLACE PREISCH
MAJOR: General Human Relations; SIGMA NU, Alumni Contact
Officer; Pi Gamma Mu; 0.0.0.0., Chief; Self-study Committee;
Race Relations Club; International Relations Club; German
Club; Canterbury Club; French Club, President; Freshman Show.
DANIEL JACK POWELL, JR.
MAJOR: Accounting; X Club, Secretary, Treasurer; Freshman
Mathematics Award; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Treas-
urer of Senior Class; O.O.O.O., Scribe; Phi Society; Key So-
ciety, President; Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu, Presi-
dent; Who's Who; Student Council Comptroller; Sandspur, Busi-
ness Manager; Fiesta Committee, Treasurer; Varsity Baseball;
Intramural Football, Softball, Golf.
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JOHN EDWARD RICE
MAJOR: Accounting; Transfer from Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity; INDEPENDENT, Treasurer; Pi Gamma Mu; Intramural
Basketball.
RICHARD ARTHUR POTTER
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER,
Treasurer, Corresponding Secretary; Men's "R" Club, Secretary;
Varsity Crew; Intramural Football, Basketball, Softball, Swim-
ming, Crew, Tennis, Golf, Volleyball.
MARION ELLA POLSON
MAJOR: General Human Relations; INDEPENDENT, Vice-presi-
dent, President, Student Council Representative; Washington
Semester Plan; Libra; Pi Gamma Mu, Vice-president; Phi Beta;
Rollins Players; Orientation Committee; Beanery Committee;
Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee; Chapel Choir; Com-
munity Service Club; "Royal "Flush"; Intramural Volleyball.
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JOSEPH ISADORE SLADKUS
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CLUB, Interfraternity
Council Representative; Dean's List; Key Society; Orientation
Committee; "The Golden Apple."
KATHERINE SCHERER SCHWARTZ
MAJOR: Sociology, Psychology; PHI ML), Scholarship Chairman,
Corresponding Secretary, Assistant Treasurer; Tomokan, Assis-
tant Editor; German Club; Canterbury Club; "Royal Flush,"
"La Gamine," "Skin of Our Teeth"; Intramural Softball, Tennis,
Volleyball.
HARRY THEODORE SHERWOOD SMITH, II
MAJOR: Economics; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, President, Record-
ing Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Interfraternity Council
Representative; Lombda Kappa Pi; Orientation Committee;
Fiesta Committee; Intramural Board; Intramural Crew, Basket-
ball, Football, Swimming, Volleyball, Softball.
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JAMES GERALD SIMMONS
MAJOR: Physics, Mathematics; DELTA CHI, Secretary, Co-rush
Chairman, Float Committee Chairman; Tomokan, Assistant
Editor; R Book, Layout Editor; Rollins Scientific Society, Treas-
urer, Program Chairmen; French Club; German Club.
BENJAMIN FRANK SOBIERAJ, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from St. Louis Uni-
versity; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER; Men's "R" Club; Assistant
Tennis Coach; Florida State Open Singles Finalist; Florida State
Open Doubles Champion; Varsity Tennis; Intramural Softball,
Volleyball.
MATHIAS GRANT SINNOTT
MAJOR: English; X CLUB, President, Student Council Repre-
sentative; Who's Who; O.O.O.O. ; Dean's List; Sandspur; Tomo-
kan, Sports Editor; Flamingo Contributor; Fiesta Committee,
Chairman; Orientation Committee; Student-Faculty-Trustee
Committee, Student Chairman; WPRK, Producer; French Club,
Intramural Softball.
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PATRICK EDWARD TAHANEY
MAJOR: Business Administration; X Club; WPRK; Shakespear-
eana; Intramural Softball.
ROBERT STEVENSON TATE
MAJOR: General Human Relations; SIGMA NU, Song Director;
Rollins Players; Theta Alpha Phi; Sandspur, Advertising Com-
missioner; Publications Union; WPRK; Chapel Choir; "The
Curious Savage" "Skin of Our Teeth," "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," "Mrs. McThing," "The Tempest," "Mr. Angel."
FRANCES MARSHALL SWICEGOOD
MAJOR: Art, Philosophy; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Vice-presi-
dent; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; Panhellenic Council,
President; Libra; Phi Society, President; Sandspur; Student-
Faculty Trustee Committee; Fiesta Committee; Dean's Advisory
Committee; Chapel Staff; Community Service Club, President;
Chapel Choir; Studio Club; French Club; "The Golden Apple,"
"Royal Flush."
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RICHARD FREDERICK TRISMEN
MAJOR: English, Pre law; Transfer from Duke University;
SIGMA NU, Recorder, Scholarship Chairman; Key Society;
Dean's List; German Club; "Little Green Bottle," "Royal Flush";
Intramural Tennis, Softball.
PATSY ANN TODD JOHNS
MAJOR: Sociology; PI BETA PHI, Pledge Director; Pi Gamma
Mu; Cheerleader; WPRK, Producer; Rollins Radio Artists, Sec-
retary; Orientation Committee; Canterbury Club, Program Chair-
man; Intramural Softball, Basketball, Volleyball.
SANDRA ELIZABETH TAYLOR WILSON
MAJOR: General Human Relations; PI BETA PHI, Panhellenic
Representative, Intramural Representative, Secretary, Social
Chairman; Women's "R" Club; Lambda Kappa Pi; Fiesta Com-
mittee; Community Service Club; Varsity Softball, Volleyball,
Riding; Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Tennis,
Riding.
\
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FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT UNDERWOOD
MAJOR: Piano; SIGMA NU; WPRK, Producer; Student Music
Guild; Chapel Choir; French Club; Independent Show, Com-
poser; "The Vigil," "The Tempest," "The Golden Apple";
Intramural Football.
WILMA LOUISE VICK
MAJOR: Theatre Arts, Education; Transfer from University of
Illinois; ALPHA PHI, President, Panhellenic Representative,
Vice-president; Phi Beta, Historian; Rollins Players; WPRK,
Announcer; Future Teachers of America; "Night Must Fall,"
"Skin of Our Teeth," "My Three Angels," "Bastienne and
Bastien," "Gianni Schicchi," "Royal Flush," "Mister Angel,"
"Dial M for Murder," "The Browning Version," "Bus Stop";
Intramural Basketball.
KATHRYN ANITA WADSWORTH
MAJOR: English, ALPHA PHI, Student Council Representative,
Vice-president, Treasurer, Rush Chairman, Intramural Represen-
tative; Phi Society; Dean's List, Libra, Secretary-Treasurer;
Women's "R" Club; Sandspur, News Editor; Flamingo Contri-
butor; Student Library Committee; Community Service Club;
WPRK, Announcer; French Club; "Royal Flush," "The Curious
Savage," "Skin of Our Teeth," "Anita Circe"; Varsity Softball,
Archery, Volleyball; Intramural Tennis, Volleyball, Basketball,
Softball, Swimming, Archery.
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DAVID MICHAEL VEVERA
MAJOR: Physics; Transfer from Orlando Junior College and
University of Florida; Rollins Scientific Society; German Club.
WEBSTER UPSON WALKER, JR
MAJOR: Business Administration; DELTA CHI, Social Chair-
man, Rush Chairman; Men's "R" Club, President; Lambda
Kappa Pi; Sandspur; Orientation Committee; Chapel Usher;
J. V. Crew; Intramural Football, Crew, Softball, Swimming,
Volleyball.
BERTRAM CLARK WARREN
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; DELTA CHI; Sophomore Class President;
Rollins Players, President, Vice-President; Theta Alpha Phi,
President; Phi Society; Omicron Delta Kappa; Flamingo Contri-
butor; Chapel Choir, Social Secretary, Attendance Secretary;
WPRK, Announcer, Producer; Rollins Singers; "Anita Circe,"
Director; Shakespeareana; "Detective Story," "Years Ago,"
"Night Must Fall," "My Three Angels," "Dial M for Murder,"
"The Vigil," "Pygmalion," "The Crucible," "Romeo and
Juliet."
EUGENE LAMI WELLS
MAJOR: Business Administration; Transfer from Orlando Junior
College; INDEPENDENT.
DONALD RENFROE WILSON
MAJOR: Art, Theatre Arts; Lambda Kappa Pi; Sandspur;
Tomokan; Pan American Club; French Club; "The Tempest,"
"The Golden Apple."
EDWARD DE CASTRO WILLIAMS
MAJOR: Economics, Inter-American Trade; Attended University
of Florida; INDEPENDENT, Student Council Representative;
WPRK, Assistant Technical Director; Chapel Choir; Glee Club;
Pan American Club, Vice-president; Freshman Show, Director;
"Ruddigore," Prince of Errata."
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NANCYLEE WILSON
MAJOR: Spanish; Attended Western Reserve University; ALPHA
OMEGA, Treasurer; Pan American Club.
RICHARD RHINER WILLIAMS
MAJOR: General Human Relations; X CLUB; Men's "R" Club;
Future Teachers of America; "Pygmalion"; Varsity Baseball;
Intramural Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming.
BILLIE JO WHIPPLE
MAJOR: Mathematics; GAMMA PHI BETA, President, Intra-
mural Representative, Recording Secretary; Secretary of Senior
Class; Intramural Board, Chairman; Orientation Committee;
Fiesta Committee; Community Service Club; "Anita Circe";
Intramural Basketball, Tennis, Softball, Volleyball.
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\ MARY KATHRYN WRIGHT
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Transfer from Florida Christian
College and Orlando Junior College; INDEPENDENT, Vice-
president; Pi Gamma Mu; Future Teachers of America, Treas-
urer, Delegate to State Convention; Campus Sing Committee
Chairman; Varsity Archery; Intramural Basketball, Archery.
JAMES PETER DORAN
EUGENE FOSTER
NOT PICTURED
JAMES JOHNSON RICHARD ROGERS
JOAN WILKINSON
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AND THERE THEY GO! Graduating seniors enter the Knowles Chapel for the last time at commencement.
22:5
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AND SAILFISH invaded the campus and the "Rollins Yacht Club" was formed for nautical aspirants.
WEST POINT also invaded the campus for a rousing discussion of the Near East situation.
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ABBOTT, LORRAINE 1340 Juliet Dr., Toledo, Ohio
ABEL, SIDNEY ARTHUR . . 4531 Warren St., N.W., Washington 16, D. C.
ABENDROTH, JOAN 961 Via Lugano, Winter Park, Fla.
ACKERMAN, PAUL . Boy Ecurweg #6, Von Engelen, Curacao, Netherlands,
West Indies
ADAMS, JUDITH JEANNE 116 S. Anthony Blvd., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
ADAMS, PETER WELLMAN 11 Mayo Rd., Wellesley 81, Mass.
AGUERO, ELINA ACASIA Cillegas 109, Havana, Cuba
ALBENBERG, ANNE 2710 E. 6th St., Duluth, Minn.
ALEXANDER, ANITA CARROLL . . 113 Witherspoon Rd., Baltmore 12, Md.
ALLEN, DONALD WADSWORTH 1411 Buckingham Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
ALLEN, KRISTIN M 3320 California Rd., Rockfcrd, III.
ALLEN, SUSAN KATHLEEN Poland Rd., Irvington, N. Y.
ALLEN, WILLIAM CHARLES 1935 McClure, Waycross, Ga.
ALLMAND, JOHN WETHERILL . .1151 Washington Rd., Winter Park, Fla
ANDERSON, JOHN RICHARD . . 1 567 1 2 Indiana Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
ANDREWS, STEPHEN CHARLES . 5305 Iroquois Rd., Washington 16, D. C.
ANTHONY, JOANNE M 3706 The Cedars, Mobile, Ala.
ANTONETTI, VINCENTE JAVIER A-10 Caparra Heights, Puerto Rico
APPLEBY, DOROTHY 2002 Elizabeth St., Orlando, Fla.
ARNDT, EVELYN SIGRID 2909 Sunglow Dr., Orlando, Fla.
ARTHUR, GAIL SUZETTE 505 Orchard St., Ironron, Ohio
ASTOR, CHARLOTTE FISK . . . . 1 14 E. Comstock Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
ASTOR, WILLIAM 114 E. Ccmstock Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
ATWOOD, RONALD LESLIE 28 Highland St., Gloucester, M:ss.
AUBREY, FRANCINE CAROLINE . 12F Brd de la Liberte', Lille, Nord, France
BAEZ, JUDITH HARRIET 652 N.E. 105th St., Miami Shores, Fla.
BAILEY, EMMETT LAWRENCE .
. .
454 Granada Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
BARBER, JOYCE ELLEN Rt. 5, Box 290, Orlando, Fla.
BARBER, SARAH LANIER Ridgecrest Rd., Scarborough, N. Y.
BARCLAY, SUSAN CATHERINE 201 York St., Olean, N. Y.
BARKER, RICHARD POLK 233 Third Beach Rd., Newport, R. I.
BARNES, RICHARD ALLEN -5, Willoughby Ter., Rockford, III.
BARNES, SEFTON KINGSBURY . ... 26 N.E. 10th St., Delray Beach, Fla.
BARNEY, LOIS JEANNE 341 Eden Rd., Palm Beach, Fla.
BAUMRIND, VALERIE ANTOINETTE
. . .405 Harmon Park, Marion, S. C.
BAXTER, SUE ANNE Silver Lake, Leesburg, Fla.
BEAL, BRUCE ANTHONY 419 Beacon St., Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.
BEEKER, LEONA LOUISE 2008 N. Daniel St., Arlington, Va.
BELFIELD, ANN RICH Gordonsville, Va.
BELL, ROBERT KINSLOE, JR 360 E. Surf Rd., Ocean City, N. J.
BENEDICT, PETER BOURNE 100 Old Broadway, Hostings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
BENNETT, HARRY GENE W. Tropic St., Titusville, Fla.
BENNETT, JOAN 1800 Alabama Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
BENOIT, JOHN ALBERT, JR Box 892, Orlo Vista, Fla.
BENTLEY, WILLIAM W Aquetong Rd., New Hope, Pa.
BERGER, CHARLES R 204 Winsor Dr., Waukesha, Wis.
BERNO, BARBARA GWENDOLYN . 20200 N. Park Blvd., Shaker Hgrs., Ohio
BERRY, KAREN LYNN 2200 Virginia Dr., Orlando, Fla.
BEXLEY, JAMES PHILLIPS Box 478, Rt. 5, Tampa 4, Fla.
BEZEMER, RICHARD CHARLES ... 405 Hosbrouck Ave., Kingston, N. Y.
BIRD, BRIAN BORU 506 Sheridan Rd., Kenilworth, III.
BLAKELY, JANE LOUISE Box 366, Stone Harbor, N. J.
BOBEL, BETTY JUNE 346 Roger Williams Ave., Rumford 16, R. I.
BOFINGER, JOHN MILLER 340 Brassie Dr., Orlando, Fla.
BONATIS, JAMES AGAMEN 29 N. 6th St., Allentown, Pa.
BONNEY, WILLIAM W. . R.F.D. 1, Box 65, Western Ave., Kennebuckport, Me.
BORDERS, EDWIN EARL, JR 223 Hopkins, Neptune Beach, Fla.
BOULWARE, JOADY STARK Quarters B, U. S. Naval Base, Charleston, S. C.
BOULWARE, MARIJO . . Quarters B, U. S. Naval Base, Charleston, S. C.
BOWERS, MARTHA ANN 2812 Walnut St., Orlando, Fla.
BOWMAN, DAVID ALEXANDER
. .
P. O. Box 3428, San Juan, Puerto Rico
BRADLEY, MILDRED O'LYNDA
. . .
31 5 E. Livingston Ave., Orlando, Fla.
BRADY, EDWARD JAMES 115 Christie Hill Rd., Darien, Conn.
BRAND, JOAN CAROL 116 Venetian Dr., Delray Beach, Fla.
BRAUNS, CAROLYN Box 262, Broadalbin, N. Y.
BREDIGES, JAMES LEE ... . 219 W. Park Ave., Apt. 1, Winter Park, Fla.
BREDIGER, THEORA DREHER . 219 W. Park Ave., Apt. 1, Winter Park, Fla. I
BREEN, LAWRENCE ALOYSIUS, JR. .
. 6531 Belmar Ter., Philadelphia, Pa.
BRENNER, SARA JANE 9 Glen Hill, Louisville, Ky.
BRICKMAN, SANFORD 8133 Stratford, Clayton 24, Mo.
BRISTOL, MARGARET ANN Water St., Fcxboro, Mass.
BROCK, JARRETT ERNEST 237 7th St., Florence, N. J.
BROOKBANK, SARAH ANN Rt. 1, Box 391, Asheboro, N. C.
BROOKS, JAMES ALLEN 1352 Devon Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
BROWN, GUERRiE LOUISE Sandoway East, Delray Beach, Fla. .
BROWN, JEAN ELIZABETH 165 Lake St., Glencoe, III.
BROWN, NANCY LEE 1520 Beach Dr. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
BROWN, ROBERT GORDON .... 1433 Magnolia Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BUBB, CAROLE ANN 1525 Hudson, St., Orlando, Fla.
BUCHANAN, JAMES EVAN 136 S. Wise St., North Canton, Ohio
BUCHER, JOAN MURIEL 270 W. Reading Way, Winter Park, Fla.
BURDICK, ANGELA GUINEVERE 729 Eldrige St., Orlando, Fla. r
BURNETTE, VALLORIE GAIL .... 237 Las Ondas, Santa Barbara, Calif.
BURNS, RICHARD L 10464 Ludlow, Huntington Woods, Mich.
BURT, ELLEN SYDNEY Forrest Hills, Wheeling, W. Va.
CAIN, WALTER LEE Rt. 1, Box 340, Homestead, Fla.
CALHOUN, THOMAS ORMISTON .
.
182 Wilmot Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.
CALLOWAY, PAULINE 945 Bryn Mawr Ave., Narberth, Pa.
CAMERON, JUANITA 742 E. Broughron St., Bainbridge, Ga.
CARMICHAEL, MARGARET SANDRA
.
35-19 76th St., Jackson Hgts., N. Y.
CARRELL, HELEN 4429 Belclaire, Dallas 5, Tex.
CARROLL, LINDA 201 S. Forrest St., Forrest City, Ark.
CARTWRIGHT, GAIL VICTORIA .... 626 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
CASWELL, JOHN LONG, JR 7209 Bradley Blvd., Bethesda 14, Md.
CAYLL, JOSEPHINE ANN 148 Swoope Ave., Winter Park, Flo.
CHADWICK, ROGER SCOTT Franklin Manor, 10-D Sarasota, Fla.
CHAMBERS, CHARLOTTE PATRICIA . 453 Sunset Dr., Birmingham 9, Ala.
CHAPMAN, MILDRED CAMILLE .... 309 Jackson St., Brownsville, Tenn.
CHERTOK, PAULA GAYE 2040 S.W. 17th St., Miami, Fla.
CHITTENDEN, GEORGE LEWIS ... 1302 Raintree PI., Winter Park, Fla.
CHURCH, COLEMAN F„ III . . . 42 Shawnee Ave., E. Bridgewater, Mass.
CLAFLIN, ALAN BERYL 1128 E. Park PI., Mt. Dora, Fla.
CLAIBORNE, MARSHALL GLENDON . . 1224 S. Houston, Hobbs, N. M.
CLARK, CARLETON KEITH 4719 Edgewater Dr., Orlando, Flo.
CLASS, MAURICE MORRISSEY, II 3636 16th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
CODY, MAURICE PATRICK . . . 92 Cedar St., Brockville, Ontario, Canada
COFFIE, HOWARD BOYD, JR Slack Rd., Athens, Tenn.
COLABELLA, RICHARD FRANKLIN . . . . 34 E. 61th St., N. Y. 21, N. Y.
COLADO, MARY ANN 1470 Glencoe Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
COLEMAN, ALAN NELSON 442 Henkle Cr„ Winter Park, Fla.
COLLINS, JUDITH McPHERSON 404 E. 24th PL, Sanford, Fla.
COLLISON, HARRY WARREN 608 E. Central Ave., Orlando, Fla.
COLUCCI, ELENA JOYCE 2905 Wayne Dr., Wilmington, N. C.
COMER, WILLIAM EARL 2021 W. Washington St., Orlando, Fla.
CONNABLE, JOHN LEE 708 W. South St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
COOKE, WILLIAM PENDLETON 1016 S. Palm Ave., Orlando, Fla.
COURINGTON, FREDERICK WILTON .... Box 730, Rt. 1, Tavares, Fla.
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CRAIG, JO ELLEN West Liberty, Ohio
CRAIG, ROBERT LEE, JR 1969 N.E 5th St., Deerfield Beach, Fla.
CRECCO, MICHAEL 1140 62nd St., Brooklyn 19, N. Y
CRISLIP, MARION STEWART 4820 Darmouth Ave., St. Augustine, Fla.
CROOK, GEORGE WILLS 701 Jackson Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
CROSETTO, KATHRYN FLOY . Box 576, Lake Seminary Cr., Maitland, Fla.
CROW, LINDA COOPER Hopwood Crossing, Uniontown, Pa.
CULBERTSON, MILO GENE 14 E. Muriel Ave., Orlando, Fla.
CUNNINGHAM, TERRY THOMAS . 6910 Seminole Dr., Orlando, Fla.
CURTI, JAMES FRANCIS, JR 725 5th St., Oakmont, Pa.
DAGGETT, ELIZABETH BREWSTER Mt. View Dr., Lewiston, N. Y.
D'ALEMBERTE, RICHARD WELLFORD Chattahoochee, Fla.
DANIEL, ELIZABETH LAKE . Cove Hollow Rd., East Hampton, N. Y.
DAVIES, DELLE ALLISON . . . 6404 Montgomery Rd., Cincinnati 13, Ohio
DAVIS, ISAAC FRANKLIN, JR N. Main St., Solon, Me.
DAVIS, JAMES GRAHAM, JR 148 S.E. 7th Ave., Delray Beach, Fla.
DAVIS, JOANNE EASTMAN 2525 Mulberry Ter., Sarasota, Fla.
DECKER, MARTHA JANE 210 Rustic PI., Columbus, Ohio
DE KLEINE, FRANKLIN, II . . . 325 Chesterfield Pkwy., East Lansing, Mich.
DENISON, DAPHNE "Mosswood," Fallston, Md.
DERFLINGER, ANN 201 17th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
DE URESSTI, IMANOL . Villa Etchepherdia-B 1, Phare-Biarritz B P., France
Dl BACCO, THOMAS VICTOR 1637 Oak St., Sarasota, Fla.
DIGRE, SUZANNE MARIE P. O. Box 196, Orlo Vista, Fla.
DINGA, EDWARD MARTIN 121 Robbie Ave., Endicott, N. Y.
DITTMER, THEODORE Box 415, Fern Park, Fla.
DIVERSI, RICHARD CARLTON . . 1907 Harmon Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
DOAR, MARY JANE 90 Moss Lane, Winter Park, Fla.
DOLAN, THOMAS M 4 Forest Dr., Blocmfield, N. J.
DONAHOO, MARGARET JEANNE 3588 Richmond St., Jacksonville 5, Fla.
DORAN, JAMES PETER 5128 Birchman Dr., Ft. Worth, Tex.
DOUBLEDAY, JAMES MOFFITT, JR. . . W. Mountain Rd., Ridgefield, Conn.
DOYLE, CHARLES BERNARD, II Old Brunswick Rd., Bath, Me.
DRAKE, PRISCILLA Old Denville Rd., Boonton, N. J.
DUNLAP, PATRICE LEE 729 Hawthorne Lane, Geneva, III.
DUNN, SUSAN CARY 206 8th Ave., St. Albans, W. Va.
DUNNILL, WILLIAM ARTHUR 115 S. Roy Ave., Northlake, III.
DUNN-RANKIN, JONATHAN .... 1759 Alabama Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
DUNSAY, MARIAN DENISE 929 Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y.
DUPRES, MARILYN JANET 507 Bayshore Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
DURANT, HAROLD JAMES 1433 Indiana Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
EAMES, DIANE ELIZABETH 5815 Suncrest Dr., Miami 43, Fla.
EARLE, JUDITH ANN 250 Westchester Way, Birmingham, Mich.
EGINTON, ROBERT MORRIS Matamoras, Pa.
EGRY, CAROL LYNN 110-12 69th Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y.
EITELJORG, JACK MORGAN .... 832 Alfonso Ave., Coral Gables, Fla.
ELLWOOD, PERRY RIACH Spade Ranch, Colorado City, Tex.
ELY, WILLIAM KELLER 1426 N.E. 1st Ave., Delray Beach, Fla.
ENGERT, CHARLES BARTH 141 Washington St., Geneva, N. Y.
ENGLEHARDT, DOROTHY LEE 626 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, III.
ENZ, CAROL LEE 4737 Lawn Ave., Western Springs, III.
ERDHEIM, CHARLES LAWRENCE 110 E. End Ave., N Y. 28, N. Y.
EVELYN, DOROTHY ELIZABETH 28 Lake Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
EWING, GRACE MARIT 6407 Brookside Dr., Chevy Chase 15, Md.
FAIRCHILD, MARY LOUISE 1204 Bath Ave., Ashland, Ky.
FANTUZZI, ALBERT ANTHONY 11 Prospect St., Hawthorn, N. J.
FARINA, RALPH ANTHONY Box 494, Longwood, Fla.
FARMER, ROBERT JOSEPH 1011 Ave "C," Bayonne, N. J.
FEHL, GEORGE GIDEON 6132 Mercer Cr. W., Jacksonville 7, Fla.
FEKETE, ALFRED EMERY . . 4127 N. Orange Blossom Tr„ Orlando, Fla.
FERGUSON, FRANK WILLIAM . . . 141 E. Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
FERRELL, MARIBEL 30 Lockwood Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
FILOSOF, GUY THEOPHILE 840 Lenox Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.
FINGER, CLINTON DISBROW 70 Lakewood St., Patchoque, N. Y.
FISHBAUGH, RONALD LLOYD 3225 Lake Shore Ct., Orlando, Fla.
FITZGERALD, RILLA BURKE 320 N. Main, Madisonville, Ky.
FLEMING, JOSEPH B
,
JR 3800 Beverly Dr., Dallas, Tex
FLORY, EDWARD ALBERT 8 S Main St., Winchester, N. H.
FOGARTY, SALLY SANDRA 1361 16th St., Sarasota, Fla
FOLEY, PATRICIA JANE 1334 Ault View Ave., Cincinnati 8, Ohio
FORBES, HOWARD RANSOM 71 Bellows Lane, Manhasset, L. I., N. Y.
FORTIER, CAROL MADELINE 3785 Kent Ct., Miami 33, Fla.
FOSTER, EUGENE HEGEMAN 215 El Bravo Way, Palm Beach, Fla.
FOWLER, ANNE P. O. Box 100, Altamonte Springs, Fl"
FOWLER, NANCY LOU 1823 Dewey St., Hollywood, Fla.
FOY, JANE 1107 Woodland Dr., Dothan, Ala.
FRANCISCO, HUGH DONALD, JR. . . . 912 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fla.
FRUTCHEY, MARK PETER Box 1028, Winter Park, Fla
FULENWIDER, MARY COLEMAN . .255 El Pueblo Way, Palm Beach, Fla
FUTHEY, ANN WEBSTER R.F.D. #2, Brunswick, Ohio
GABBARD, GARY RICHARD 412 Newland St., Hazard, Ky.
GALANTE, PHILIP ANTHONY . 1841 Biscayne Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
GANOZA, MARIA CELIA 1667 N. Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla
GAUDETTE, JOHN PAUL 15 Locust St., Westbrook, Me.
GAVIN, JOHN DOON 35 Roseland Ter., Longmeadow, Mass.
GIFFORD, OTIS GORDON 644 Putnam St., Orlando, Fla
GILLIAM, MYTRICE FIELDS Box 58, Clarcona, Fla.
GINADER, ELEANOR JEAN 243 W. 38th St., Erie 4, Pa.
GLASS, HARRY ROLAND 58 Willet St., Bloomfield, N. J.
GLAVIN, JOHN DAVID, JR 188 Acton St., Wotertown 72, Mass.
GLYMPH, THOMAS WALTON, JR. 1008 E. Wakefield Dr., Alexandria, Va.
GOLDFARB, GARRY E 19 W. Central Ave., Onset, Mass.
GOLDSTONE, SHIRLEY HARRIET . . .530 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
GOLLER, MEADE WILLIAM .... 1601 S.E. 13th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
GOODIER, MARY LYNNE 201 Harrison Ave., Belle Air Beach, Fla.
GOODMAN, ELIZABETH S Lewisburg, W. Va.
GRAHAM, ROGER WINSTON . . . 112 Bay Point Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla.
GRAVES, ELIZABETH LEE 4610 North Blvd., Tampa, Fla.
GRAVES, THOMAS DORLAND 2109 Henderson Dr., Orlando, Fla.
GRAY, EDWARD GEORGE, JR 345 Stephens St., Belleville, N. J.
GREEN, BOBBY LEE 1523 Indiana Ave., Orlando, Fla.
GREENE, JOHN THOMAS P. O. Box 87, Willows, Calif.
GREENE, RAYMOND W , JR 242 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
GREENE, VALERIE L 436 Cook Hill Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
GRIMES, ARIEL GORDON 1425 Stockton Rd., Meadowbrook, Pa.
GUILD, BAYARD 1180 Oxford Rd., Winter Pork, Fla.
HAHN, GORDON SHEPPARD . Chetwynd Apts., Lancaster Pike, Rosemont, Pa.
HALDEMAN, RICHARD HUESS .... 437 Virginia Ct., Winter Park, Fla.
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HALL, FREDDIE IRENE 1627 Newton St., Orlando, Fla.
HALLSTEIN, WALTER PHILLIP Old Tannery Alers, Hudson, Ohio
HALPERIN, ELIZABETH ROSE 2518 Weber Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HAMILTON, JANICE COE 1120 Penn Ave. S„ Winter Park, Fla.
HAMMOND, KATHERINE ANN . . . . 448 Seymour Ave , Winter Perk, Fla.
HANSON, GARY A 1747 N. Snelling, St. Paul, Minn.
HANSON, LOUISE FAY 2394 S. Rio Grande Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HARAKA, JOSEPH SAMUEL 2224 15th Ave. W, Bradenton, Fla.
HARPER, GORHAM BACON, JR Summer St., Yarmouthport,
Cape Cod, Mass.
HARTMANN, CHARLES 59 Mohegan Rd„ Larchmont, N. Y.
HARTMAN, ROBERT MICHAEL . . . . 2330 Forrest Rd„ Winter Park, Fla.
HARVEY, LUCILLE KATHERINE Pecksland Rd., Greenwich, Conn.
HARVEY, STUART HADLEY 211 Oakwood Way, Winter Park, Fla.
HASKELL, NANCY A 22 Craigie St., Cambridge, Mass.
HASLER, JOHN TUCKER Brookville Rd., Old Westbury, N. Y.
HAAS, BARBARA 15903 Rosemont Rd., Detroit, Mich.
HASTIE, WILLIAM ROY 3016 Alhambra St., Ft. Lauderdale, Flo.
HATTON, MOSES WESLEY R.F.D #2, Fairfax, Va.
HAUPT, CHARLENE HARKNESS 230 Parker Rd, Elizabeth, N. J.
HEALIS, MABEL HELEN 326 Summit Ave, Jenkintown, Pa.
HECKEL, RICHARD WERNER 58 Lincoln Ave, Massapequa, N. Y.
HEKMA, BRYCE COBA 22 Orchard PL, Bronxville 8, N. Y.
HELBIG, CAROL CHARLOTTE .208 Norwood Ave, Elberon Park, N. J.
HELEOTIS, JAMES HARRY 201 Euclid Ave, Loch Arbour, N. J.
HEMPHILL, JOHN BOYD 1544 Shady Ave, Pittsburgh 17, Pa.
HERBLIN, WILLIAM FITTS, JR 1720 Adams Dr., Maitland, Fla.
HEWITSON, DAVID ALAN 24 Lee Ave, Trenton 8, N. J.
HIATT, MARGARET SHELBY . . 212 W. Washington, Winchester, Ind.
HIATT, WILLIAM ERNEST 212 W. Washington, Winchester, Ind.
HICKEY, FRANCIS JOHN 4369 Lorraine St., Baton Rouge, La.
HILL, NANCY CHALONER 1 Grace Ter, N. Y. 28, N. Y.
HILLS, SARA Haydenville, Mass.
HIRSHON, WENDY JEAN 301 86th St, Miami Beach, Fla
HITNER, LARRY MIKE 19721 N.W. 2nd PL, North Miami, Fla.
HOADLEY, PETER HOWLAND Englewood Beach, Englewood, Fla.
HOADLEY, RITA STULL 2310 Amhurst St., Winter Park, Fla.
HOADLEY, WILLIAM COX DALZELL . 2310 Amhurst St, Winter Park, Fla
HOBSON, RICHARD LEE .
. . . 13518 Wenwood Pkwy, Lake Fenton, Mich.
HOFFMAN, JUDITH C 901 ' 2 S Flagler Dr, West Palm Beach, Flo.
HOLLAND, NANCY LYNN .... 559 County Line Rd, Highland Park, III.
HOLLANDER, ELIZABETH JEAN 1750 Frankford Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.
HCLMAN, RICHARD A. . . . 7825 Sanderling Rd, Siesta Key, Sarasota, Fla.
HOLMES, JOHN VAN ANTWERP . . . 1360 Midland Ave, Bronxville, N Y
HORTON, GARDNER STONE 319 S. Jackson, Athens, Tenn.
HOSE, ALEXANDER AITCHISON .46 Pickwick Rd, Marblehead, Mass.
HOSKINS, ELEANOR LLOYD 115 Briarwood St, Lynchburg, Va.
HOWARD, JUDITH DABNEY 911 Seminole Dr, Winter Park, Fla.
HOWELL, BARBARA BLACKWELL
. Pepperidge Point, East Islip, L. I, N. Y.
HOWELL, CHARLES J 221 -A Welbourne Ave, Winter Park, Fla.
HOYT, LAWRENCE WILBERT, JR. .
. .
Laurel Hill Rd, Brookfield, Conn.
HUDGiNS, MELISSA 4011 Hillsboro Rd, Louisville 7, Ky.
HULIHAN, THOMAS HAWE, JR 1700 1st St., Neptune Beach, Fla
HULL, PRESTON C 347 Balmoral Rd, Winter Park, Fla.
HUMPHREY, ROBERT EDWARD
. . 53 Whitewood Ave, New Rochelle, N. Y.
HUNT, DONALD EUGENE 1310 Devon Rd, Winter Park, Fla.
HUNT, SALLY OVERTON P. O. Box 487, Clermont, Fla.
HUTZLER, JOEL GUTMAN DAVID, JR.
. . 11 Clovelly Rd, Pikesville 8, Md.
ILKO, KAREL ANN 159 Strathcona Dr. S, Tork, Pa.
INGMANSON, DALE EUGENE 46 Jackson Rd, Hamden 14, Conn.
J
JACOBUS, ALICIA ANN 2026 DeLeon Ave, Vero Beach, Fla.
JENNINGS, KNOX GILMORE Rt. 6, 516, Bessemer, Ala.
JERANE, LEE FRANK 2550 Temple Dr, Winter Park, Fla.
JOHNSON, JAMES D 505 Peachtree Rd, Orlando, Fla.
JOHNSON, PATRICIA HELEN
. . .
Box 1 388 Leon Ave, Vero Beach, Fla.
JOHNSTON, HARRY JAMES 800 58th St, Altoona, Pa.
JONES, ILKA CHRISTINE 381 Sunset Ridge, Northfield, III.
JONES, SUZANNE 38 Ardmore PI, Buffalo, N. Y.
JORDAN, JOHN H R.F.D
,
Slocum, R I.
JOSSELSON, JILL BETH 5 Revel Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio
JUCHHEIM, ELSIE ANN 100-11 67 Rd., Forest Hills 75, N. Y.
K
KAELBER, LYNNE ETTA 4032 Red Rock Lane, Sarascta, Fla.
KARSLAKE, WILLIAM GALE 128 Robsart Rd, Kenilworrh, III.
KAYE, RICHARD FRED 415 W. Aldine Ave, Chicago, III.
KELLER, ELIZABETH MEREDITH 114 Wyomissing Blvd., Wyomissing, Pa.
KELLY, CAROLE LYNNE 103 S.W. 5th Ave, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
KENNEDY, TONI PAGE 2 Washington Square, Larchmont, N. Y.
KIMBALL, NELSON W, III . . Bertha Place, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.
KING, CHERRY JO 6619 E. Mockingbird, Dallas, Tex.
KIPP, ROBERT EARL, JR 713 Anderson St, Orlando, Fla.
KISTLER, DOROTHY FAYE 1641 Orchid Ave, Winter Park, Fla.
KLEIN, KATHLEEN PRITCHETT .... 1206 Capri St, Coral Gables, Fla.
KLEIN, VIRGINIA COLEMAN 1206 Capri St., Coral Gables, Fla.
KOSTY, GEORGE, JR 238 Jensen Ave, Rahway, N. J.
KRAMLICH, KEN ROBERT 1212 E. Opechee St, Appleton, Wis.
KROMASH, ROBERT JOSEPH 19 Alderwood Rd, Newton Center, Mass.
KROMER, SIDNEY ANNE 1820 Fairmount Ave, Salem, Ore.
KUKUK, MONA LOU 295 E. Hail St, Bushnell, 111.
L
LABORDE, BLANCA ROSA 56 Ave. Juan Colon Padilla, Arecibo,
Puerto Rico
LADD, CORNELIA BELLE 136 Locust St, Garden City, N. Y.
LADD, LAWRENCE ALLEN 2215 Janice Ave, Orlando, Fla.
LAMBIN, JOHN CROWLEY Rt. 2, Excelsior, Minn
LANE, NADI JULIA 6230 Third St. S, St. Petersburg, Fla.
LANG, CAROLYN HELEN 3030 N. Chatham St., Racine, Wis.
LANGE, JOANNE CYNTHIA Rt. #3, Hales Corner, Wis
LANGER, EUGENE FREDERICK 3211 Harrison, Orlando, Fla.
LANGFORD, HERMAN, JR 1845 Oak Lane, Orlando, Fla.
LA RUE, ROBERT GEORGE P. O. Box 51, Maitland, Fla.
LAURENT, DANNY HENRY 1353 Bryn Mawr Ave, Orlando, Fla.
LAVALLE, LAWRENCE LOUIS 45 Lenox Rd, Brooklyn, N. Y.
LAWLER, HAROLD JOSEPH 158 S. End Rd, East Haven, Conn.
LAYNG, ANTHONY TOBIN . 116 E. 66th St., N Y, N. Y.
LAZZARA, FLORENCE ROSALIE 902 Louisiana Ave, Tampa, Fla.
LEARNED, RALPH HOWARD 4 Elm Ave, Norwich, Conn.
LEAVITT, MARTHA LEE 605 Great Plains Ave, Needham, Mass.
LEBOLO, EMILIO ALBERTO 51 B #76-137, Barranquilla, Colombia, S. A.
LEECH, SHIRLEY ANNE .... 2421 Cleveland Ave. S.W, Canton 6, Ohio
LEFFINGWELL, JOHN CHARLES . 480 Lake Barton Rd, Orlando, Fla.
LEIMBACHER, LAURA KAY 400 Cornelia St, Joliet, III.
LERNER, ROBERT DAVID 5825 Tanglewood Dr, Kenwood Park 14, Ohio
LE ROY, MARGOT ANN 301 Oxford Rd, Franklin, Ohio
LEU, FRANK RUSSELL, III Banks Royal Apts, E. Lyman Ave,
Winter Park, Flo.
LEU, MARILYN HALL
. Banks Royal Apts, E. Lyman Ave, Winter Park, Fla.
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LEWIS, SUZANNE 9747 Audubon PI., Dallas 20, Tex.
LEWIS, WARREN FRANK 1 Park Lane, Staten Island, N. Y.
LINDGREN, CAROL SYLVIA 531 Calvin Park Blvd., Rockfcrd, III
LOHMAN, KARL LESLIE 326 Illinois Ave., Dayton 10, Ohio
LONGBOTTOM, BRUCE EVERETT . . . Seminole Trailer Court, Rt. 17-92,
Maitland, Flo.
LORENZEN, ROBERT HEINZ 2350 Randall Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
LOTT, ELMER ORLANDO, JR 25 E. 64th, Savannah, Ga.
LUBETKIN, PHILIP CHARLES .115 Central Park W., N. Y. 23, N. Y.
LUND, DEANNA PHYLLIS 726 N. Atlantic, Daytona Beach, Fla.
LYDEN, JAMES PATRICK 421 S. 1st Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
LYNCH, FRANK C 50 Hampshire Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.
Mc
McCAWLEY, JOE B, JR Dwellere Hotel, Orlando, Fla.
McCLUNG, ROSE MARIE 869 N.W. 1st Ave., Homestead, Fla.
McCOLLESTER, KENNETH ELWIN 99 Centre Rd., Shirley, Mass
McCORQUODALE, BONNIE GAY . . 3660 Royal Palm Ave., Miami 33, Fla.
MacCUSPIE, ROBERT WINSLOW 10 Larch Rd., Woban 68, Mass.
MacDONALD, GEORGE EARL R.F.D. #1, Stanley, N. Y
McEWAN, BRUCE 407 Peachtree Rd., Orlando, Fla.
McGIFFIN, MARY EMILY 4114 McGirts Blvd., Jacksonville, Fla
McGIVNEY, THOMAS BRIEN 24 N. Pleasant St., Taunton, Mass.
McHANEY, VIRGINIA OWEN 2114 N. Palm, Little Rock, Ark.
MclLWAIN, WILLIAM STOVER P O Box 362, Cantonment, Fla.
McKEAN, SANDRA LANIER Zaccheus Mead Lane, Greenwich, Ccnn.
McKECHNEAY, BILL STUART . . 4020 River Oaks Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla.
MacKECHNIE, JOHN PETER 110 Bellevue Ave., Summit, N. J
McKEEVER, MARY AGNELLA Woodlawn Manor, R.F.D. #3, Rockville, Md
McLACHLAN, DONALD KEANE
. . .207 Brightwaters, St. Petersburg, Fla.
MacLELLAND, JOAN ETHYL 321 E. 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y
MacLEOD, ALLAN B 125 Interlachen Ave. S., Winter Park, Fla.
McLEOD, HARRY RONALD 6492 Little Falls Rd., Arlington, Va
MacLEOD, WILLIAM READ ... 130 Hawthorn St., New Bedford, Mass.
McPHERSON, JUDITH EILEEN, see Collins, Judith McPherson
McSWEENEY, CAROL LOUISE . 204 Greene Castle Ave., Tampa, Fla.
M
MAIN, VICTOR WILLIAM 169 Rector St., Perth Amboy, N. J.
MANDEL, STEPHEN DAVID 3142 Noela Dr., Honolulu, Hawaii
MANION, MIRIAM SUE 140 E. Hartsdale Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.
MANN, WARREN PARKER 1107 Harvey, Raleigh, N. C.
MANSFIELD, RICHARD HUNTINGTON, JR 38 Tomkins Rd.,
Scarsdale, N. Y.
MANVILLE, NANCY LEE 631 Burns, Flossmoor, III
MAPLES, STEWART MATHEWS 750 King St., Port Chester, N. Y.
MARKSON, JANET CAROL 1436 Ponce DeLeon Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MARLING, MARY ROBERTA 614 Farwell Dr., Madison 4, Wis.
MARTIN, BOBBIE JANE 401 Crescent Ave., Greenville, S. C
MARTINDALE, MARTIN LEE R.R. #1, Vincennes, Ind.
MASON, WILLIAM LAWRENCE, JR 11 Bond Ave., Lavallette, N. J.
MASTERSON, JILL FRANCES .... Hillbrook Estate, Chagrin Falls, Ohio
MAUK, MARY SUSAN 2524 Roxbury Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
MEAD, BARBARA JEAN 1034 Yale Ave., Sarosota, Fla
MEADOWS, HELEN WATSON
. 1601 S. Ocean Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MENDELL, NATHANIEL MORSE .... 178 Ward Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MENSING, PENELOPE ANN 206 Detmar Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MERRITTS, CLAYTON ROBERT 1924 Summerfield Rd„ Winter Park, Fla.
METTE', JOHN CHARLES 2614 Harrison St., Orlando, Fla
MICHALS, LARRY MARTIN 319 Sheridan, Winnetka, III
MILBURN, JANICE LUCK 215 North Ave., Warwick, Va.
MILLER, JEFFORDS, DONALDSON 15 Park St., Kissimmee, Fla.
MILLER, JOSEPH FRED 705 Maplewood Dr., Hamilton, Ohio
MILLER, LYNN EDWARDS Parkview Apts. D-54, 2400 Market St.,
Harrisburg, Pa
MILLER, THOMAS HENRY 331 Hollon Free Ridge, Darien, Conn.
MILLICAN, JOHN CAMPBELL 417 Emmett, Polatka, Fla.
MILLIKAN, BEVERLY RUTH 639 Middle River Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MINER, BENJAMIN F
,
JR 116 N. Thornton, Orlando, Fla.
MINTZ, LOWELL ALBERT 820 Hillcrest Ave., Orlando, Fla
MITCHELL, DEAN ARNOLD 524 Vern Dr., Orlando, Fla.
MITCHELL, HUGH POWERS 130 Winthrop PL, Englewood, N. J.
MITCHELL, JACQUES AUGUST, III Hardscrabble Rd
,
Chappaqua, N. Y.
MITCHELL, SARAH ANN 19 E. Rose Lane, Phoenix, Ariz.
MOLINA, CLAUDIO ALBERTO Campos Eliseos #83, Mexico 5, D.F., Mexico
MONTGOMERY, DALE EUGENE 2075 Browning St., Sarasota, Fla.
MOODY, RA NILUS, JR Citra, Fla.
MOORE, BARBARA CUTLER . 1318 34th St. N.W., Washington 7, D C
MOORE, ELIZABETH JANE 24 Ribera St., St. Augustine, Fla
MOORE, THOMAS PANCHEN ... 1787 Flagler Ave. N.E., Atlanta, Ga
MORESS, STANLEY HARRISON
. 83 Landin Rd S., Rochester 18, N Y
MORELY, CHARLES WELLS 2917 N. 17th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz
MORRIS, DALE ANSLEY . . Club Campestre De Mexico, Casa K, Mexico 21,
D.F., Mexico
MORSE, FRANKLIN BURR, JR R.F.D. #2, Torrington, Conn
MOULTON, WILLIAM CARADINE 26 Brentnoor, St. Louis 5, Mo.
MOYNAHAN, BARBARA E 1433 W. 22nd St., Sunset Isle #4,
Miami Beach, Fla.
MUIR, CAROL ANN 2800 Clearview Dr., Normandy 21, Mo
MULLAN, LAWRENCE ANTHONY 808 E. Livington, Orlando, Fla.
MURPHY, JOANNE ALICE 1634 Brookline Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MURRAY, SUSAN LEE 800 Covington Rd., Birmingham, Mich.
MUSSARD, PHILIPPE 26 Rue Cler, Paris, France
MUSSELWHITE, GLADYS CAROLYN 208 N. Summerlin St., Orlando, Fla.
MUVDI, ROBERTO Apartodo Aero #912, Barranquilla, Colombia, S A
MYERS, MARJORIE ANN 27 S.E. 4th Ave., Gainesville, Fla.
N
NABERS, BEVELLE COMER 5945 Grove St. S., St. Petersburg, Fla
NEAL, JANET 22299 McCauley Rd., Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
NELSON, ANN THATCHER "Treasure Hill," Longwood, Fla.
NEUNDORF, ROMA ROSEMARY . .497 Sammon Ave., Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
O'BOLGER, SUSAN ELIZABETH 430 Henkle Cr., Winter Park, Fla.
O'BRIEN, JUDITH MARY 136 Cunninghas St., Springfield 9, Mass.
O'BRIEN, PETER BOLES Oak Ridge Ave., Summit, N. J.
OCHOA, JOSE A 23 Ahuehuetes, Mexico 20, D.F., Mexico
OEHNE, FORD ELAM 323 S. Orange Ave., Sarasota, Fla.
OETJEN, LEROY HENRY, JR P. O. Box 66, Leesburg, Fla.
OGILVIE, GWYNVA FRANCIS 574 Orchard Lone, Winnetka, III.
OLIVER, ROBERTA TEEL 3704 Porter St. N.W., Washington, D. C.
O'LAUGHLIN, RICHARD PAUL THOMAS 42 Crest Dr., South Orange, N. J.
OSTRANDER, DANIEL KENNETH .497 Prospect St., Maplewood, N. J.
OTIS, ELIZABETH 614 Clark St., Evanston, III
OVERSTREET, EDGAR PARKER, JR. . Rt. ~6, Box 430 AA, Orlando, Fla.
PACE, BILLY JAMES . .
PAHEL, KENNETH RONALD
10 Lewis St., Canton, N. C.
504 N. Burrowes St., State College, Pa.
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PAIVA, RONALD LOUIS 78 Concord Ave., Somerville 43, Mass.
PALMER, LOUISE JEANNE Sewell's Point, Jensen Beach, Fla.
PARSON, GAIL CISNEY 239 Catalonia Ave., Coral Gables, Fla.
PATTON, ANN ELIZABETH 221 N. Ivanhoe Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
PAZOLT, JUDITH ANN 6140 6th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
PEABODY, MAURICE CHACE Gaston Rd., Morristown, N. J.
PECK, SARAH NEILSON . . 4917 Rockwood Pkwy., Washington 16, D. C.
PERSONS, TODD BURKE 1315 Weber Ave., Orlando, Fla.
PERZIA, ANTOINETTE KATHLEEN . 82 La Doga Ave., Tampa, Fla.
PETRY, JANE ELLEN 1505 N.E. 17th Ter., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
PFANNER, NANCY LOUISE 1735 Burbonk Dr., Dayton 6, Ohio
PFLUG, CAROL ANN 91 Chatham PI., West Hempstead, N. Y.
PFLUG, JOSEPH LYNN, II . 408 E. New England Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
PFLUGER, GAIL CLARA 2433 N.E. 27th Ter., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
PHILIPSON, DOROTHY ANNE . . 1440 E. Ewing Ave., South Bend, Ind.
PICKEL, ERMA 607 E. 14th St., Vero Beach, Fla.
PIERCE, CHARLES GILBSRT Box 171, Clermont, Fla.
PLETZ, ROBERT GUNNERSON 3202 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 13, III.
POLAND, SONDRA J 1724 Walker Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
POLSON, MARION ELLA 105 Eastwood Ave., Ithica, N. Y.
PONTIOUS, ANN LORRAINE Oakbrook Rd., Hinsdale, III.
POTTER, RICHARD ARTHUR ... 1928 Carrigan Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
POWELL, DANIEL JACK, JR 727 W. Stetson, Orlando, Fla.
PRATT, ROBERT HYDE 996 Mayfield Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
PREISCH, WILLIAM WALLACE . . . 1520 Hibiscus Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
PRIESTER, LESLIE LEE 2501 39th St., Meridian, Miss.
PRINCE, RONALD DALL 1302 Brazos, Hobbs, N. M.
PROVO, WADE ARDEN 935 12th St. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
RADEBAUGH, NANCY NEVILL . 902 Lake Davis Dr., Orlando, Flo.
RAMSEY, WELLINGTON JAMES, III 40 Barbara Rd., Bristol, Conn.
RATRIE, TURNER RUST, JR 433 E. New England, Winter Park, Fla.
RAUCH, ROBERT FRANCIS Rt. #3, Newark, Ohio
REED, SARA SANFORD 1115 Hilltop Rd., Charlottesville, Va.
REYNOLDS, RICHARD ROLAND .5511 Carey State Rd., Richmond 26, Va.
RHOADS, KATHLEEN HONORE . . . 4224 Grand Ave., Western Springs, III.
RIAL, PAMELA MOLLY 48 Capen Blvd., Buffalo, N. Y.
RICE, JOHN EDWARD 1228 N. Orlando Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
RICHARD, DENNIS EUGENE 720 Wenona St., Ocala, Fla.
RICHARDSON, JEFFERY H 7 Willeta Lane, Plandome, L. I., N. Y.
RICHMOND, TRUMAN ROBERT
.
. .932 Minnesota Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
RIGG, JEAN FRANCES 121 S. Buchanan St., Arlington 4, Va.
ROBBINS, LEON J Box 772, Boynton Beach, Fla.
ROBINSON, ANNIE ELIZABETH 4651 Edmondson, Dallas 9, Tex.
ROBINSON, DUDLEY BRECKINRIDGE 101 Ruffner Ave.,
Charleston 1, W. Va.
ROBINSON, LESTER JOSEPH, JR 477 Washburn St., Lockport, N. Y.
ROE, PETER AUSTIN 2341 N.E. 28th Ct., Pompano Beach, Fla.
ROGERS, RICHARD BRYDGES 1245 Sunset Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
ROMANO, FRANCES DRUSA . . . 828 N. Lakeside Dr., Lake Worth, Fla
ROSS, ROBERT ELWOOD, JR 2110 Jefferson St., Springfield, Ohio
ROW, CORDELIA 224 Bal Bay Dr., Bal Harbour, Miami Beach, Fla.
RUELLE, SUZANNE 2400 Venetian Way, Maitland Shores, Fla.
RUGGLES, JACK LYLE 2135 Northridge Dr., Springfield, Ohio
SALTER, CELIA META .
.
SALYER, DON ADDISON
362 S. Las Palmas Ave., Los Angeles 5, Calif.
424 Kentucky Ave., St. Cloud, Fla.
SAMUELS, MICHAEL JAY 440 Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y.
SANDS, MARY LEE 160 South St., Northampton, Mass.
SANDS, SAUNDRA 1510 Cherokee Dr., Waycross, Go.
SAPIEHA, NICHOLAS PAUL 163 E. 81st St., N. Y. 28, N. Y.
SATTERFIELD, BARBARA ANN Rt. #1, McFarland, Wis.
SAYLORS, JOHN EDWARD 1990 Oakhurst, Winter Park, Fla.
SCHAEFER, WILLIAM MORAN . . The Carlyle, 35 E. 76th St., N. Y., N. Y.
SCHERMER, ROBERT JOSEPH 75 Fairview Ave., N. Y. 40, N. Y.
SCHIELE, SANDRA JEAN 3624 Victoria Lane, Cincinnati 8, Ohio
SCHOEN, MARC ALAN 2910 Johnson St., Hollywood, Flo.
SCHOENER, WILLIAM Old Wyomissing Rd., Wyomissing, Pa.
SCHOU, JULIA 58 Plymouth St., Montclair, N. J.
SCHUDER, ROBERT FRANKLIN . . 5484 Alexandersville Rd., Dayton 9, Ohio
SCHWARZ, KATHERINE SCHERER 705 Ridgelawn Ave., Hamilton, Ohio
SCOTT, PHILLIP RANDALL 2112 Court St., Peublo, Colo.
SCUDDER, CHARLES ALEXANDER 920 Baxter St., Athens, Go.
SEABROOK, ROGER MACK R.F.D. #3, Elmer, N. J.
SERUMGARD, MARY KAREN ... 2645 S. Humboldt, Minneapolis, Minn.
SHARP, DOLORES ANN 674 Chapman, Edwardsville, III.
SHELL, SANDRA JEAN 2411 Park Row, Corsicana, Tex.
SHOEMAKER, JILL Minches Lane, R.F.D. #1, Bridgeton, N. J.
SHOLLY, POLLY ANN 1229 Arlington PI., Winter Park, Fla.
SHUTTLES, WILLIAM ELBERT, JR 4401 McFarlin, Dallas, Tex.
SIMMONS, JAMES GERALD 713 Langston Ct., Orlando, Fla.
SIMONDS, PATRICIA 2400 Via Tuscany, Winter Park, Fla.
SINNOTT, MATHIAS GRANT 703 Mclntyre Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
SITTON, CAROL ANN .... 3425 Crescent St., Long Island City 6, N. Y.
SLADKUS, JOSEPH 1 186 Keats Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.
SLADKUS, LESLIE MURRAY 186 Keats Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.
SMATHERS, SAM TERENCE Rt. 2, Box 136, Orlando, Fla.
SMITH, ALLAN MURRAY 1941 Bates Ave., Springfield, III.
SMITH, ANN MILLER 210 Brightwaters Blvd., St. Petersburg, Fla.
SMITH, DANIEL AARON, III 2900 1st St. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
SMITH, HARRY THEODORE Box 346, Metuchen, N. J.
SMITH, RICHARD LEE 4530 Henderson Blvd., Tampa, Fla.
SMITH, WILLIAM WESTON Rt. #1, Box 301 B, Orlando, Fla.
SOBIERAJ, BENJAMIN FRANK, JR. . 312 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
SOSA, JOSE RAMON El Rosal av Venezuela #69, Caracas, Venezuela
SPENCER, DON A Rt. #6, Columbia, Mo.
STARR, JO BERTA P. O. Box 666, Kissimmee, Fla.
STEELE, PRISCILLA ANN . 3700 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D. C.
STEIN, DAVID ALAN P. O. Box 2519, Jacksonville, Fla.
STEVENS, NANCY LOU 120 Park Ave. W., Mansfield, Ohio
STEVENS, PATRICIA JEAN . "The Pines," Mahood Dr., Huntington 1, W. Va.
STEWART, FRANCES 309 San Juan Dr., Ponto Vedra, Flo.
STEWART, ROBERT BRUCE 73 W. King St., Shippensburg, Pa.
STINGLEY, JAMES HARMAN 28 N. Hyer St., Orlando, Flo.
STONER, PATRICIA RAE R. R. #3, Valparaiso, Ind.
STORMONT, PAULA CHRISTINE 121 Gratiot Ct., Saginaw, Mich.
STRAHAN, SCOTT EDWARD, JR. . . 312 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Flo.
STRANGE, JOSEPH CLYDE 7 Orchard St., Enka, N. C.
STRITE, JUDITH ANN 16230 Bertella Dr., Encino, Calif.
STROLL, CAROL JOY 199-02 111 Ave., Hollis 12, L. I., N. Y.
STRONG, SUSAN 5200 Glengarry Pkwy., Minneapolis, Minn.
STROUT, RANDOLPH ANDERSON 2950 Third Ave. S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
STRUBLE, GORDON LEE 232 Fifth St., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
STULL, RITA LORRAINE, see Hoadley, Rita Stull
SULLIVAN, DONALD LLOYD 1166 Oxford Rd., Winter Park, Flo.
SUOZZO, JOANNE LOUISE . . 3325 N.E. 17th Ct., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
SUTHERLAND, ELIZABETH G 300 Virginia Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
SUTTON, JOSHUA CLEO 5800 Vandegrift Ave., Rcckville, Md.
SWICEGOOD, FRANCES MARSHALL ... 4027 16th St. S., Arlington, Va.
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TAHANEY, PATRICK EDWARD 1029 36th St., Orlando, Fla.
TAKAHASHI, TERUO ... 180, Ohigoe, Ichikawa-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan
TALL, KENNETH 1 16 Morris Rd., Tenefly, N. J.
TANNER, ANITA LUCILLE 511 Gordon Ave., Van Wert, Ohio
TATE, ROBERT STEVENSON ... 27 Second Ave., Haddon Heights, N. J.
TAYLOR, ANN JOHNSON . 625 Yeoman St., Washington Court House, Ohio
TAYLOR, SANDRA ELIZABETH .... 871 Bay Esplanade, Clearwater, Fla.
TAYLOR, WINFIELD, JR Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
TELLER, RAPHAEL S Rt. 263, Lahaska, Pa
TERPAK, RONALD JOHN 3648 Watson Blvd., Johnson City, N. Y.
THOMEN, JOAN TERRY 585 Montauk Ave., New London, Conn.
THOMPSON, DORIS MARIE .... 109 E. Park Lake Ave., Orlando, Fla.
TIBBALS, ROSANNE WALLACE 96 Forrer Rd., Dayton 9, Ohio
TIEDJE-SUGAR, MARK CHARLES 8401 Espave Ave., Margarita, Canal Zone
TIPTON, JO ANDERSON Rt. #1, Alcoa, Ter.n.
TODD, PATSY ANN 2110 Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla
TODD, ROBERT THOMAS 2110 Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla
TOMS, MARCIA ANNE ... 2555 Handasyde Ave., Cincinnati 8, Ohio
TRAYLOR, CHARLES WARREN
. .
.1811 S.E. 14th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
TRISMEN, RICHARD FREDERICK ... 121 Detmar Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
TUCKER, NANCY LEA IE 10th St., Fulton, Mo
TUGGLE, KARLEEN 421 Livingston Dr., Charlotte, N. C.
TYLER, BETTY FAYE 719 Kooler Cr., Fayetteville, N. C.
TYSON, CHARLES FLOYD, JR Box 6484, Orlando, Fla.
UNDERWOOD, FRANK ROOSEVELT 124 E. Park, Gilman, III.
USSEGLIO, ROBERT JAMES 78 Marshall St., Winthrop, Mass.
VAN DEUSEN, GAYLE 5 Loudon Hgts., Loudonville, N. Y
VAN MATER, ELIZABETH JANE Rt. #1, Raleigh, N. C
VAN PELT, JULIET HOLLIS 1500 Hinman Ave., Evanston, III
VAN SCHAICK, DAVID LLEWELLYN 329 March St., Easton, Pa
VAUGHN, JOEVE H 1017 W. Park, Champaign, III
VEGA, MARIO, JR 233 N.W. 56th Ave., Miami, Fla
VEVERA DAVID MICHAEL 613 Highland Ave., Orlando, Fla
VICK, WILMA LOUISE 409 S.E. 2nd, Fairchild, III
VINCENT, DONNA LOUISE 431 Chase Ave., Winter Park, III
VOSS, SHARON LOU 268 N. Monroe Ave., Oshkosh, Wis
WALLACE, WARREN FOOTE, 203 Lyman Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
WALN, NICHOLAS ROBERT . . 3120 Martha Custis Dr., Alexandria, Vo
WARD, WILLIAM JOSEPH, III . . 2022 N. Greenway Dr., Coral Gables, Fla.
WARDENBURG, DIANA B 3210 Swarthmore Rd., Wilmington 6, Del.
WARREN, BERTRAM CLARK ... 145 Canoe Brook Pkwy., Summit, N. J.
WARREN, JOSEPH FRANKLIN, JR 931 N. Fern Creek Ave., Orlando, Fla.
WATROUS, WARD WESTON, III . . .22 Lincoln Ave., Chatham, N. J.
WATSON, RICHARD RAYMOND . . 796 Westlake Rd., Canandaiqua, N Y
WATZEK, NANCY HELEN Box 428, Crossett, Ark
WEBER, JAMES RAWLEIGH . Olasses Farm, County Line Rd., Novelty, Ohio
WEBSTER, VIRGINIA ANN, see Futhey, Ann Webster
WEIR, MARY BETH 1107 Lincolnway East, Mishawaka, Ind.
WELLS, EUGENE LAMI 3562 Pershing Ave., Orlando, Fla.
WELLS, GOVERNOR THOMAS 1250 Emeralda Rd., Orlando, Fla
WHEATLEY, JOAN LYNN 509 Valley Rd., Fayetteville, N. C.
WHIPPLE, BILLIE JO 4015 Fern Wood, Houston, Tex.
WHITELAW, ROBERT S 6 Maryland Rd., Maplewood, N. J.
WHITMAN, MARY NEEL 90 Westminster Dr., N.E. Atlanta 9, Ga.
WHITTINGTON, SANDRA L. Apt C, 722 Holmes St. N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
WILKINSON, JOAN 33 Knoll Lane, Roslyn Heights, L. I., N. Y.
WILL, MAURICE . . 2A Ave Leguime Rhode, St. Genese, Brabanl, Belgium
WILLIAMS, DAVID JEFFERYS ... 1740 11th Ave. N., Lake Worth, Fla.
WILLIAMS, DEBORAH L Box 292, Laconic, N. H.
WILLIAMS, EDWARD DE CASTRO 5400 San Jose Blvd
,
Jacksonville 7, Fla.
WILLIAMS, KARIN JANE 202 W. Florida Ave., Urbona, III.
WILLIAMS, NANCY LEE . . . 1015 W. 68th Ter., Kansas City 13, Kan
WILLIAMS, RICHARD RHINER 1741 Pine Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
WILLIS, FRANK RUSSELL Rt. 5, Box 539, Pensacola, Fla.
WILSON, DONALD RENFROE 20 Boy View Dr., St. Augustine, Fla.
WILSON, NANCYLEE 19520 Frazier Dr., Rocky River, Ohio
WILSON, PAMELA FLEMING 2222 Stackhouse Dr., Yardley, Pa.
WINDSOR, JEANETTE PATRICIA . 5619 Jordan Rd., Springfield, Md.
WISSING, LINDA ANN 1707 Chilton St., Baltimore 18, Md.
WOLBRING, ALLEN RICHARD 316 Virginia Dr., Winter Park, Fla
WOLFE, FRANCIS MARVIN 35 Kent St., Hartford, Conn.
WOLKING, FRED LOUIS 1004 Columbia Ave., St. Cloud, Fla.
WOOD, LEONARD VICTOR 4540 W. 149th St., Midlothian, III.
WOOTEN, MAXINE Cliff Rd., Birmingham, Ala
WORKS, BARBARA LEE R.R. #2, Albion, III
WRIGHT, MARY K 531 Glenarden Rd., Winter Park, Fla
WYMAN, BARBARA MAE . ... 12 Country Club Lane, Wellmgford, Pa
WYRE, MARY ELIZABETH 609 W. Yale Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Y
YANDELL, WINCHESTER P. O. Box 395, Greenwich, Conn
YORK, SUSAN ELIZABETH 2240 Via Tuscany, Winter Park, Fla.
W
WADSWORTH, KATHRYN ANITA 138 S 10th Ave., Jacksonville
Beach, Fla
WAITE, BENJAMIN MOSELY 1146 Via Capri, Winter Park, Fla
WALKER, WEBSTER UPSON, JR. 239 Collingwood Rd., Bridgeport 4, Conn.
z
ZATLIN, PHYLLIS JEAN . 2126' 2 Third Ave. N., St. Petersburg 3, Fla
ZELLWEGER, CAROLE ETTA U. S. Rubber Co., Box 871, Joliet, III.
ZUMFT, ROBERT Box 789, Anderson, S. C.
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WINTER PARK LAND COMPANY
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AT WINTER PARK
RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS
PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTRE
WINTER PARK LAUNDRY
THE GOLDEN CRICKET
PARK AVENUE LOUNGE
TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
MILLER'S HARDWARE
IVEY'S OF ORLANDO
BALDWIN HARDWARE
ORLANDO TRAVELER
ROBERT DANIEL'S
SEMINOLE HOTEL
FRANCES SLATER
TREASURE CHEST
ALABAMA HOTEL
QUAINT SHOPPE
BONNIE JEAN'S
GIBBS-LOUIS'
REXALL STORE
THE BARBIZON
EVE PROCTOR
THE CHIMES
COTTRELL'S
O'BRIEN'S
a raita a 1 s of
• •••
Original layouts, distinctive typography and
sparkling reproduction that give your annual
the luxurious appearance impossible to obtain
by standard layout, mass-production methods.
3
ft
e
6
i i o TRINITY PLACE
k T U R . GEORGIA
THE REXALL STORE
216 E. Park
SODAS SUNDRIES
PRESCRIPTIONS
Phones 4-4401 -3-8563
W. B. EDWARDS, JR. E R HIGHTOWER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
CENTRE
WILLSHOCKLEY
PHONE 5-4571
527 Park Ave., S.
WINTER PARK
Photo by lje
Ramsdell's Dispensing
Opticians
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
GLASSES DUPLICATED
1191 Orange Ave. Phone 4-2821
WINTER PARK
Baldwin Hardware Company
336 Park Avenue, So.
WINTER PARK, FLA.
THE SEMINOLE
In the best residential section of Winter Park,
the Seminole offers Highest Standards of Amer-
ican plan operation at attractive rates. Elevator,
steam heat and room telephone. Sun deck. Ex-
ceptional grounds and surroundings. Adjacent
to golf course. Automatic sprinkler system.
NANCY FOWLER models for 25 Bank Services for You
FRANCIS SLATER
Photo by Sandy Hose
345 Park Avenue, North — Proctor Center
WINTER PARK
MARGIE BRISTOL and
CAM CHAPMAN select a gift for
a friend
. . .
Photo by Edge
Your Home Owned and Managed Bank pro-
vides these Convenient and Economical services
in its New and Commodious Banking Home,
located at the corner of Park and New England
Avenues in Winter Park If not already a
customer you are invited to make the First
National Bank at Winter Park your personal
bank.
A Complete Trust Department
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AT WINTER PARK
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
1 L_L_i
Photo by Sandy Hose
NANCY WILLIAMS modeling a
cool cotton from . . .
BONNIE JEAN'S
Lanz Origionals
Haymaker Sportswear
David Crystal
Ceil Chapman
Ben Barrack
Jerry Parnes
Schiaparelli
Capezio Shoes
Priscilla Steele models at the Norwegian Exhibit.
Photo by Sandy Hose
THE HOTEL ALABAMA
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
Comfortable, gracious living in an atmosphere combin-
ing the best of the old with the best of the new
.
. .
ten acres of wooded park, orange grove, and gardens
of azaleas and camelias bordering beautiful Lake Mait-
land ... an attractive range of rates, with special in-
ducements to those making a lengthy sojourn. Operated
for the past twenty-two years by the same owner-ship-
management. For information, communicate with:
MR. AND MRS. HENRY SCHENCK,
Proprietor-Managers
TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
W. J. TAYLOR, Reg. Ph.
CARL FUHRER
Dial 43701
102 Park Avenue, North
WINTER PARK, FLA.
COTTRELL'S
5c to $1.00 Store
YOUR LOCAL VARIETY STORE
"Over 10,000 Items to Choose From"
214 Park Avenue, South
WINTER PARK
Park Avenue Cocktail Lounge
and Package Store
DANCING NIGHTLY
114 Park Avenue, North
Phone 3-6152
THE
BARBIZON
1 7
7m
Photo by Edge
Del I c Davies and Jim Bonatis enjojying
lunch at
. . .
"DOC'S"
O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
NEIL O'BRIEN
Serving You For 15 Years
Prescriptions - Drugs - Sundries
Fountain - Luncheonette
HELENA RUBENSTEIN AND OTHER
NATIONALLY KNOWN COSMETICS
Phone 46101
ORLANDO
TRAVEL SERVICE
Cecile M. Brown, Mgr.
RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS
AIRPLANE — STEAMER— CRUISES
TOURS
599 N. Orange Ave. Tel. 4-8393
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Photo by Sandy Hose
The
Quaint
Shoppe
111 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.
SPORTSWEAR AND
CASUAL CLOTHES
Judy Howard relaxing in sport clothes from
MILLER'S HARDWARE
STORE
147 West Fairbanks
WINTER PARK
Dependable Real Estate
Sales and Service Since 1904
The Winter Park
Land Co.
124 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida
The Winter Park
Laundry
161 W. Fairbanks Avenue GIFT SHOP
208 S. Park Avenue Phone 3-2981
Winter Park, Florida
Your Shopping Center
for Fine Quality
and Smart Fashion
for over 60 Years
THE TREASURE CHEST
in the
HIDDEN GARDEN
Fine Handicrafts
Unusual Gifts
Custom Made Earrings
6H0P FOR MEN
TORTILLA FLAT
165 Holt Avenue
FINE FOOD AND DRINK
Hugh F. McKean, Proprietor
Wendell Stone, Bottle Washer
For Reservations Call 3-4851
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A
Adolphs, Miss Clara B 80
Allen, Prof. Donald S 32, 86
Anderson, Mr. Arthur J 34
B
Blackstock, Mr. Walter 31
Bradley, Prof. U. T 31, 131, 133
C
Caldwell, Mr. Halsted W., Jr 27
Campbell, Prof. Angela 32
Carlo, Mr. Alphonse 34
Carroll, Prof. Donald W 6, 33, 73
Carter, Prof. John 34
Cartwright, Mr. George C 26
Cartwright, Mr. George H 26
Chambury, Prof. Walter 34
Copeland, Mr. N. Norman 135, 136
Crane, Mrs. William H 27
D
Darrah, Dean Theodore S 80, 82
Dean, Prof Nina 31, 70
Dearing, Prof. Peter 32, 73, 84, 86
Dewart, Mr. William 31, 73
Dorsett, Prof. Wilbur 31, 73
Dorsey, Miss Sara Jane 70, 74
Douglass, Prof. Paul 31
Draper, Mrs. Evelyn 23
Drinkwater, Prof. Geneva . . .
. 31,68,71,80
Dunwoody, Mrs. Jean 22
E
Eastwood, Miss Cynthia W 20
Eberle, Mrs. Frederic 23
Eldridge, Prof. John G 30
Enyart. Dean Arthur D 166
Evans, Prof. A. Ross 30
F
Fairchild, Miss Ruth 70
Fischer, Prof. Rudolph 32
Fort, Prof. William E. Jr 33
French, Dean Sidney J 18, 24, 70, 80
Frutchey, Mr. Marcus P. Jr 35
G
Gavin, Mrs. Thomas E 18
Gleason, Mr. Harold 34
Gleason, Prof. Catherine 34
Goubaud, Mrs. Antonio 34
Graham, Mrs. Barbara Daly 23
Graham, Mrs. Lorena 23
Granberry, Prof. Edwin P 7, 31
Grand, Prof. Eugenie 32, 75
Greenfield, Prof. Robert W. . . 2, 30, 33, 68, 71
Greenhut, Prof. Melvin L 30
Gregg, Mr. James 26
Grose, Mr. Robert 32, 84, 86, 88
H
Hanna, Prof. Alfred J 19, 25, 31
Hansen, Mrs. Alice 22
Hellwege, Prof. Herbert E 140
Hill, Mr. Richard 84
Hufstader, Prof. Robert
. ... 34, 73, 83, 170
Huntington, Mr. Lyman B 69
Johnston, Dr. Walter B 27
Justice, Dean Joseph
.18, 70, 140, 145, 146
K
Kelly, Mrs. James A., Jr 32
Kemp, Mrs. Elaine F 20
Kent, Mrs. B. A 173
Kirk, Mr. Raymond L 173
Knight, Mrs. J. K 32
Koch, Miss Merle 23
Koehler, Miss Dorothy 1 20
Koontz, Mrs. Lloyd 31
L
Lacey, Mrs. Lester K 23
Lewis, Mr. Gordon F 33, 71
Lewton, Mr. Frederick L 23
Livingstone, Prof. Richard W 170
Lockamy, Mrs. Leslie 86
Lyle, Miss Chloe M 21
Lyle, Miss A. Leona 21
M
Magoun, Prof. Flora Lindsay 30, 71
Mahony, Mrs. Olive E 22
Mason, Mrs. Robert F 23
Mays, Mr. Charles E 26
McKean, President Hugh F. . . . 16, 17, 24, 30,
34, 40, 41, 140, 141, 171, 172, 180, 222, 243
McKean, Mrs. Hugh F 13, 24, 25
Mendell, Prof. Charles S, Jr 7, 31
Moore, Prof. Helen 34
Morehouse, Mrs. Terry B 22
Morganroth, Mr. Robert 30, 32
Mutispaugh, Mr. Harold 20
N
Nicholas, Miss Edith 27
Nyimicz, Prof. Daniel 127, 128
O
Ortmayer, Prof. Constance 34
Osgood, Mr. Albertine 32
P
Packham, Prof. Audrey L. . . 37, 71, 74, 120, 124
Patton, Miss Janet 74
Peterson, Prof. Florence 30
Plummer, Miss Elizabeth A 27
R
Rich, Mr. John 19
Rogers, Miss Margaret S 70
Rosazza, Prof. Ross 34, 73
Ross, Prof, John S 33
Rowland, Prof. Richard C 31
Russell, Prof. James H 7, 33
s
Saute', Prof. George 20, 33, 36, 70
Shelton, Mr. W. Roy, Sr 30
Shifalo, Mr. Joseph 34
Shor, Prof. Bernice C 33
Silins, Prof. Janis 34
Smith, Prof. Rhea Marsh 31
Smith, Prof. Zens L 33
Stock, Prof. Irvin 31, 68
Stone, Prof. Wendell C. . . 18, 33, 71, 167, 243
Suydam, Mr. Henry S 137
Swanson, Miss Jane 23
T
Thomas, Prof. Dan A 33, 70
Tiedtke, Mr John M 19, 24
V
Van Boecop, Prof. Colette 32, 75
Vestal, Prof. Paul A 33
Vincent, Mr. Donald C 21
W
Wagner, Mr. Arthur 32, 86, 88
Waite, Prof. Alexander 33
Ward, Mr. Frederick H 19
Watson, Dean Helen 19, 68, 107
Welsh, Prof. Charles A 30
Wilson, Prof. Roy A 33
Y
Yarbrough, Mrs. E C 27
Yessin, Mr. Gerson 34
z
Zeigler, Mrs. J. E 86
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STUDENT INDEX
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Abbott, Roiney 50, 101, 153, 154, 155
Abel, Sid 42, 120, 150
Abendroth, Joan 50, 70, 74, 102
Ackerman, Paul 69, 73, 1 1 2, 1 85
Adams, Judy 56, 70, 74, 96, 167
Adams, Pete . 70, 80, 86, 119, 164, 180, 185
Aguero, Elina 50, 75, 109
Albenberg, Anne 56, 105
Alexander, Anita 42, 105
Allen, Don 50, 73, 122
Allen, Kris 50, 101, 166
Allen, Sue 50, 96
Allen, Chuck 42, 120, 143
Allmand, John 185
Anderson, Dick 50, 62, 116
Andrews, Steve 116, 186
Anthony, Jo 56, 99, 167
Antonetti, Vince .... 71, 74, 75, 1 14, 186
Arndt, Evelyne 42, 75
Arthur, Gail 56, 99
Astor, Charlotte 50
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Atwood, Ron 50, 70, 80, 116
Aubry, Caroline 42, 75, 164
B
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Barber, Joyce 42
Barber, Sarah 50, 105
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Barker, Dick 42, 75
Barnes, Dick 42, 116, 131, 133
Barnes, Barry 42, 14
Barney, Goody 56, 101
Baumrind, Valerie 42, 96
Baxter, Sue 50, 99
Beal, Bruce 2, 56, 62, 66, 68, 112
Beeker, Lee 56, 80, 99
Belfield, Ann 42, 93, 105
Bell, Bob 74, 118, 119, 187
Benedict, Pete 42
Bennett, Harry 41, 56, 120, 143, 145
Bennett, Joan 104, 105, 175, 176, 187
Benoit, John 186
Bentley, Bill 42, 114, 131, 133
Berger, Chuck 42, 114
Berno, Barbi 7, 106, 187
Berry, Karen 42
Bexley, Bo 56
Bezemer, Chick . 56, 74, 120, 127, 128, 150, 151
Bird, Brian 74, 188
Blakely, Jenny Lou 8, 102, 188
Bobel, B. J 42, 99
Bofinger, Jack 42, 112, 151
Bonatis, Jim 51, 1 12, 241
Bonney, Bill 55
Borders, Corky 56,62,70,80,118
Boulware, Joady 42, 105, 163
Boulware, Marijo 93, 104, 105, 189
Bowers, Ann
. . 70,71,73,86,102,164,189
Bowman, Dave 62, 188
Bradley, Millie 42, 96
Brady, Ed 42, 112
Brand, Joan 43, 101, 163
Brauns, Carolyn 49
Brediger, Jim 73, 112, 189
Brediger, Teddy 56, 70, 109
Breen, Larry 51, 119, 131
Brenner, Sara 51 , 96
Brickman, Sandy 51, 62, 165, 175
Bristol, Margie 56, 102, 239
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Brookbank, Ann 51, 71, 73, 99
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Brown, Betsy 51, 74, 153, 154
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Cayll, Jo 76, 106, 175, 190
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